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The valley of Lanterbrunnen - arrested
our steps as we were descending a wind-:
ing path, and our ‘weariness was forgotten
as we gazed upon it.
Flanked by high
mountains, heading out to glaeier and snow-

-
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REMITTANCES must be made in money

ders, bank checks,
or drafts, if possible. When
neither of these can be procured, send the moneyin a
registered letter. All Postmasters are ebliged to

register letters whenever requested to do so.
tock

oneys thus

sent will be at our risk.
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Otherwise

ih be at the risk of those sending them.

‘The- regular Shilfes for money orders, bank
checks, and Post Office money orders may be deducted from the amount due, when thussent. Agents
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a8 large as possible and thus save expenses,
Papkrs are: forwarded until an explicit order is
received by the Publisher for their discontinuance,
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note

the date on the label for the expiration of his subsoription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
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1. Any person who takes a newspaper regularly
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2. Ifa person orders his paper discontinued, he
must pay all arrearages,or the publisher may con-
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whole amount, whether the paper is taken fromthe
Jflice or not.

3. The courts have decided that refusimgto take
newspapers and periodicals from the post-office,or
removing and Jeaving them uncalled for, i prima
tacie evidence of intentional fraud.
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Ob, ye who, with undoubting eyes
‘
- . Through present cloud and gathering storm,
Behold the span of Freedom’s skies,

And sunshiné soft and warm,—

Press bravely onward I—not in vain
Your generous trust in human kind;
The good which bloodshed can not gain,
Your peaceful zeal shall find.

The weapons which your hands have found
Are those which Heaven itself has wrought,
Light, Truth aud Love ;—your battle-ground

The free, broad field of Thought.
;
» = Whittier.
+s

P00

A Tour of Switzerland.
CriLwELL COLLEGE, ENGLAND, §
/ August 26, 1874.

:

?

FOURTH LETIER.— GRIMSEL—LAUTERBRUN-.
NEN—THEODULE PASS,
He who would-see Switzerland must see

it on his legs.

Light, rich with ‘varied

sprinkled all over

Office, 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H.
To whom

capped

It is only to the pedestrian

that some points of view are accessible,and
it is chiefly to the pedestrian that the man-

ifold and varied beauty of the land is re-|
vealed. A knapsack or baversack may be
carried without inconvenience,
‘afer a day

And so, to descend tobe. Himblest, the

thinker and writer among men, the man of
serious
purpose, high intention, loving
heart, cati not, if he would, confine

to. the bhdarest expressions that words may
He plucks the rose of Sharon, with
its grace and its fragrance, as well ‘as its
thorns. What he labors to do, he does well.

culture, ‘make.

with picturesque

chalet

-and clustering hamlet, sonorous with “torreut'and waterfall, and luxuriant “with fir What he does lovingly, that he does often
and pine, it struck us as the mdst remurkable valley we had seen. * Poetic memories,

beautifully also.

L
: But much of sermonizing has the: reputation of being dry. This’s owing, in some

too, invest
it with
additional
charms.
Goethe has been here and he writes of its

fatigne

durable the

of a ten

miles’ walk

early.in the morning and late in the afternoon. Starting soon after sunrise a good
distance may be compassed before the heat

and resting in

becomes oppressive,

the

middle of the day a similar distance may
be traversed before sunset without intoler-

‘The near view of cascade,
able weariness.
k, valley, fern and flower, with
torrent,

endless and ever-changing glimpses of dis, tant Alp and glacier, will well repay the
walker for his toil.

Our programme involved the testing of
our pedestrian powers. They had often
been tested before in England and Ameri-

ca, and

rarely failed

They would not,

us.

we hoped, fail us in Switzerland; nor did
they, though once or {wice sorely tried.

From Grimse! to Interlaked™ we tramp in
three days, taking our route by Meiringen,
Grindelwald and Lauterbrunnen.
From
. Thun to Aosta over the Gemmi pass and the
Theodule glacier we
with the help of two

« diligence.”

walk’ in four days
short rides in the

From F. Remy

to Chamou-

nix by thé great St. Bernard and the Col de
Balme we make our way in lwo days
more, and are almost ready for the Jardin
jor the Flegere in the evening. Two Sun«
"days of rest intervened,and a day iv Berne,
the federal capital of Switzerland.

beauties. Byron composed his Manfred in
the neighborhood. - The *¢ Staubbach,”

“It is
The
And
O’er

not noon; the sunhow’s rays still arch
torrent with the many hues-6f heaven,
roll the sheeted silver’s waving column
the crag’s headlong perpendicular,

And fling its lines of foaming light along,
And to and fro, like the pale courser’s tail,
The giant steed,to. be bestrode by Death,

As'told in the Apocalypse.”

.

.

The Gemmi pass is remarkable mainly
for its steep and difficult ascent and the
naked and desolate grandeur of its scenery.

for addressing the public mind?

Common

She had to be ‘discharged;

blame;

to ker

master,

*I

it all comes from

my

glish version, which is a very different thing,
and which, so far from being a matter to be

:

as T am."—Popular

not to

father.

by had the same fault, and it drove
| or 10

“but,”

am

He

m

descent, and

no won-

Men with giddy heads and unsteady

good

cent and rhyme, the apt expression, make
feet should not attempt it. A tablet marks the congregation sit with gars erect at the
the spot where, in 1861, the Contesse repetition. The half-hour gets greatly red’Herlincourt fell over the precipice and duced in imagination. The sermon is bet:
was killed. The Contesse was riding and ter heard, its lesson is carried home. Yet son to distrust the reliability of wkat claims
she slipped from her saddle.
we can not bear to have quotations brought to be God's revelation.. Now, this is their
The Theodule pass which leads from Zer-. “in of set purpose, or figures of poetry, stars superstition, and, considering that supermatt into Italy ‘Was expected to present of heaven, roses and gladioles hung There stition always involves danger to whatever
greater difficulty because of the snow. and there, where they never grew, and truth may be leld in connection with it,
Rising at two, and starting at sunrise, we
showing more the wealth of the lore of the every reflecting mind must admit that it
reached the glacier early, and sat down for speaker than the riches with which his should be, if possible, dispelled.’ The ill
a second breakfast. For an hour and a mind and heart spontaneously flower forth. results which may be expected to attend the
half we trudged over the snow, each of us
Is it not true that the art of writing is process of dispelling it, and the magnitude
being connected by the rope with our guide. much less studied than it was some few of which it were wrong to underrate, only
Four or five narrow crevasses were pass- years since ? and that any one now who has belong to the penalty which falsehood, once
ed, but we could step over them "with ease, a thought is supposed to be capable of ex. ‘accepted, never fails to bring after it; and
and they. could never be. dangerous except pressing it? We wight as well suppose we have no right throngh dread of these rewhen covered and hidden by a new fall of that a naked man, on = ‘desert island, be- ‘suits, to attempt to keep back the truth.
snow. The summit of the pass is at an al- cause he wanted clothes, could find the finaa
titude of ten thousand, nine hundred feet. "est linens or broadcloths, as that the thinkA small hut affords refreshment“and sheler, who has never studied language, and
Inheritable Characteristics.
ter. ‘The view from the -rock on which ‘prepared bis tongue to tell, could find fit
.
tl) OG
w»
the hut stands was magnificent. . A white speech and gracious words at which the
‘Heredity
is
especially
noticeable
in
the
world of wonder surrounded us. The sun people should wonder as they proceeded
continuity
of
physiological
and
pathologishone clearly over the snow, and only a from his mouth. Even. great geniuses must
cal conditions. It is very “clearly evident
few
i light clouds hovered about the mount- study much; and great poets have to learn
in the expression and features of the physi-

ain tops. Beforeus lay the vast snow-field | the art of saying what it is given
we had traversed,stretchiag at our feet sey- say.
eral miles in extent, and rising up towards
gin whiteness. To the left of Breithorn
were the fair shining peaks of Castor and

Concerning some
at of revising the
Bible, Prof. Talcott
Mirror :
The desirableness

peerless grandeur; and further baqksnowy
peak upon peak appeared, until away o
the

Bernese

Oberland

of

glanced at ns through the clouds. Turning
to the right is the huge pyramidal Matterhorn,

tall,

lonely,

monumental;

to

the

received

of the difficulties in the
English version of the
says in the Christian
of a thorough

English

version

revision
of,

the

Scriptures, has long been deeply felt by all
who are competent to fori» an intelligent

beneath

opinion on the subject. There arg; ddubtless, great difficulties in the way of suci a

lies the Zermatt glacier and across the Zermatt valley the cloud-wrapped Weisshorn
and Wefterhorn; and behind us the valley

work, but when these difficulties are

urged

of Val Tournanche
with the dark hights of | as a sufficient reason why the work should
grand Paradis blocking up the sight. 1t not be undertaken, it is certain that the obwas an hour of strange, wild fluttering of | iector has looked only at one side of the
communing with

eternal snows, and

the

———

A

.

Then there is early rising,

pected that the benefits resulting will be

THOMAS GOADBY.
TR

GE

wholly unmixed with evils, It is by no
means certain that il will be found practicable by any method that can be adopted,

-

Poetry in The Pulpit.

In

‘the

old

French

noblesse

there

Jarpac, had ten.
reckoned in all

who

Poetry is sometimes an

who

turn

out

of bed

earlier

than

their

neighbors always give themselves.
Nobody jwas ever ten-minutes in the society of

of rhetoric thrown to him to relieve his attention, ér awaken his thought, or help him

thie better to comprehend.

Yet the water

sometimes to sacrifice sense

The work of the Creator,

certainly, is

charms us;

when

we .look

if we use it for

food,

be able to make; in

some

to form,
respects,

will
a still

nearer approach to a correct representation
of the inspired original than ‘is apparently

possible to be maile by the existing organi-

seri-

hours

over

us who

at

ley had nine children, bis father tem,

ing air, that is all

moonshine;

it is pure

a convention of

There is certainly need

;

THE YELLOW FEVER.

"This dreaded scourge seems
ing its appearance

again

in

ports, but it is a less fatal
than appeared last year.

:

eir health,and it seems to be connected with

some inner power of vitality transmitted to
individuals from their forefathers.

So well

known is this fact that, tn England,

life-

assurance companies receive from their
agents’ statements as to the longevity of the
applicants’ ancestors. In Turgot’s family,

the age of fifty-nine was very rarely exceed-

zations.

V

seal

to be makour

southern

type thus far
West Indian

ports are seriously afflicted by it, and our
government has adopted rigid quarantine

rules to be

applied to all crafts coming

from those ports.
far advanced that
not anticipated.

The season is now
a serious visitation

THE LUCKLESS

Mr. Whitely,

SECRET

chief

so
is

SERVIGE.

Yo

of the Government

foree of secret detectives, with his. whole
force, has been obliged to resign, such was

the dark nature of. acts proved against
the force in connection with the late District

safe burglary.
infamous

It has lately acted

fushion,

probably

lost

and

the

nothing, by

in -an

country

has

the resigna-

tion.
MASS. DEMOCRATIC

The Massachysetts
vention at its session
day, renominated, by
of last year, which is

CONVENTION.

democratic State conin WorcestesWednesacclamation,the ticket
as follows :—For Gov-

ernor, Willian Gaston of Boston; Lieutenant-governor, William L. Smith of Springfield ; Secretary of state, Benjamin S. Mills of
Williamstown ; Treasurer and receiver gen-

eral, Nathan Clark of Lynn;

Attorney-gen- |

*

eral, Waldo Coburn of Dedham ; Auditor of
accounts, C. Osgood Morse of Newbury-

part..

The resolutions declare in favor of

an immediate return to specie

payments, a

license law, and condemn all persons
cerned in perpetrating the southern

amissolent vawn,sas he takes his bed-room

candle,he reminds us that he was up four

hl

con-

;

7)

In a recent

lectureon

:

Caricaturing,

de-

by different persons to draw a caricature
of them. But a caricature was rarely pleasing to the subject of it, who seldom could
take any joke of which he was the” point.
laugh

when

saw the picture, say it was very

he

first

The recent researches

Gon:

these men

few

engage

funny, but

ance, and many of the exercises were ofan
interesting nature.
Some of the prayer

meetings were highly spiritual, and on the
whole the temperance cause seems to have
got better served than, either -the railroads
or the hotels.
THE BLACK

HILLS

MINING

ENTERPRISES.

Letters for permission to penetrate the
Black Hills country continue to reach the

Iiterior department.

One from New York

gives the detailsof an organization of oid
that for me? I don’t see the &lightest re- veterans who propose to start from Bissemblance—not a bit!" Toward the close mark as early inthe spring as permission
of the lecture Mr. Nast. «turning his eves
toward one of the front seats, said, ‘I wish

gentlemén in the audience would request
me to draw his caricature.”
Assent was
manifestly given, and the lecturer sketched
in an off-hand manner an exaggerated por-

trait!of Mr. Beecher, from a small portrait
which be held in one hand, while the sub-

can be obtained,

An effort will

be

during the winter to ne Tontshation rom
Congress that wiil permit such expedition
to mareh. The New York company proposes to take out a full mining outfit ard
six months’

rations,

the first fruits of

So

Custer's ‘wicked invasion are beginning
show themselves.
,

to -

A BREAK IN THE CLOUDS.
ject of it shook with laughter.
The artist
then speedily developed a small caricature A call was Jately issuedin Vicksburdy
of himself in the lower corner of the same | Miss., for a meeting of former Union an
sheet of ‘paper. ‘Pointing to the picture of Contederate soldiers, to promote good feelMz. Beecher, he said, ‘From

the

sublime”

ing between the North

and South.

Sev-

—then pointing to his own —*‘to the ridicu- [eral preliminary meetings have been held,

show

ence, Mr.

Beecher ‘rose, and with

mock-

contest in which gravity said, “Perhaps some here think you

generally

Methodist camp

of Mv. lous!” In the midst of the mirth of the audi- attended by representatives of both armies,

as to wrestlers and oarsmen,

t the winners in the

CAMP-MEETING.

then gravely remark, ‘But you don't mean

led, and the mun who made that family il- to draw a historical picture, and I wish one

ers.

TEMPERANCE

ground at Old Orchard Beach, Me., last
week. There was a pretty good attend-

in
livered before an immense audience
Plymouth church, Brouklyn, Mr. Thomas
Nast remarked that be was often requested

In genera) he would

NATIONAL

A camp meeting, partly (0 help the
beach hotels, partly to patronize the rail-.
roads, and partly to serve the temperance

‘cause, was held on the

Pe

Caricatures.
»

A

belong

families in which agility and
hereditary. Suppleness and

and at a meeting Thursday. eveniug the
body formed itself into an association to
be known as the ‘Order of Blues dnd’

Grays." Speeches’ were delivered indicutive of the utmost good

feeling and. .relief

at this public acknowledgment ‘of a break
in the dark cloudof prejudice which: has
been oppressing
all alike.

Lag

| ye

we

call the

day very
who tried
on to the
tom. He

to a mean me by that picture, but I don't see
the = slightest
resemblance !”—a remark
dexterity
apcan
well as from the Wengern Alp the brilliant beautyis not adornment simply; nor like have ‘nothing to which they
which
sent
the
entire
audience into longgrace’
in
standa
as
purity, the dazzling, radiant whiteness of the jewels amd satins of one overdressed, peal, with any confidence,
continued
bursts
of
laughter
and applause.
‘dancing ave also transmitted, as is shown
the eternal snows of Jungfrau and tie clear desirops of display It is the expression of ard of veligions belief and practice. Find- ‘in the case of the celebrated Vestris family .
4
crystal beauty of the smooth-shining Silber. spiritual presence. And so God expressed ing that there are so many texts rejected as
The
same
is
to
be
said
with
regagd.
to
yar
The
best
education—self-knowledge.
accuslong
!
’
ie
hiwsélf in his werks, and we see him there, spurious which, they have becn
SE
i
horn.
:
Ty
i
”

men,

enough of a wisé consultation.

in proof of

cal pride that he is not as other men whom

aud

best must elapse before the received version
will be supplanted by any’ other single one, Afetrious had a presentment that, so soon
he ‘liad reached fifty, tha close of
filling in any good manner the place which:
his
life
was not distant. Albeit he had all
that venerable monument of the learning
the appearances.of good health and hi
and the piety of our forefathers has long
er vigor of temperament, still from that
held in the confidence and affection of the
te forward he held himself ‘ready for
English speaking race.
a
EINE
ay
In the meantime; it is argued by those| desth, and in fact, did die at the age of
fifty-three.
!
who oppose the whole movement, that it
muscular
Heredity
often
transmits
can not be otherwise than that the old revngth and sundry other motor activities.
erence for the Bible will be greatly im.
paired. The-general uncertainty as to the In ancient times there were families of
respective merits of the different produc. athletes, and the English have families of

Ere the foot of man had trod upon it, or
hand of man was put forth to gather, or
Oberland, and the Grindelwald glacier just wenry eyes were closed in rest, the Creator
the
before:our eyes. Then followed the Little touched the earth and the sky, the weed and tious which all alike claim to represent
meaning
of
the
primitive
text
will
lead
a
the
tree,
the
water
and
the
desert,
and
they
with
Alp
Wengern
the
Scheideck and

abed,

self-conceit that he inflates himself with.

In some
families this fecundity endured through five

at it, it

of the Bernese

lie

which™they .point out that the Waverly
novels were all written bafore breakfast.
Very good; let them produce their Waverly novels; meanwhile we shall take leave
to remain skeptical as to the reality of, this
gain of time.
The practice is a healthy
one, they say, and they always brag of
their superior appetites at breakfast, as if
there was something meritorious
in an
extra consumption of ham and eggs.
Now
the simple fact of the matter is that in at
least nine cases out of ten your early riser
is merely a fidgety, restless animal, who is
incapable of reposing after the fashion or
at the season ordained by civilized mankind; and as to his inhaling the pure morn-

whom thirty were boys. Xxgdchille de Har-

no artist

he could not dispense with bis labor at the

In all probability, many ycars

plish something.

a confirmed early riser without being made.

four Guises urday Review.
children, of

ultimately obtain general acceptance where- or six generations. The average length of
ever the English language is spoken, It life depends on locality, diet, stage of civiltion, but individual longevity appears
adornment only; | is very possible, if not probable, that “the
{
be
completely freed from these congirevision
to
be
produced
by:
the
committees
1
aid of ornament.
It is observed among those who
now at work on both sides of the water, will {* ns.
through a whole
sad the mest laborious lives, as well as
be followed by one or more re-revisions put
a single flower
mong those who take the greatest care of
forth by other and more select associations
of eminent Bjblical scholars, who, unfettered by restrictions which made jt neoessary

y
he has

As

to temperance

It is decided to hold

Iu tae string

lost his life at hours before any of us wevre:stirting.—Sat-

The first
forty-three

nent words to say upon the too little studfed art of graceful expression in the pulpit:
but the sermon needs the
Sometimes one may sit
discourse, and never_have

:

South at
of the virtues, major or minor, cardinal or leading - Republicans of the
Chattanooga,
Tenn.,
Oct.
18,
to
consult
upotherwise, there is not one about which the
possessors are so abominably conceited as on the best: means of warding off the danthis. People endowed with so uncomfor- gers that now seem to threaten that portion
table a gift are, no doubt, entitled to some of the'land. If they can assemble and act
little indemnification; but no degree of as patriols and not as party men, leaving
self-mortification could justify the prepos- the spirit and methods of the politician at
terous airs of superior virtue which people home, ‘there is hope that they may accom-

to produce another English version as a re- his great-grandfather eighteen.

The Christian Register has these perti- vision of the received version such as will

I
‘meeting.

much after the fashion of the man
The Liberal politicians of New York
to lengthen his blanket by sewing
| were several families which possessed high
top what he cut off from the bot- held a state convention in Albany last
procreative - vigor. Anne de Montmorenis very brisk, not {o say arro- Wednesday, and adopted a series of reso| oy, who, at the age of over sixty-five years, gant, in the morning;
but he is useless lutions but refused to nominate state officould stilly at the battle of St. Denis, smash for all social purposes in the evening. cers. The resolutions proncunce Grant's
with his sword the feeth of a Szotch soldier Drowsy after dinner, torpid after tea, he administration a failure, call for freedom
who was giving him the death-blow, was hybernates like a bear during the sociable of the press as though it were in any sense
Three of season ushered in by the candles, and is curtailed, object to a third term, call for a
the father of twelve children.
bis ancestors, Mathew J, Mathew II, and most lifeless when eivilized man enjoys return to specie payments, and a good
Mathew II], ‘taking
all together, had life most. But even in that abject condi- many other things "that neither they nor
pighteen,
and of" these fifteen were boys. tion he finds something to brag of; for with their children are ever likely to see.
ity.

task may be performed, it is not to be ex- great-grundfather,

heaven and earth clasp-

ed bands.
HRI

nature on

mous as possible. One

of socie-

(Big-nosed, Thick-lipped,Swollen-cheeked, the prayer-bell sometimes catcheth at their
ontBig-Headed).¥ Of all the features, proba- toilet. That he makes any use of the hours rages. The proceedings of the convegtion
bly the nose is best preserved by heredity : go gained is in general pure fiction.
.
Bat were harmonious.
the Bourbon nose is famous.
Heredity even if he does, what then ? He adds to his
THE NEW YORK LIBERALS.
also manifests itself by fecundity and longév-

question and most probable,to say the least,
and he is not capable of forming any just ‘The son and graadson of the great Conus
estimate of the other. However well the bad nineteen between them, and their

spirit and of clear and open vision of a new
and purer world. ‘Transfigyred in thought
we stood

Capitones, &c.

and

himself as infa-

ty Be mast at once make

Earl y Risin g.

In fine wéather he struts abroad eruwing
over a slumbering world ; in wet he moons
about the house a reproach and hindrance
to the servants setting about their morning
ognomy. This was observed by the an- ministratiens, and all through the period
cients; hepce the Romans had their Na- of family prayers he is filled with pharisai-

sones, Labeones, Buccones,

The Revision of the Bible.

Breithorn in beautiful mounds of pure, vir

the far off horizon,

them

a man would be a decent member

will do the same by his name and
whole thing a rich joke.
A SOUTHERN CONVENTION.

verse is blank, the regular recurrence of ac-

der.

eighteen hundred feet,

many

the prohibitéry law is a poor thing,

they held a meeting in Boston Masic Hall
Wednesday evening, which was one of the
strangest meetingson record. The resolu-

.| hitherto kpown

have been lost in the

to descend about

depréciated, is, within certain limits, to ‘be

+ PROVIBITION (OPPOSED.
Severd] valiant temperance = men in
Massachusetts have now. discovered that

to reverse most of the principles
Seemed

7

Neienge Monthly.

along. zigzags , which ingenious Tyrolese
constructed a hundred years ago. . Lives

near and full view of Jangfrau from ils Bloomed and glittered, and spoke forth many to believe that the old Bible is irre.
“baseto its summit. Nowhere do we see 50, more olearly his name and presence. For coverably gone, and that henceforth they

y

aloud.

said she

Events of the Week.

Even when
declare that drunkeuness is
talked to herself tions ‘virtually way to sobriety, and that if
the only safe

she was quite alone she

people, the practical impression, doubtless, aware of the fact, and directly or indirectly,
is that the English Bible which they are in snubbed for not being one himself... Now,
the habit of reading from day to day, is it- is early rising such a virtue, and are these
self an infallible book, and any intimation early birds so very virtuous, that we are
as to the incoirectness of any portion of it is bound tamely to submit to this 2. Of course
apt to be regarded as a species of impiety, we know all the stock arguments;
they
‘Whenever such an intimation comes from a impress them upon us often enough. It is
quarter that commands respect, the feeling they who get the worm,
Well, - for our
at once arises that just so far as there is any part, they are welcome to it; we don’t
worms. Then they gain so many
valid ground for it, just so far is there rea- want

“Soheideck and the Grindel Alp with Jung-

Lane

in all this

also talk to ani-

ness far our native tongue and its especial
fitness for our minds.
or
:
A dry discourse is often wonderfully enlivened by a brief quotation of some really
appropriate poetry. The measure, if the

splendid glimpse of the snow-covered peak end of the six days, but took another time
of the Wetterhorn; and also the greut as long, “evidently, to make it glorious.

-

Now,

would

mals and to inanimate things,

desired and aimed at. “With

- the village and meadow, corn-field and gar- —the world sufficient for the table and the
_ den. Next day came Rosenlaui with its lodging of his creatures,—he so loved it that

range

urse, that it neither is nor contains a rey-

to faint; but she

sand years,we have not out-grown our fond-

then

the whole

and, to all appearance, equally
as to suggest that the true import is a mat -|
ter of entire uncertaibty,men will he tempted to conclude that in respect to the meaning of the Bible, as a whole, there - is nothing that can positively be known, and of

end of the pass, which leads to Leukerbad
and the Rhone valley, is like a mountain
wall. It is down this wall of rock we have

us, orthe stars of heaven are above. Indeed, when the Creator had made the world

frau and

honest ,| whose loquacity knew no bounds.
She
competent , | would talk to people till they were ready

English has a rare beauty in it; and though
much Latin has been used for the last thou-

if we lie down to rest, the grass is beneath

its glacier,and
‘mellow echoes,its pine-woods,

equally

It is between seven and eight thousand feet
above the level of (he sea, and the southern

glaciers,then the plateau of grass and flowand

learned,

languages and itselt eonsidored there is; vonfossedly; great
. It is certainly to bé apprehended
of English = “‘dictionary-words.”
Many
preachers, like many physicians and botan#{ that as a result of making a new revision,
or even of agitating the question of making
ists, delight in Latin and Greek, when English-would be equally expressive, and get one, there may be, to a certain extent and
into a Latinized or Greek style; rather de- fora timo, an apparent weakening of the
light themselves in hard words. Would not, reverence for Scripture. But it is impora course of study for the young divinity tant to be considered here, that there is a
student in Bunyan’s ‘Pilgrim's Progress,” distinction between reverence for Scripture
and reverence for the English version; and
and in the “Vicar of Wakefiéld,” and in that while there may be, to some extent
Watts, who used few words of more than and fora time, a weakening of the reyerone syllable in all his five hundred psalms; ence for Scripture itself, much of what is so
and hymus, be very healthful for the mind regarded may be, after” all, nothing more
of the student, and help greatly to fit him than weakening of reverence for the En-

mark first the region of rock rounded hy can equal the beauty of the fipening fruit ;
waterfall,

we

scholars. equally

(dust-brook) a slender thread of water that scholars ; books of modern

ous enough; but

and rainbow-spanned

preachers,

ous peculiarities of voice, such as stammering, nasality, and lisping. There are several families who are naturally singers.
Children bora of babbling. parents ave |

ed to receive with undoubting rust, while themselves babblers by birthright.
Dr.
others still are so varionsly translated. Ly Lucds cites the case of a servant-maid

begin our preparation by the study of books,

falls from a perpendicular rock nine hundred feet, and, waving in the wind, breaks
intg silver spray as it falls, Byron thus
describes :— +
*

which the drab-coloréd Aar foams and hurries in hot haste. Here as we descend we

_ers, then the fir-terrage with silvery cascade

as

tomed to look upon as Scripture, that’ there
aré so many other passages of the original
which have been wholly misrepresented by
the words which they have been
ccustom-

books in ancient languages ; productions
of | elation from \God.

of life has its sparkle; and have not thirsty
Some of the chief scenes and objects of laborers, since the world began, loved betinterest our walks brought to view may be ter the draught from" the running rill beLeaving Grimsel Hoss cause it sparkled in the sunshineas, it ran?
brietly described.

pice first came the valley of Handeck along

:

degree, to the fact that,

or two's training, and the invigorating ef- Pollux; and beyond, Monte Rosa in all her

fect of the mountain air will soon make en-

himself
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And so, to descend to the humblest, the
thinker and writer among men, the man of
serious, purpose, high intention, loving
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mountains, leading out to glaeier and snow-

to the bdrest expressions that words may
make.
He placks the rose of Sharon, with
its grace and its fragrance, as well as™its
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To Reformers.
———

Oh, ye who, with undoubting eyes
Through present cloud and gathering storm,
Behold the span of Freedom’s skies,
And sunshine soft and warm,—
Press bravely onward !=-not in vain
Your generous trust in human kind;
The good which bloodshed can nét gain,
Your peaceful zeal shall find.

a

The weapons which your bands have found

Are those which Heaven itself hus wrought,
Light, Truth aud Love ;—your bittle-ground
The_free, broad field of Thought.

— Whittier.
ae

A Tour
»

a

a

of Switzerland.
a

—

CniLwELL COLLEGE, ENGLAND,

August 26, 1874.

§

§ ~

YOURTH LETTER.— GRIMSEL—LAUTERBRUN-

chalet

“|

NEN—THEODULE PASS.
He who would see Switzerland must see
it on his legs. It is only to the pedestrian
: that some points of view are accessible,and

it

with

additional

charms.

beautifully also.
But much of ser monizing has the reputi
tion of being dry. Thisis owing, in some

Goethe has been here and he writes of its degree, to the fact that, as preachers, we:
beauties. Byron composed his Manfred in begin our prebo tion by the study of books,
the | neighborhood. - The *¢ Staubbach,” bodks in“anci
Tanguages ; productions of
(dust-brook) a slender thread of water that scholars ; books of modern languages” and
falls from a perpendicular rock ‘nine hun- of - English
“‘dictionary-words.”
Man
dred feet, and, waving in the wind, breaks preachers, like many physicians and bolan#
into silver spray as it falls, Byron. thus ists, delight in Latin and Greek, when English would be equally expressive, and . get
describes
:—

into a Latinized or Greek style; rather de-

after

a day

gin whiteness. - To the left of Breithorn
were the fair shining peaks of Castor and
Pollux; Laud beyond, Monte Rosa in all her

or two's training, and the invigorating effect of the mountain air will soon make en- peerless ‘grandeur; and further back,snowy

durable the fatigne of a ten miles’ walk
early in the morning and late in the afternoon.

Starting soon after sunrise

a

good

distance may be compassed before the heat
becomes oppressive, and resting in the
middle of the day a similar distance may

ed to receive with undoubting

trust,

while

‘others still are so variously translated. Ly
scholars equally learned, equally: honest,
and, to-all appearance, equally competent,

as to suggest that the true import is a matter of entire uncertainty,men will be tempted to conclude that in respect tb the meaning of the Bible, as a whole, there ‘is nothing that can positively be known, and of
purse, that it neitlier is nor contains a rev|’ ation from God: Now, in all this by}
| itself considered there is; confossediy; great’
weight. Tt is certainly to be apprehended
‘that as a result of making a new revision,
or even of agitating the question of making
one, there may be, to a Certain extent and
for a time, an

apparent

peak upon

peak appeared,

the far off horizon,

the

until away

Bernese

on

Oberland

glanced at ns through the clouds. Turning
to the right is the huge pyramidal Matterhorn, tall,

lonely,

monumental;

beneath

The

men

Revision

Concerning some
way of revising the
Bible, Prof Talcott
Mirror :
The dosirabionces
-of=the

—

ptf

rel

of the

SR

Bible.

of the difficulties in -the
English version of the
says in the Christian
of atioroneh

received - English

version

revision
of

the

Scriptures, has long been deeply felt. by all
who are competent to fori» an intelligent

opinion on the subject.

There ars;

doubt-

she'was quite

aloud.
said

to

herself

She had to be discharged;

‘but,”

she

alone she

to

ker

.eientss, hence: the Romans
_sones, Labeones, Buccones,

had their NaCapitones, &e,

master;

blame; it all comes from

talked
“I

am

not

Events of the Week.
PROPIBITION OPPOSED.
men in
Several valiant temperance
Massachusetts have now discovered that
the prohibitory Jaw -is a poor thing, and
they held a meeting in Boston Music Hall
Wednesday evening, which was one of the
strangest meetings on record. The resolutions.virtually declare that drunkenness is

a man would be adecent member. of socie«
himself as infaty he must at ‘once mak¢
was-tho
O
s
as possible.
mou

to

He

my father.

lies the Zermatt glacier and across the Zermatt valley the cloud-wrapped Weisshorn
and Wetterhorn; and behind us she valley
of Val Tournanche with the dark hights of
gyand Paradis blocking up the sight. 1t
was an hour of strange, wild flattering of
spirit and of clear and open vision of a new
and purer world. Transfigured in thought
we stood commuuning with nature on the
eternal snows, and heaven and earth clasp-

seemed
to reverse

een Monthly.

hitherto

a

€

As

he bas.

most of the principles

known

to temperance

men,

we

will do the same by his name and call the

Early Rising.

whole thing a rich joke.
{

A SOUTAERN CONVENTION .

i

Then there is early rising,
of the virtues,

It is decided

Io tae stribg

major or minor,

cardinal

leading

or

to hold

a convention

Republicans of the

Souih

of

at

otherwise, there is not one about which the Chattanooga, Tenn., Oct. 13, to consult uppossessors are so abominably conceited
sas on the best méans. of warding off the danthis. People endowed with so uncomfor- gers that now seem to threaten that portion
Tf they can assemble and act
table a gift are, no doubt, entitled to some of the land.
little indemnification; buf ..no .dg¢gree of as patriols and not as party men, leaving
self-mortification could just
prepos- the spirit and methods of the politician at
terous airs of superior virtue which people home, there is hope that they. may accomwho turn out of bed earlief than their plish something. There is certainly need
neighbors always give themselves.
No- enough of a wise consultation.
THE YELLOW FEVER.
»
body was ever ten minutes in the society of
a confirmed early riser Without being made.
This dreaded scourge seems to be makaware of the fact, and directly or indirectly, ing its appearance again in our southern
snubbed for not being one himself. . Now, ports, but it is a less fatal “type thus far
is early rising such a virtue, and are these than appeared last year. = West Indian
early birds so very virtuous, that we are ports are seriously afflicted by it, and our
bound tamely to submit to this ? Of course government has adopted rigid quarantine
we know all the stock arguments;
they rules tobe applied to all crafts coming
impress them upon us often enough. It is from those ports. The season is now so
they who get the worm.
Well, for our far advanced that a serious visitation is
part, they

are

welcome

to

it;

we

don’t

n ot anti icipateted.

want worms.
Then they gaiy so many
hours dover us who lie abed, in proof of
which they point out ‘that the Waverly
novels were all written before breakfast.
Very good ; let them produce their Waverly - novels; meanwhile we shall take leave
to remain skeptical as to the reality of this
gain of time. . The practice is a healthy
one, they say, and they always brag of
their superior appetites at breakfast, as if
there was something meritorious
in an
extra consumption of ham and eggs.
Now
the simple fact of the matter is that in at
least -nine cases out of ten your early riser
is merely a fidgety, restless animal, who is
incapable of reposing after the fashion or
at the season ordained by civilized mankind; and as to his inhaling the pure morning air, that is all moonshine;
it is pure
self-tonceit that he inflates himself with.
In fine weather he strats abroad erowing
overa slumbering world; in wet he moons
about the house a reproach and hindrance
to the servants setting about their morning

ministrations, and all through the

2,

THE LUCKLESS

Mr. Whitely,

SECRET

chief

SERVICE.

of the Government

forvee of secret detectives, with -his whole
force, has been obliged to resign, such was

the

dark

nature

of acts

proved

against

the force in connection.with the late District

safe burglary.
infamous

It

has lately

fushion,

probably

lost

and

acted

the

nothing

in an

‘country

by

the

has

resigna-

tion.
MASS. DEMOCRATIC

CONVENTION.

The Massachusetts democratic State convention at its session in Worcestes Wednesday, renominated, by acclamation,the ticket

of last yed¥, which is as follows :—For Goyernor, Willian Gaston of Boston;

Lieuten-

ant-governor, William L. Smith of Springfield ; Secretary of state, Benjamin S. Mills of
Williamstown ; Treasurer and receiver gen-

eral, Nathan Clark of Lynn; Attorney-general, Waldo Coburn of Dedham ; Auditor of
accounts, C. Osgood Morse of Newbury- '
"period | port. The resolutions declare i in favor of

of family prayers he is filled withiphasisaical pride that he is not as other men whom
‘(Big-nosed, Thick-lipped,Swollen-cheeked,
the prayer-bell sometimes catcheth at their
Big-Headed). Of all the features, proba-| toilet. That he makes any use of the hours
bly thegaose is best preserved by heredity : so gained is in general pure fiction.
But
the Bourbon nose is “Mamous. “Heredity even if he does, what then ? He adds to his
also manifests itself by fecundity and longev- day very much after the fashion of the man
ity. In the old French noblesse
there ‘who tried to lengthen his blanket by sewing
were several families which possessed high on- to the top what he cut off from the -botprocreative vigor. Anne de Montmoren- tom. He is very brisk, not to say arrocy, who, at the age of over sixty-five years, gant, in the morning;
but he is useless
could still, at the battle of St. Denis, smash
with his sword the teeth of a Szotch soldier
who was giving him the death-blow, was

‘meeting...

{renang

for all social purposes” in the evening.
less, great difficulties in the way of suc a
Drowsy after dinner, torpid after tea, he
work, but when these difficulties are urged
hybernates like a bear during the sociable
Three of season ushered in by the candles, and is
as a sufficient reason why the work should the father of {welve children.
not be undertaken, it is certain that the ob- his ancestors, Matiew J, Mathew II, and most lifeless when civilized man enjoys
endless and ever-changing glimpses of disjector has looked only at ‘one side of the Mathew III, taking all together, had life most. But even in that abject conditant Alp and glacier, will well repay the
;
walker for his toil
question and most probable,to say the least, eighteen, and of these fifteen were boys. tion he finds something to brag of; for with
Our programme involved the testing of
and he is not capable of forming any just ‘The son aud graadson of the great Conus @m insolent vawn, as he takes his bedroom
our pedestrian powers. They had often
estimate of the other. ‘However well the bad nineteen between them, and their candle, he reminds us that he was up four
been tested before in England and - Ameritask may be performed, it is not to be ex- great-grundfather, who lost his life .at hours before any of us weve:stirring.—SatThey would Wot,
ca, and rarely failed us.’
The first four Guises urday Review.
pected that the benefits resulting will be Jarpac, had ten.
.
ed bands.
THOMAS GOADBY.
we hoped, fail us in Switzerland; nor did
a
wholly unmixed with evils, It is by no reckoned in all forty-three children, of |
doors
Achille de Har. |
Fuss, dai
they, though onc& ok twice sorely tried.
means certain that il will be found practi- whom thirty were boys.
"|
From Grimsel to Interlaken we tramp in|"
cable by any method that can be adopted, ley had nine children, his father tem, aud |
Poetry in The Pulpit.
“Caricatures.
three days, taking our route by Meiringen,
—® Gs
to produce another English version as a re- his great-grandfather. eigateen.. In some
families this fecundity endured through five
Grindelwald and Lauterbrunnen.
From
The Christian Register has these perti- vist®h of the received version such as will or six generations. The average length of
In a recent lecture on Caricathring, deThun to Aosta over the Gemmi pass and the
nent words to say upomrthe too little stud- ultimately obtain general acceptance where- life depends on locality, diet, stage of civil- livered before. an immense audience in
Theodule glacier we walk. in four days
ever
the
English
language
is
spoken.
It
fed art of graceful expression in the pulpit:
ion, but individual longevity appears Plymouth church, Brouklyn,: “Mr. Thomas
with the help of two short rides in the
is very possible, if not probable, that the
Poetry is sometimes an adornment only ;
completely freed from these congi- Nast remarked that be was often requested
be
o
f
|
gommittees
the
by
‘ diligence.” FromF. Remy to Chamou10 be produced
but the sermon needs the aid of ornament: revision
those: who by different persons to draw a caricature
now at work on both sides of the water, will {*{ions. It is observed among
nix by the great St, Bernard and the Col de
Sometimes one may, sit through a whole
But a caricatpre was rarely pleasead
the
most
laborious
lives,
as
well* as of them.
Balmewwe make our way in two days
be followed by one or more re-revisions put
discourse, and never have a single flower
seldom could
forth by other and more select associations dmong those who take the greatest care of ing to the subject of it, who
more, and are almost ready for the Jardin
of rhetoric thrown to him to relieve ‘his ator the Flegere in the evening. Two Sun: teption, or’awaken his thought, or help him of eminent Biblical scholars, who, unfetter- their health,and it seemsto be connected with take any joke of which he was the point.
some inner power of vitality transmitted to In general he would laugh when he first
ed by restrictions which made it necessary
days of rest intervened,and a day in Berne,
Yet the water
the betterto comprehend.
individuals from their forefathers. So well saw the picture, say it was very funny, but
sometimes
to
sacrifice
sense:
to
form,
will
the federal capital of Switzerland.
:
of life has its sparkle; and have not thirsty
Some of the chief scenes and objects of laborers, since the world began, loved bet- be able to make, in some respects, a still’ known is this fact that, in England, life- then gravely remark, ‘But you don’t mean
interest our walks brought te view may, be ter the draught from' the running rill be- nearer approach to a correct representation assurance companies receive from their that for me? I-don’t see the slightest rebriefly described. Leaving Grimsel Hos- cause it sparkled in the sunshine as it ran? of the inspired original than is apparently #gents’ statements as to the longevity of the semblance—not a bit !” + Toward the. close
applicants’ ancestors. In Turgot’s family, of the lecture Mr, Nast, turning his eyes
pice first came the valley of Haudeck along The work of the Creator, certainly, is sefi- possible to be made by the existing organithe age of fifty-nine was very rarely ¥xceed- toward, one of the front seats, said, “I wish
which the drab-colored Aar foams and hur- ous enough; but when we look at if, it zations. In all probability, many ycars at
ad, and the mun who made that family il- to draw a historical picture, and I wish one
ries in hot haste. Here as we descend we charms us; if we use,it for, food,-m6 artist best must elapse before the received version
lustrious had a presentment that, so soon gentleman in the audienge would request
markfirst the region of rock rounded hy can equal the beauty of the ripening fruit; will be supplanted by any other single one,
§ he bad reached fifty, th: close of me to draw his caricature.”
Assent was
_ glaciers, then the plateau of grass and flow- if we lie down to rest, the grass is beneath filling in any. good manner the place which
his life was not distant. Albeit he had all manifestly given, and the lecturer sketched
learning
the
of
ers, then the fir-terrace with silvery cascade us, or the stars of heaven are above,
In- that venerable ‘monument
the appearances of good health and of great- in an off-hand manner an exaggerated porand rainbow-spanned waterfall,’ and ‘then! deed, whet the Creator Mad made the world and the piety of our forefathers has long
ers
vigor of temperament, still from that trait of Mr. Beecher, from a small portrait
the village and meadow, corn-field and gar- >the world sufficient for the table and the held in the confidence and affection of the time forward he held himself ready for which he held in one hand, while * the sub- den.
Next day came Rosenlani with its lodging of his creatures,—he so loved it that English speaking race.
death, and in fact, did die at the age of ject of it shook with laughte
The artist
mellow echoes,its pine-woods,
its glacier,and he could not dispense with his labor at the
In the meantime, it is argued by those
fifty-three.
o
:
then
speedily
developed
a
smalt
caricature
splendid glimpse of the snow-covered peak end of the six days, but took another. time who oppose the whole movement, that it
of
himself
in
the
lower
corver
of
the
same
eredity
often”.
transmits’
muscular
rev
old.
the
that
of the Wetterhorn; and also the great as long, evidently, to make it glorious. ‘oan not be otherwise than
sheet
of
paper.
‘Pointing
to
the
picture
‘of
ngth
and
sundry
other
motor
activities.
Scheideck and the Grindel Alp with Jung-] Ere the foot of man had .trod upon it, or erence. for the Bible will be greatly im:
Mz,
Beecher,
he
said,
“From
the
snblime”
In
ancient
times
there
were
families
«of
the
frau and the whole range of the’ Bernese hand of man. was put forth to gailiér, or paired. The general undertainty as to
athletes, and the English have families of —then pointing to his own —*‘to the ridicuOberland, aud the Grindelwald glacier just weaty eyes were closed in rest, the Creator respective merits of the different produc.
The recent researches of Mr. lous!” In the midst of the mirth of the audibefore our eyes. Then followed the Little touched the-earth and the sky, the weed and tions which all alike claim to represent the boxers.
to wrestlers and oarsmen, show pence, Mr, Beecher rose, and with mockas
Galton,
lead
Scheideck and .the Wengern Alp with a the tree, the water and the desert, and they meaning of the primitive text will
that
the
winners
in the contest in which gravity said, “Perhaps «ome here think you
irre.
is
Bible
old
the
that
neat and full view of Jangfrau from its bloomed and glittered, and spoke forth many to believe
these
men
engage,
generally belong to a mean me by that picture, but I don't see
base to its summit. Nowhere do we see 80 more clearly his name and presence. For coverably gone, and’ that ‘henceforth they
slightest
resemblance !"—a remark
few
families
in
i
which
agility and dexterity the
ap-|
ean =
‘well as from the Wengern Alp the brilliant beauty is not adornment simply; nor like have nothing to which they
which sent the entire audience into longare
hereditary.
Suppleness
‘and
grace
in
standa
as
purity, the dazzling, radiant whiteness of the jewels and ‘satins of one overdr essed, peal, with any confidence,
‘dancing are-also transmitted, as is shown continued bursts of laughter and applause.
the eternal snows of Jungfrau and the clear desirous of display: “1tis the expression of ard of religious belief and ‘practice. ‘Findin
the case of the celebfsted Vestris family,
as’
crystdl beauty of the smoothebining Silber “spiritual présence. And so God’ expressed ing that there are so many texts rejected
The
same is to be sdid with regard to variThe best education-=self’knowledge,
|
“aceuslong
been
«
horn,
or
himself in his werks, and we see him there. spurfous {hich they have
Ce
hb!

~ be traversed before sunset without intoler‘The near view of cascade,
able weariness.
torrent, rock, valley, fern and flower, with

and that if

the only safe wayto sobriety,

had the. same fault, and it drova m
as I am. "Popular

37
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ous peculiarities of voice, Buch. as stummering, nasality, and lisping. There are several families who are naturally singers.
Children bora of babbling parents gre
themselves babblers by birthright.
Dr.
Lucas. cites the case of a servant-maid
whose loquacity knew no bounds.
She
would talk to people till they were ready
to faint; but she would also talk to animals and to inanimate things, Even when

weakening of the

light themselves in hard words. Would not reverence for Scripture. But it i¢ impora course of study for the young divinity tant to be donsidered here, that there is a
And roll the sheeted silver’s waving column
student in Bunyan’s “Pilgrim's Progress,” distinction between reverence for’Scripture
O’er the crag’s headlong perpendicular,
And fling its lines of foaming light along,
and in Defoe’s original ‘Robinson Crusoé,” and reverence for the English version; and
And to and fro, like the pale courser’s tail,
and in the ‘Vicar of Wakefield,” and in that while there may be, to some extent
The giant steed,to be bestrode by Death,
Watts, who used few words of more than and for a time, a weakening of the reverAs told in the Apocalypse,”
‘| one syllable in all his five hundred psalms ence for Scripture itself, much of what is so
The Gemmi pass is remarkable mainly and hymus, be very healthful for the mind’ regarded may be, after all, nothing more
for its steep and difficult ascent and the of the student, and help greatly to fit him than weakening of reverence for the Ennaked and desolate grandeur of its scenery. for addressing the public mind? . Common
glish version, which is a very different thing,
It is between seven and eight thousand feet English has a rare beauty in it; and though
and which, so far from being a matter to be
above the level of (he sea; and the southern much Latin has been used for the last thou- depreciated, is, within certain limits, to ‘be
end of the pass, which leads to Leukerbad sand years,we have not out-grown our fond- desired and aimed at. With many good
and the Rhone valley, is like a mountain ness far our native tongue and its especial people, the practical impression, doubtless,
wall. It is down this
yall of rock we have fitness for our minds.
: is that the English Bible which they are in
to descend about eigfiteen hundred feet,
A dry discourse is often wonderfully en- the habit of reading from day to day, is italong zigzags which ingenious Tyrolese livened by a brief quotation of some really selfan infallible book, and any intimation
‘
constructed a hundred years ago.
Lives appropriate poetry. The measure, if the as to the incorreciness of any portion.of it is
have been lost in the descent, and no won- verse is blank, the regular recurrence of ac- apt to be regardedas a species. of impiety,
der, Men with giddy heads and unsteady cent and rhyme, the apt expression, make ‘Whenever such an intimation comes from a
feet shonld not attempt it. A tablet marks the congregation sit with ears erect at the quarter that commands respect, the feeling
the spot where, in 1861,
the Contesse repetition.
The half-hour gets greatly re- ‘at once arises that just so far as there is any
d'Herlincourt fell over the precipice and duced in imagination. The sermon is bet- valid ground for ity just so far is there reawas killed. The Contesse was riding and ter heard, its lesson is carried home.
Yet son to distrust the reliability of wkat claims
she slipped from her saddle.
Z
we can not bear to have quotations brought to be God’s revelation. Now, this is their
ye Theodule pass which leads from Zec- in of set purpose, or figures of poetry, stars superstition, and, ‘considering that supermatt into Italy was expected to present of heaven, roses and gladioles hung here stition always involves danger to whatever
greater difficulty
because of the snow. and there, where they never grew, and truth may be lield in connection with it,
Rising at two, and starting at sunrise, we
showing more the wealth of the lore of the ‘every reflecting mind must admit that it
reached the glacier early, and sat down lor speaker than the riches with which his should be, if possible, dispelled. The ill
a second breakfast. For an hour and a mind and heart spontaneously flower forth. results which may be expected to attend the
half we trudged over the snow, each of us
Is it not true that the art. of writing is process of dispelling it, and the magnitude
being connected by the rope with our guide. wuch less studied than it was some few of which it were wrongs underrate, only
Four .or five narrow crevasses were pass- years since ? and that any one now who has belong to the penalty which falsehood, once
ed, but we could step over them with ease, a thought is supposed to be capable of ex- ‘accepted, never fails to bring after it; and
and they could never be dangerous except pressing it? We might as. well suppose. we have no right through dread of these rewhen covered and hidden by a new fall of
that a*naked man, on a ‘desert island, be- ‘suits, to attempt to keep back the truth.
snow. The summit of the-pass is at an al- cause he wanted clothes, could find the finVw
40+ own
titude of ten thousand, nine hundred feet. est linens or broadcloths, as that the thinkA small hut affords refreshment and shelInheritable Characteristics.
er, who has vever studied language, and
ter.” The view from the rock on which prepared bis tongue to tell, could find fitOe
the hut stands was . magnificent. A white speech and gracious words at which the
Heredity is especially noticeable in the
world of wonder surrounded us. The sun people should wonder as they proceeded
continuity of physiological and pathologishone clearly over the snow, and only a fran
his mouth. Even great geniuses must
few light clouds hovered, about the mount- study much; and great poets have to learn cal conditions. It is very clearly evident
ain tops. Béfore us lay the vast snow-field the art of saying what it is given them to in the expression and features of the physiognomy.
This was observed by the anSan
—

carded without inconvenience

himself

toned {0 look upon as Scripture, that there
are so many other passages of the original
which have been wholly misrepresented by
the words ‘which they have been * accustom-

>

on moneys sent for the Star isallowed in addition
tnem.

with -picturésque

“ It is not noon; the sunhow’s rays still arch
The torrent with the many hues of heaven,
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who takes

culture,

and pine, it struck us as the most remnrkable valley we had seen. ' Poetic memories,
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varied

heart, can not, if he would, confine

and clustering hamlet, sonorous. with tof- thorns. ‘What he labors to do, he does well.
reut and waterfall, and” luxuriant with fir What he does lovingly, that he does often
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The valley of Lanterbrunnen arrested
our steps as we were descending a winding path, and our weariness was forgotten
as we gazed upon it. - Flanked by high

Office, 39 Washington 8t.,
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DOVER,

XLIX.

immediate return to epec ie payments, a
ln
gad condom all persons concerned in perp
sfing the southern outrages. The proceedings of the convention
were harmonious.

THE NEW YORK LIBERALS.

|.

The Liberal politicians of New York
held a state convention in Albany last
Wednesday, and adopted a series of resolutions but refused to nominate state - officers. The resolutions pronounce Grant's
administration a failure, call for freedom
of the press as though it were in any sense

curtailed, object to a third

term, call

for a

rejurn to specie payments, and a good
many other things: that neither they nor
their children ave ever likely to see. *+
’
A

NATIONAL

TE MPERANCE

CAMP-MEETING.

A camp meeting, parily {o help the
beach hotels, partly to patronize the railroads, and partly to serve the temperance

causéy was held on the
ground at
week.

Methodist camp

Old Orchard

There was

a

Beach,

pretty

Me.,

good

last

altend-

ance, and many of the exercises were of an
interesting nature. Some of the prayer
meetings were highly spiritual, and on the
whole the temperance cause seems to_have
got betier served than either She Tafiroads
or the hotels.
i
THE BLACK

HILLS

MINING

Letters for pcimission
Black Hills country

ENTERPKISES.

to penetrate

the

continuéto reach

the

Interior department. One from New York
gives the details of an organization of old
veterans who propose to start from Bismark as early in the spring as permission
can be obtained.
An effort will be made
during
the winter to secure legislation from
Congress that wiil permit such expedition
to mareh,
The New York company pro-

poses to take out a full mining outfit and
six months’ rations.
So the first fruits of
Custer’s ‘wicked invasion are beginning to show themselves.
A BREAK

A call -was

IN THE

lately

CLOUDS.

issued in

Vicksburg,

Miss ., for a meeting of former ‘Union and

Confederate soldiers, to promote good feeling betwegéh

.the North

and. South.

Sev-

eral preliminary meetings have been held, .
attended by representatives of both. armies,
andat a meetipg Thursday eveniug the
body formed itself into an association .to

be known

as the

*““Order of Blues and

Grays.” Speeches ‘were delivered indicutive of the utmost good feeling and relief

at this public acknowledgment

of a lyeak

in the dark cloud

which

of

prejudice

| been oppressing all alike,
|
1

has

-

——

90

Ep

Up to this time she had not come to Jesus
and fallen: at his feet, but had appealed to

fane swearer-is meditating evil, the ox. of
the field patiently submits to-the hand of his

But now this
later period. Mark 10:47.
mother, knowibg that Jesus could heal her
child and that she could not consent to let
bim put her away in this manner, came
and fell at his feet, renewing her petition.

to utter forth those blasphemies which fall
Wearing the
from the lips of creatures
image of God.
It has a pernicious influence upon mor
als. This fact can not be doubted. Ob-

S. 8. Department,

him, after the manner

Sabbath School Lesson.—Sept. 20.
AND NOTES BY PROF.J. A. HOWE,

QUESTIONS

(For Questions
4

see Leskon Papers.)

ET

THE

SYROPH®ENICIAN

X

MOTHER.

MARK 7: 24—30.
~
Text :— Then Jesus

|

answered

and said unto her, O woman, great is
_ thy faith ; be it unto thee even as thou
wilt.

-

NOTES
JESUS

IN

A

}

HEATHEN

servation alone

tended to intensify her spirit.

the grace

vance of the Gentiles, the offefof

COUNTRY.

of God.

24. (1.) The reason of Christ's departure
into the horders of Tyre and Sidon is usually supposed to be an avoidance of the
Pharisees whom he had offewtded. The
foundations of this “reason are. slender.

Let, first of all, the.

€ospel

come

to them. See also Ro. 1:16. (2.) “It is not
.meet to take the childrens’ bread and cast
it unto the dogs.” The Gentiles, in this
comparison,are the * dogs”. It was a comIt is true be had offended thém, but not mon term applied by the Jews to the Genmore grievously than in other cases. Be- tiles, and this woman understood its applisides, he is spoken of as withdrawing and: cation. ~ She knew that Jesus used the
secretly departing for other places, when
he was not flying from hatred, but seeking
rest. It is more probable that he was an-

ly lubors to the Gentiles, but to

imated by the same motives now as when
he said to his disciples; ‘* Come ye youg-

(3.) Jesus did not use
people of God.
this language as an expression’ of his feel-

term asa Jew.

it was not meet for him to devote his earth-

ings.

making necessary the journey here given.
(2.) He went within the territory of the
heathen, and probably entered into both
For in the thirty-first verse,

as some of the manuscripts give it, the
reading is, ‘‘ Again departing from the

coasts of Tyre, he came through Sidon unto the sea of Galilee.” In the translation
by the Baptist Union this is the reading
adopted. Hence the evidence is good that
Jesus entered Sidon, and there is no reason

for ‘supposing that he did not visit Tyre.
¢¢ He came into an house” in the city, else
it would have been unknown that he was
in the vicinity, and he could easily enough
have been *¢ hid,” which was now impossible. (3.) ‘“ He would have no man know

town

now

was.

Tw

was a populous

‘of Pheenicia, situated

west coast of the

on

the

north-

Mediterranean.’

It ‘was

about twenty miles south of Sidon, and one

hundred from Jerusalem.

This city con-

tained many Jews, but was pagan in its
religion. The Tyrians were, with the Si“dons,

famous

for

mechanical

and

manu-

facturing skill.
It/will be remembered
. what part they played, under king Hiram,
.

in the construction

of the

temple

of Solo-

mon.
These cities never belonged to the
Jews, and hence to them neither the apostlessnor Christ had hitherto® brought the
gospel. Now Christ had not come on a
mission e? preaching and healing, such as
he had been carrying on in the cities of Tsrael. He would therefore not be known.
(4.)

But « hg. could not be hid.”

His

rep-

utation had penefrated very remote regions.
. ‘His works in the towns of Israel bad been
seen by many a person whose home was
here. Mark 3:8; Luke 6:17. But his fame
here

was, the material

without

That was kindled by a mother
nized him, and
child.
THE

,

besought

MOTHER

the

who

him

AND HER

fire .

recog-

to cure her

PRAYER.

«|

25,26. (1.) She was a woman of Canaan, as Matthew says, because the inhabitants of these old places were originally Canaanites. Mark describes her as a: Greek,
by which is me¥nt she was a Gentile

ligien,

in

re-

Syropheenicia was so naméd in dis-

tinction

woman was
Pheenician.

then

Africa.

of

from Pheenicia

This
Syrian, a

a

Gentile,

a

(2.) She heard of Jesus, how
we gan not tell. It came to her ears that

Some one
Jesus was in the neighborhood.
discovered his presence there and spread
Tt was glad news for ‘a pagan
sthe news.
people to hear that the Son of God was in
the midst

of

them.

To

none

more

wel-

come than Lo this mother.
(3.) Going
forth into the way she met the Master agd
his disciples, as they walked together. She
waited for no

hii
the
me,
ter
she

but

formalities,

cried

unto

for help. She made kué¥m to all in
vicinity her wants.
‘‘ Have mercy on
O Lord, thon Son of David, my daughis grievously possessed with a «devil,”
cried ‘aloud after him. (4.) Her peti-

tion included a knowledge of Jesus’ origin.
He was “son

of David.”

knowledgmént

of his

This

was ac-

Messiahship,for

the

Christ was to be *¢ son of David.” Matt.
22 :41—44.
How this “Greek should know
this*detail about dur Lord we can not tell.
The field of conjecture is‘open to all. (5.)
Jesus paid no attention to her voviferation.
He passed on as’if he had not heard.
Thé

reason

was

to

deepen

her experience

in

By too quickly healing the little
this hour.
daughter, the heart of this woman would

not have been awakened thoroughly to
* moral life. He baffled ber at first, that her
prayer might deepen in intensity, her helplessness

without

the

aid

of Jesus

be felt,

Hedid not regard the Gentiles as

before his disciples the vialue of a Gentile's
¢6.) The
faith, and of a Gentile’s soul.

given

to them, #fl this foreign place, by her cries.
hey did not feel
Tyre, and to have
crowd around them,
annoying. Hence

especially at
this woman
by her loud
they said, ‘“

away, for - she crieth

after

us.”

home in
collect a
cries, was
Send her
They did

not mean send her away with her heart full
of song to find her daughter well, but with+ out regard to her wants. She was a Gen-

tile, and, as Jews, they thought her not entitled to aid from Christ.

(7.) Jesus

The No

Communications.
Profani ty.

vy

i
TTre—
BY SELAH HIBBARD BARRETT.

His

my work is with Israelites.
sd

to them, not to the Gentiles.

tries

gate sorrows of life,

nor

subdue the pasNo, it does

none of these things. Then, why persist
is, in such a course? Why do that which does
God sent m e ‘mot confer ease, nor pleasure, mor peace,
This remark, nor comfort, to a single mortal being ? It exalts men but a little higher than the
request of the
new expres- very brutes. In some respects he is even inmeaning

nade in harmony with the
twelve, was designed to give
sion to the faith of this Gentile woman,
~

-

Disciple iis very Jmportunt ini a church,
It may notbe very efficient with church
organizations. It is not likely to be at all

without church organizations.

Offenders

Profanity is, as all know, one of the cry- ave to be admonished by the particular,
ing sing of the land. But it is remarkably churchto which they belong. If not restrange how any class of ‘people, living in claimed, the Bible rule is, “Cut them off.”
a_professedly Christian land, possessing Off of what, if there; is no organization ?
{the common feelings of humanity and self- Paul, in giving this direction meant not cut
respect, ean indulge in the practice of "pro- them off from the one church of all belieyfane swearing! It does not bettér the per- 4{.ers, but from the church in Galatia.
So
“sonal “condition of a single individual: It he said.—And thus have we written on this
does not give riches to the poor, nor health important matterin favor of the fitness of
‘to the sick, nor clothing to the destitute, things, gospel order, Zion's welfare and
nor bread to the hungry. It does not miti- “contending fol the faith once. delivered to

ing, * I am not sent but ante the lost sheep
of Israel.”

ing at a point in Scioto Co. near the present |:

Church Theory.

were cared for,

her earnestness, purpose, faith, by reply- - | sions of the revengeful heart.
of the house

‘| “Ye rejoice with joy unspeakable. and full to save them that believe.” Hence, when
contemplating the possible salvation of the
of glory.”
Oe
Gentiles, Paul says: * Whosoever shall gall
These
words
are
not
to
be
understood
of
Judge Portius C. Wheeler died at his some rare and mystical experience, out of upon the name of the Lord,shall be saved ;"
residence in Kenton, Ohio, Sunday, at one
how.
the reach of common men, The Bible is a but straightway urges the question,
and a half o'clock, A.sM., Aug. 23, 1874. book for common men: And any dhe who shall they beliéve on him, of whom they
He was born at Bethlehem, Grafton Co.,
have not heard? and how shall they hear
He left sets'about a religious life-in the right way, without a preacher P—and then, swelling’
New Hampshire, July 17, 1796.
that in it lies the highhimself
for
find
will
his pative state in 1806, going with his parwith holy enthusiasm, as he contemplates
est happiness.
ents to the southern portion of Ohio, landTake it first in the simplest way. What this pre-eminence given to the ministrations

J udge P. C. "Wheeler.

part of the State. From his old farm now: gives up make him richer by losing them.
| ——
can be heard the locomotive whistle from All base enjoyments carry a swift and
IL is charming to a few. Some of them three different railroads. He often spoke heavy penalty with them.
Take x man
the next Sabbath, have no special love for the people of God; about the rapid strides science and art had who celebrates-his holiday by a debauch,
of her course will, on
stir “and inspire, would otherwise be left some no regard for gospel order; some
made during his life, and would dwell He feels jolly for a while, he bas his good
without her matchless story. So by the readily embrace new ideas, or those differ- with enthusiasm on the invention of steam time. But how wretched he is the next
means Jesus used she was led to exhibitient
from what are generally accepted as appliances and the application of electricity day as he crawls back to work with a headher humility and her faith. If she was a religious truths; and some advocate new tothe operation of the telegraph, of the ‘ache, and sees his wife's downéast looks,
dog she asked only for what bélonged to theories from a fondness of trying to make grand buildings, bridges, cities and works andis full of shame and self-contempt.
dogs, and as a dog she plead. If the Jews it appear that they are the wise, knowing
of art generally that had grown up during What temperate man envies him his drunkwere the children of God, she only expect- ones. of earth.
his life. He would say, *Why,I have been en jollity ? Sb with all kinds of low and
ed them to spare from their bounty “what We are astonished beyond description at
on the site of Chicago when it was but lit- selfish indulgences. There is a kind of enwould not be eaten by them. She was the lack of charity, Christian kindness and tle more than a marsh, and flat-boated joyment in them. Bat it -is poor stuff~at
willing to accept the place of a dog at the love - of those who declare the present
‘past Cincinnati when it was but a very in- the best, and one always pays for it at a
feet of Jesus, or beneath the table, if she church organizations to be unscriptural ; and
ferior little village having not near the ruinous price.
could only have one word from him, only that all true believers, gvho are baptized,
Then, a good man gives up some pleaswealth or style our Co. town has now.”
know that her daughter would be cured. are members of Christ's church, which is
ures
which are in themselves innocent and
He has said frequently that his greatest deOh, the depths of these mothers’ hearts!
one and indivisible. Our astonishment is, sire to re-visit earth would be to see what wholly agreeable, for the sake of other
because they fellowship co few, having no improvements would be made in the next people.
Generosity
costs something.
THE FALLING OF THE CRUMBS.
real
sympathy
or
fellowship
with
only
And
the
generosity
Christ
asks for is of no
29, 30. (1.) Jesus answered her prayer
twenty years after his death.
cheerfully, fully, with approbation of her those who, like themselves, decry church
It is said that distance renders all sounds half-way kind. He sits himself as an exconduct. Matthew reads thus: * O wom- organizations; and because they comdemn musical, however barsh or discordant they ample, and he gave away everything.
those organizations
that blessed them, may be near by. [am almost certain: that Riches, friends, health, life—are all to be
an, great is thy faith ! Be it unto thee even
as thou wilt.” (2.) The answer was gain- nourished them _into being and helped them the scream of the steam whistle, the thud put at God's disposal, to take and use if he
ed by her faith. What was indicated by to all the good they attained. If this is of the trip’ hammer,
the click of the will. We are of ourselves voluntarily and
charity ahd love to the great body of good telegraph and the discordant notes occa- actively,to give up what we like most—
her language and bearing was fullest confidence in the power of Jesus. What was if the world, we pray to be delivered from sioned by improvement, enterprise and money, ease, pleasure— for other people;
not indicated was equal faith in his. benev- hatred.
business, will go up from earth to his ears and to do this not once for all, but continIt is not pretended that the names of the as a diyine melody. He was a leader in ually, as a daily habit. Is that the way to
olence towards all. "To that, one thing
was wanting, the command eof Jesus for different denominations of Christians are most $f the enterprises of the Co., favored be happy? Yes, itis the very.way of all
Scriptural ; but neither are ‘the names of rail roads, schools, churches, turnpikes, others. Here is a wonderful thing. , Here
the demon, to leave her child.
(38.) The
nor everything in fact that tended to the devel- is a fact so strange that it looks impossible.
words of Jesus, ‘‘ The devil is gone out the months, the days of the week,
of thy daughter,” dismissed her from his very many of the names of persons. Even: | opement
& the resources of the Co. “or the | “He that loseth his life for my sgke shall
presence. She had no doubts then, of the the forms of public worship, practiced by improvement of the morals of society. He find it,” ‘said Christ. The people that do
cure of the child’ whose case she had so the good jn general, and those who de- vever thought a loud profession and sen- not try to be happy are the ones that “are
well plead. But to koow that her daugh- nounce church organizations in particular, timental emotion were the best signs to happy. Those that forget all about themter was well, this mother must ge back to aiid unite in condemning those from whom judgea Christian by. To do the will of selves, in thinking and doing for other
her home. How did she feel on her way? they have come out,are not Scriptural. Some the Master was his motto.
people, find something so much better than
‘She had no misgivings.
Ner faith was of these are left for adoption as shall best
He esteemed the essentials of Christian- common happiness that we give ita better
great.~ (4.) The facts were as she believed. seem Bit, B10 careful to avoid all that is ity, such as justice, mercy, charity, as name, and call it blessedness.
them to be.” On arrival she found * the contrary to what rules the Bible gives; and deeply as any one. His faith in God and
Love i$ the great sweetner of life. It
devil goue out, ani her daughter laid upon being very sure to possess the good spirit, mankind was never shaken by the deceit- takes the drudgery out of work, and the
the bed.”
Exhaustion, produced by the which is love, joy, peace, instead of un- fulness of those around him. . He looked bitterness out of sorrow.
1t melts away
departure of the evil spirit, or perhaps be- kindness, illwill and hatred.
on his friends as imperfect beings, and was anger, and every evil passion that corrodes
It is somewhat to the disadvantage of the willing to forgive them their failings as he the heart. Taught by the spirit of evil,
causé she had not risen since the cure, ac
counts for her lying down.
The language | cause of Christ that the church is known by asked God and them to forgive him ‘for men learnedto believe that revenge wasa
Bat in his.
means to imply that the casting out of the different denfminational names.
| dish for the gous.
Christ's. spirit has
devil was done buta few moments before the present state of things, being united on
infinitely sweet it isto
His tenacity of purpose to carry out what taught them how
the great fundamentals, fellowshiping each he considered right and duty I have soihe- forgive. To bg tender-hearted to those
the return of the mother.
other, loving
as brethren, often working’ times thought morbid and excessive.
1 who injure us, to be gentle with the perTEACHINGS TO BE NOTICED,
together as embers of, one great brother- know this, that his unbending will often verse, to give back good for evil—that is to
One vital teaching of this lesson respects hood, what teemed evil, is mostly being
the value and reward of importunity in done away. - The future is bright with | assumed the aspect of obstinacy in the eyes be like God, and to share his blessedness.
‘Men sometimes fear that religion will
of his friends, but I have always found that
prayer. Jesus teaches that “men ought promise in this respect.
Like different
always to pray and not to faint.” Luke 18: regiments in an army, the evangelical body if he was wrong and discovered his mis- force on their attention that side of life
They asso1. We may see here that delay to answer of believers are becoming arranged in One takes no one.was” more willing to retract f Which is‘painful and terrible.
ciate it with the sense- of sin, with sorrowand
make
amends
than
he
was.
prayer may occur because Jess wishes to great force under one standard and fone
Finally he was called upon to endure the “ful repentance, with “death, and terrors bedeepen our earnestness and importunity. Caplain of our salvation, to be a power in
most
intense suffering imaginable for a. yond death. But thatisa wrong way to
This event also shows us that humility will the salv2tion of the almost sin-ruined race.
It is not repentance that is
period
of
several wéeks.
In all my experi- look at it.
characterize importunity.
This woman
Nothing is plainer than that in primitive i
painful. The prodigal’s. coming home to
ence
1
have
never
witnessed
such
a
teascared not thal she was classed with dogs,
times, in the apostolic age, there were dif- ing, unbearable torture ‘as he ‘endured. hisfathér was not sorrowful.
It is while
Then too we see that, under the gospel, ferent church organizations.
Wherever But he bore all with the utmost fortitude, | men are
unrepentant that they suffer; the
there are no * dogs,” but all aré men-—atike- it was possible; a. church was formed,
moment’ hy turn to God, they are in the
in needs, 8nd alike in offers from the Lord. There was a church in ‘Rome, in Ephesus, considering the condition of his nerves, arms of love. It is not religion that tells
‘He has passed on now. Peace to his ‘soul.
The love of Jesus for the heathen, and the
in Corinth, in Galatia, &e., &c. The
us that sufferingis in the world; we find
duly of *! the children” to send. them not churches in each locality had officers, sucli In death he reminded me very much of that out for ourselves; “the - message of reove of those stern old Romans, such a digonly ** erumbs” but loaves, from the table
as pastors and deacons. - Records might
ligion is that all these things work “together
of the Master, is also plainly taught us have been very poorly kept, but it is nified expression did his countenance wesr.
for good to them that love God.
Wherever
His
FRIEND.
here.
evident .when there were conversions, the
our life breaks down,—in our losses, our
Kenton, Ohio, Aug. 28, 1874.
were added tothe churches; the orig
disappointments,
by the side of dying
‘ced were attended, to in gospel order; the
-| friends, before the messenger that calls us
wealthy churches by money assisted the
away,~there, like an angel, stands the
"The Joy . of Religion.
weak ; and the poor in a particular church
hl
promise of God. No man walks so royally.

and her purpose to have his help be made
firm. Besides, Jesus wished to draw out

disciples did not enjoy the publicity

chosen

His course in this’ case may be
dogs:
compared to the way in which God tried
Abraham. It was in agreement with every
principle of righteousness, that" Christ kept
in abeyance his true feelings, and plied the
faith of this woman with the natural sentiments of the Jews in respect to the Gentiles. (4.) Her reply was admirable. It
left all matters of dispute, and pressed on
to the pleading of her case. ‘* Yes, Lord;
yet the dogs under the table eat of the
children’s crumbs.” She won her ‘case apparently by this happy turn of the illustration. In reality she gained her petition
long before, bat it was not best that she
know it. The many hearts that the study

it,” that is, none of the inhabitants of Tyre,

where he

sufficient to convince

1874.

16,

PS

selves apart into a desert place; and rest
awhile.” _ That attempt was unsuccessful,

cities named.

His meaning is, thef, that
the

is

SEPTEMBER

is religion in its simplest and most essensite of the village of Wheelersburgh; which
versal practice, we aie sure to see a demor- village was laid out on the old’ farm owned tial quality? It is faithfully trying to do
whatever we see to be right. There is
alized people,sunk in the depths of vice and by his father.
something besides that in religion; there
degradation. Connected with this are other
Jave
Miss
to
1816
in
married
He was
is
conscious communion with God, there is
sins of the deepest dye. Even the atmosBurnside, with whom he lived in the utphere itself seems polluted, and everything most - domestic happiness fifty-four years, love to Christ and trust in him, there is the
looking toward eternity. But the begin-assumes the most horrid aspect.
shé dying iin 1870. , 4
va
It brings ‘man down almost to a barbarIn 1821, he jn company with bis father ning of all, and in some’ sense the root and
ous state. 10 heathen lands, the great and mother and his two brothers-in-law, gronnd-work ofall, is just’simple right-do-.
ing; the faithful effort day by day and hour
mass of the people are entirely destitute
Rev. David Dudley and David Thomson,
y hour to dothe plain duty that lies beof a knowledge of God; but they, with journeyed into Mavion Co. O., where they
all their darkness and ignorance, may be
fore
us. Now, just in that very thing lies
settled on the untamed prairie, but which
the
greatest satisfaction
and comfort.
considered moral in respect to -the uge of
the
like
they soon had, if hot blooming
There is in it that deep, substantial happilanguage, when compared with many who
Here’
wheat.
and
corn
with
rose, teeming
are permitted to hear the sound of the with some other old friends from Scioto ness that we call peace. No man ever did.
a right thing without tasting something of
gospel.
The most barbarous nations can
Co., they settled down and formed a settlenot be more degraded in this particular ment noted all over the country for its what satisfaction,” that inward approval.
And the man’ who sets his whole life to the
than some who live in Christian lands.
peace,sobriety, intelligence and enterprise.
It destroys character. The profane man Then came the desire for change again, key-note of duty—who steadily and faithhas no respectable
standing in society. and pretty nearly the entire neighborhvod fully tries to meet each obligation as he
He is spurned from it with disdain; for emigrated still a little farther west, and sees it—has a true‘and solid happiness for
no gentleman will form associations with | settled in this then new Co., in 1832, the his constant companion.
him. Especially is this so in Christian same year the Co. was organized.
“But is not a Christian life one of sacriHere
communities, where the name of God is Judge Wheeler purchased a small clearing, fice and self-denial ?” Yes, that is;a part of
revered.
with a rough cabin, and from time to time it. And no man can be a Christian who
It is violating God’ s holy and immutable took up the rich Congress land lying around makes his own’ enjoyment, whether in this
law. “Thou shalt not take the name of him as his means would permit, at one time world or the next, the main thing. In the
the Lord thy God in vain; for the Lord having a magnificent farm of over one act of coming to Christ, one chooses somewill not hold him guiltless that taketh. his thousand acres. He built the first brick thing nobler than kis own pleasure as the
name in vain.” This, without anything
He sets out to live
house erected in the Co., and his. farm and’ thing he will live for.
more, is amply sufficient to convince all
house were known far and near, and bave for goodness, for the happinéss of other
‘of the sinfulness of this odious practice.
been a resting place for many a weary pil- people, for the will-of his heavenly Master:
The above passage is the command of God,
grim in those early days before the era No man who comes to the gate of the kingand whoever violates it must suffer the
oP rail roads and stean® He lived to see dom in a bargaining spirit, meaning to get
dreadful penalty.
this Co. develop from a dense wilderness as much as he gives and a little more, will
Rutland, O.
without roads, to one of the most fertile ever get in there.
But the pleasures which a man thus
and best improved counties in the western

THE CHILDREN AND DOGS.
27, 28. (1.) Still Jesus pursued’ a coursewf

delay that

Ifhe could speak, he would fail

any one of the trpth of this assertion. In
communities where swearing is the ~uni-

blessed.
an, like Jacob, - would be
first be
children
the
Let
her,
to
said
Jeshs
filled that is, the Jews must have, in ad-

AND HINTS.
——

master,

He loved to exhibit to his disciples and to us
he value of importunity in prayer.” This

~~

BE

at a

of Bartimeus

A more determined spisnt is have not
before met.
:
’

:

§

GorpEN

STAR.

MORNING

THE

ferior to them.

/

When the heart of the pro-

the saints.”

{

. There is many a good
learn his own teaching.

divine

The Christian Usion bas the following

gdod words in favor

of joyous. Christian-

ity:
N
A great many people suppose

in the

none

world,

finds

none

courage in trouble,
that’ relig-

and victory in death,

ion is a sad and gloomy business.
They hand in God's, and
regard itas a kind of medicine, useful to j od.
take; but. bitter to the taste.

Now,

is

so

such sweetness
such

in joy,

happiness

as he
lives

light-hearted,

as

who
the

such
in.

life

puts

his

child

of the word, he exclaims}—** How

beauti-

ful are the feet of them that preach the Rospel of peace!"
Intelligent CLiistians, also, anderstaiid
that there is a resistless emphasis in the fact
that when the Master ascended trom Olivet
his.very last words were: *‘ Go ye into all

the world, and preach the gospel ;” bidding

By the preaching of a few plain men, the
world seemed elecirified—Pagan altars and
‘Pagan temples crumbled, as it smitten by
some invisible ‘power—the Pagan priest-

hood and Pagan rites vanished like mist
hefore the morning sun—and the spirit of
the gospel, bursting
like lightning from
Jerusalem, gleamed upon

the

city

of the

¥

seven hills, thence to the straits of H er
cules, thence to Ganl, ahd shed no doubtful

light even upon northern Briton! And as
long as the church depended upon preaching as the instrumentality, her course was
onward.
+

Subsequently,

for almost

a corrupt church

ten

attempted

centuries,

7s

practieally to

ignore the doctrine that preachingis, by
divine appointment, the grand iieans of
saving souls.—But, with the Reformation,
came its resarrection—and from that time ©
to the present, it has been theoretically
admitted by all intelligent Protestants. Therefore, let the philosophic and the learmed,
the worldly wise and the sceptical, psendomoralist,

and

pseudo-reformer,

de

they may, by the word of infallible

truth it

can be demonstrated, that the preaching of
the gospel is the grandest instrumentality
which beaven has appointed to secure the
progress of human redemption ; that, under God, this is the only hope of a lost
world.— Lutheran Observer.

Mourning Costume.
It is a matter of education. In so faras
high colors have come to signify gayety
and pleasure, there may be a good reason
for dismissing them. If one would mark
one's grief, why not by the color chosen
by the Bible to express spiritual things?
White signifies purity, triumph, spiritual
gladness; and this ought not to be uncon-

genial to the moods of Christian grief.

*°

It is not the custom of our people to s¥m=¥

bolize their feelings by a change of dress,
with this-solitary exception. Ifa man becomes bankrupt, or has his house burned
down, or loses -heavily in’ commercial operations, or hasa son in disgrace, or a
child misled by evil company, or any other
experience of grief, he docs not change his
garb.
The one solitary and exceptional
|
case is bereavement! Bul there is in do-

mestic sorrow’ a delicacy,

or ought to be,

which should shrink from an ostentatious
ness such as mourning apparel can not fail
to have. - No-one has-a right so to express

his sorrows as to intryde them

upon every

eye wherever he goes. Castom has long justified it, otherwise it would esteemed an indelicacy for one terbe a walking advertisement of one's own private griefs. But,
even if

one’wefe

permitted

to announce

this one side of domestic experience by
change of garb, the question still remains

whether expression shouldbe given to the
weakness of natural feeling or the ‘triumph
of Christian faith? Whether we should
symbolize the ‘darkn®ss of the grave as unenlightened nature shows it, or the grave
‘made luminous by the4riumph of our Savjour and. the glories of immortality beyond
it? We may be sure there is something
wrong in a Christian community where
death is surrounded ‘with associations of
terror, where the young are. reared to a.
horror of the sepuicher, where present grief
rises up like a dark cloud and shuts out the
Neuve:

where,—in

sermon,

service,

co:-

ation, and dress,—everything conspires

to shroud death and the grave with darkHas sorrow a right to he selfish?
ness.
May it bear false witness against immortality ? Hasa Christian| upder bereavement

a right to declare by his“conduct,

** There

is no light in the grave, none beyond it, and

no comfort for the bereaved but only black,

black sorrow?” 1 never meet one muffled
in black from head to foot without a certain horror. The smell of crape isto me like

the smell of a charnel-house.

Did it ever

occur to mourners to ask, What if those
for whom I grieve were to speak to me out
of their blissful abode,in .heaven,—would
it be their choice that I should be shrouded
like one in despair, orrobed as one who
mourns, but with Christian hope P—H. W.
:

Boucher,
\

Two

Church«Goers.

Tae MAN wHo CAME LATE. —He had no
time to ask a blessing on the service for
himself or his neighbors. He missed the
He, disturbed others
opening exercises.

“
ever tha idea came from, it did not come
from the Bible. In the Old Testament and
The Power of the Gospel.
in the New, religion appears as the most
*| who had comein time, - . He disturbed the
joyful thing in the world, Whatever there
With, all enlightened Christians it is an
He showed pretty ‘plainly that
is“in these books of wretchedness or of admitted point, that the preaching of the minister.
as much respect due to
consider
fear is for those who ave not religious. gospel is the principal instrumentality in he did not
as to his own place of business.
house
God's
They represent the children of God as walk- the conversion of sinners.
This admission
to others. He missing in the sunlight, singing for joy, radiant, is made, not merely on the ground of hu- He get a bad example
himself:
for
blessing
rejoicing, triumphant,
The New Testa- man judgment, but because God has pro- ed a
Tr.
THE MAN who CAME EArLY.—He bad
ment especially. abounds ine this spirit of claimed it to be, pr&eminently, thé way by
chegr. ‘Nowhere® else ean be found such which lost men are to be reclaimed, and time to take his seat quietly and get comthat can. expressions
of gladness. “Your : heart intends it as a manifestation to the entwe fortably warm. or cool, as the case might
shall Tejojon, said (he Saviour, “‘‘and your world—yea;and unto principalities and pow- ‘be., He had time for a quiet and refreshing

joy no man takeph- from you.” “Peace I. ers in hgh places, of his infinite wisdom : seuson of prayer before the service began.
Love will subsist on-~ wpndertily Tite: leave with you, my peace I give unto you; “For, afier that, in the wisdom of God, He disturbed nobody. ‘He set a good
tle hope, but not Shogether; without it— not as the world giveth give I unto you.” the world by wisdom knew nol God, its example 10 others.. He won a blessing: for
Waiter Scott-

¢

:

| “The fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace,’’

Peis God by the foolishness of preaching

”

them only wait at Jerusalem for the prom- .
| ised baptism of the Spirit, which, not: many
days after, fell upon them.
;
‘The Apostles * and primitive Christiahis
were obedient to ¢* the great commission."

of

where-

=

himself,
+
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Selections.

| Sabbath a friend from England, The friend
thivking to do

«Return Unto Thy Rest.”
,
Return unto thy rest, my soul
!
rest
to
thy
un
urn
* "Ret
yed
Too long these wandering feet have stra

In pats ol God unblest;

The tempting gate stood open wide,

Filled all the sunlit air,

:

And, lowering o'er the tangled path,
The skies seem ashen gray.

0, weary, lonely, frighted soul,
_By toil and storm distrest;
Owe only refuge waits for thee,
- Return unto thy rest!
.

a

ed his career of dissipation.
a over a year is gone,

and

A little over

that

man

crushing his
out in
the ' silence, while the saved
passengers
waken with the shock that
plants them
across. And just now tlhiere rises on our
kindled imagination the form of that sea
captain who went quietly forward, as the
ship kept sinking, lifting the women over

his power

Service for God
4

the side into hoats, pistol in his hand, de-

the deck again and die with

ave on
the road to ruin,
The Sabbath
| makes a man's character. If a Sabbath is

misspent, every good principle is weakened,
good

principle

and

‘For

»
.
Or-anger wait for thee;
Thine erring steps have grieved thy Lord;
But pardon still is free.

Poor, trembling soul * look up and live,”
Obey such love’s behest;

From downward paths of woe and sin}
Return unto thy rest!

The child upon its mother’s heart”
©.

in the way

And soothe each grief away.

Come, burdened soul, thy wanderings o'er,
:
- Thy follies all confessed,

With hastening feet that rove no more,
Return unto thy rest! -

The Sahbath and Temperance.
ly

vor

sinners,‘nor

seat of the ‘scornful.

standeth

sitteth

in

the

But his delight is in

Temperance

places

the

soul

in a re-

ceptive condition. It restrains the pas.
sions, checks appetite, and makes man
conscious of fatigue of body, of hunger of

mind, and of the longing -for epirit-communion. . The Sabbath

when

—Qbserver.

of

ungodly,

the law of the Lotd. He shall be like a
tree by the iver of water that bringeth
forth his fruit in his season; his leaf sha
not wither, and whatsoever he doeth shall
prosper.” Uunnumbered reasons suggest
themselves why the Sabbath and temperance should go together:
:
1.

So love divine shall fold thee close

of the

the

curtains

from the windows
the eve feasts its

is the day’ ol days,

are

withdrawn

of the soul,

gaze by

and

looking

the mists of time up into the face
ing Father, too wise to err and too
be unkind.*
2. Temperance blesses the home.
a man appears in his true light.o
be compelied to occupy an inferior

be there.

bound

We walk in the procession.

and

seminate

truth,

worship,

{rom

when

through

his

support

his

We

to us, will give us god

esteemed

by

the

name,

wise

and

make

worthy,

us

will

cause the blessing of them that were ready
to perish to'come upon us, and give us at
last the

plaudit,

**Well

done,’ good

and

faithful servant, enter into the joy of thy
Lord.” ‘Wherefore, be ye steadlast, ,unwork of
movable, always abounding in the

the Lord; forasmuch as ye

know your labor

is not in vain in the Lord."—Infelligencer,

are enabled now to commend it better by
living for its spread. It is, therefore, not

an ambition for us to eherish, even with
heroics, in these quieter days, when piety
kept decorously has grown respectable, to
advance to the edge of the precipice singing, and, underthe hail

of stones
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It

CURES

obstinate

OGANCERS.

A@~ There have been many worthlgss
‘of Condurango

offered

for the

cure

of

counterfeits
disease.

So

many, that for a while people got the idea that Condurango would not cure.
Remember! worthless
counterfeits of Condurango WILL NOT CURE anybody. Remember! Genuine Condurango WILL cure.
Remember! we control all the true and genuine Con
durango in the country.
ws

Parties designingto get new Sabbath School Libraries, or to replenish old ones, can send us tveir
orders which willbe immediately filled with our own
pubhications,or will be filled with

1s the greatest alterative
Ever introduced to the public.
The ENEMY of blood diseases.
The CONQUEROR over SCROFULA.

It is FAR AHEAD of any Saxsanatilla... ea
“Jp
restores suffering
Wo!
i+
It is a SPECIFIC for female diseases.

;

Any of which will be sent by mail, free of postage

dashing

)

Series.

on receipt of the price.

life into atoms, seek the presence of the
blessed.
Our privilege ought to he the
dearer because it is. really thé wore difficult to glorify God in some tame.and commounplace wa¥. Thus it comes to pass that
holy living and brave dying are most in-

=~"

CONDURANGQ),

125°

Starlight Stories,
Brother and Sister,
Anecdotes of Animals,
. Bloomfield,
Glencoe Parsonage.
Early Choice,
\
Strawberry Hil,
a

REMEDIES
REMEDIES
REMEDIES
REMEDIES
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NIVERSAL.

125

y

VALUABLE
VALUABLE
VALUABLE
VALUABLE
VALUABLE

suffering child of humanity need FEAR that
his case is beyond speedy and certain cure,

125

,

Pompeii and Herculaneum,
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Sunlect

insite.
BUT,
l l Company
& Chemica
Universal Medica
NOW DOES, |

150
150

Series.
w¥
;
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NO!

NO!

150
150
150

‘

ONE

To which human

$150

Contradictions;
or, High Life in Edgerton,
4

ANY

Will cure all diseases

$180

Mattie
from the Cross,
AC

That

de

©

Sabrina Hackett,

and we may be sure ‘that if he employs us,

We straighten up

Series.

Luttrell,

Shining Hours,
Master and Pupil,
May Bell,’
.

you,
Yes,

if we are faithful workers together with
him,he will liberally® remunerate. us. He
will give us the pleasure of an approving
tonscience, will make his service delightful

Prize

Andy

dis-

name of a disciple, verily I say unto
he shall in nowise lose his reward?”

to

hese Books are now ready for sale and

very.

ever shall give to drink unto. one of these
If little ones a cup of cold water only in the

to ore higit,like proud children when our
arents’ names are repeated with praise.
o walk with foreheads cleared of clouds,
and actually begin to believe in men.
In our times we have very little cowception of what is meant by martyrdom of
that savage and extreme
kind which Stephen endured. Meén established” Christianty by dying for its confirmation. They

of a lovgood to
Yo
There
H2 may
position

Went.

he will surely recompense us. He will not
let us serve
him for naught; for is it not
written *‘Godis not unrighteous to forget |
your work and labor of love, and whoso-

wherever the languageis spoken, the pure
become purer,’the brave hecome braver, the

manly become manlier.

‘

We can commend

or does the“impression ‘end in mere pitiful admiration.
For ‘all time thereafter,

blessed is the man that walketh not in the

counsel

with such people.

. ;

priate ways.

reverently lay hold of one’ coher of the
all, A common brotherhood claims us.

kept holy,
, every

strengthened.

is

identify ourselves

——

interests of his kingdom ; and if we do so,

him ; the night

there can be any funeral, we are

g

Of telling an intelligent Public

pub
just
Establish

Catalogue of New Sunday SchoolBooks
lished by the Freewill Baptist Printing

minister to tke wants of his needy friends,
Jead sinners from the error of their ways to
him, reclaim ihe vicious, and
advance the

looks back for the last time upon the form
of her brave husband, and pleads.togo on

to stop him after he

‘had pushed him into the revolving current
of the maelstrom of intemperance, whose
endis destruction. Sabbath dissipation was
1t threatens to do
‘| the cause of bis ruin.

EE NOUS

TO PASTORS ANDOFTO CHURCHES
Superintendents of 8. 8.

Rewarded,

There are many things we can do for
God, We can publicly WS
we are on
‘his side, and show that we are in all appro-

the ladder, and from the tossing thwart

His friend

abroad.’ |

—Christian at Work.

manding obedience of the crew’; then at
last his wife, six months a bride, is led over

is an

inmate of the Washingtonian Home, a help-

If it is remembered

No chiding words of stern rebuke

Forgets the weary day,

gathereth not with me, scattereth

locomotive

is dark in the Changel, but no star ever
littered in gloom so brightly as that fine
glistensin our rememfor millions what it did for him.
Reader, Sgure of manhood
aithful to
are you in peril? ** As a man thinketh, so brance, when we think of him
|is he.” If you aye tolerant of this sin, you the end. Somehow we feel constrained to

The flowerets faded ere the noon,

The bird-song died away ;

brought a. bottle of beer.
The bottle was
opened on the Sabbath and for the first
time this member of the church drank, He
did not stop, but purchased some for the
succeeding Sabbath and drank more. He
was in a good business when he commenc-

did a)lin

The way was broad and fair,

the

old companion a tavor?] chest, the simple-minded hero goes

his

less drunkard and a poor man,

While breath of flowers and song of birds

stream, with

x
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other
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BITTERS

publisuers, and will be furnished to Sabbath schools |
« «The ®ibbath was made for man.”
5223
n Libraries,at wholesale prices.
the
Christ by this declaration established
I. D. STEWART, Dover,N. H,
the
principle, that whatever promotes
A Gem worth Reading!—A Diamond worth Seeing
worship of God and the highest interests on week-days, but on the Sabbath be is head
SAVE YOUR EYES JT
of the immortal soul is in harmony with the house; it he be a Christian, he is an timately connected.
here are modest
and
command,
by
the day. By example,
RESTORE your SIGHT, 55)
The Best Bitters ever made.
heir of God, and a joint-heir with Christ, nen and gentle women all over this Chrisby promise Jehovah setit apart to the uses dnd
AWAY YOUR SPECTACLES,
THROW
"
Restore Debilitated Constitutions.
tian
world
of
ours,
who
day
by
day
do
THE
long-talked-of
and
long-!ooked-for
volume
of
walks
into
the
house
of
God
on
an
of worship. After creation’s work was
By reading our Illustra=
Counteract Summer Lassitude.
History of the Free Communion Baptists has at
with the titled sous of earth. The duty as finely as ever Stephen did; and ‘tel
AND
PHYSIOLOGY
last appeared, under the title of
finished, ** God rested on the seventh day equality
Completely Cure Chills and Fever.
Hi
who, when the last day comes, peacefully
downward
of the EYEbend
life
of
OMY
tree
the
ANAT
of
boughs
ny
Strengthen the system against Miasma.
from all his work,and blessed and sanctified so low that the humblest may pluck their make ready to die with all of his triumph,
SIGHT. Tells how to Re~
ey wil!
MEMORIALS
store Impaired Vision and
Protect
against entrance of Consumggion.
the Sabbath.” Amid the thunders of quak- fruit and eat and live. It is difficult to over- and yet none of his show.
Indeed, few
Weak,
cure
to
how
Eyes;
orked
OF
THE
Overw
commanday Rheumatism and Gout.
ing and flame-tipped Sinai, God
Near-Sightcd
and
raptures of the death-bed are ever striking
Inflame
Watery,
estimate
the
value
of
this
truth.”
The
wife
Eyes.
the
attered and prostrated nerves.
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D. talked moderately but always’ with
meaning and a purpose, and at ouce rose
to royalty when the fishing-rods came inplay. Larlee acted as captain of the
to
———
and chief cook at the camp-fire, and
craft
WEDNESDAY. + SEPTEMBER 16, 1874.
‘always honored both officés. . Lovely kept
eir——————————
his post at the bow when on the river,
GEORGE T. DAY, Editor.
often displaying an amount of muscle in
G. F. MOSHER, Ass’t Editor.
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the use of his pole that stirred

~

All communications designed

for

"Editorial Correepanlence.
esd

of forest
- that came
the hum
carriages
and

hoot

of civilized
and striking,

life.
The

The change is
wide stretches

no longer "appear. -The stillness
in with the gvening gives place to
of human voices and the roll of
over the roadways.
The screech
of the

owl

no more bregk.in-on

the eloquent silence of the moonlit night.
The camp-fire before the tent ceases to

shine in upon

the eyes that open with a

start from the depth of sleep’, or that slowly bringin the realities of the strange life
to scaiter the stranger fancies of the dream.
“The rivers po longer go unvexed toward
the sea. The unscared trout cease to leap

up from the pools to catch the venturesome
flies-or work off their abounding exhilaration.
Here are farms that crowd their
grainto the very water's edge. Tasteful

dwellings and ample barns stand out in the
strong light.
Children are frolicking in
the doorways. The housewife is busy with
her butter and curds.

to the motion

The men

keep

time

of the scythes which

they

. swing over the grain-fields

with

a snatch

of .music,—Sweet Ilome or old St, Martin's

running over in melody

at the

lips.

The

shriek of the locomotive comes in from the
distance.
And here is the town
pce more,
with its homes and hotels, its shops and its

Post Office,—aye, with its men in broadcloth ard stovepipe hats, and its women
in silks that rustle like forest leaves and
hats that blossom

like

a

bed

won-

der and admiration, was always the first
on
man to stir up the camp in the morning,and
adput such a zest'even into his ‘tea-drinking
- | and such a magnetism into his laughter as to
make us all copyists of his example. . Gay
often broke gut with such spurts of impa\
tient sarcasm as ‘suggested the jerky dis-

Woopstock, N. B., Sept 7, 1874,
Out of the woods again, and among the
Gh
marked

equal

publication

should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
hnsiness, remittances of money, &c., should be
dressed |to the Publisher,

of petunias,

end of a spruce bough

was felt puoching

its way through the rubber blanket (in the
neighborhood of the spine or the fifth rib.

The story {s this: We went off in search
of change and vigor.
We deliberately
eschewed luxury, let go our hold upon
. conweniences, ard tarned the back sqaarely upon etiquette.
We simply took the
needful precautions-‘azainst hunger and
cold, and supplied whiit was really neces-

.
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|

tle, and convulsed the company ;—he slept
loud enough to remind one of the pedal
bass passages in Prof. Morgan's organplaying: o John, the horse, persisted in coming up to the tent about as often as once an
‘hour during the night, and stumbled about
among the fastening-ropes till the sleepers
started up lest he should come tumbling
in among the blankets without so much as
saying, “By your leave, gentlemen.”
Such was our party; and 1 beg the pardon of each member for the imperfection
| of 1hese hurried and incomplete photographs. The artist lacks skill; the work
is done under great disadvantages ; and it
is not easy to do justice to sucha group of
subjects.>-Let me add, that four members
of the company

were

kingers,—one

being

The Southern

vies Water,

Ruaspberries,"on the i

It was something more than a mere ceremony to be gone through in obedience to
custom or gs a matter of duty, that fol owed this announcement.
The fragments

gathered at the end of the operation

would

not ‘have

seven

filled

many

baskets,

but

real day's service with the canoes and

fish-

ing-rods, and such a day’s work was done.

The ‘mosquitoes and black flies at St.

Margaret's Bay were referred to in an earlier letter. Did we find any up the ¢-To-

and patience, while we chatted, or sang, or
or-gazed;

or used the

gun or fishing-rod as the craft went on.
At
noon we halted for dimmer,’ built a fire,
made tea, or coffee, or both, cooked trout

perhaps, -drew on the hox

of bhrd-ack and

baker and frying-pan were called into play,
hot rolls or crisp short-cake were addedto
the bili of fare, the ferns or fir boughs were

gathered, the blankets spread, the logs
heaped high on the fire in front of the tent,
each found his place within the canvas

got off iv this respect very well. Perhaps
we did. But these insects seemed to me to

much greater than are the possibilities. of a

to tow us up the river, and act in any other

mg nungry, anda a vigorous appetite put a
real zest into every hour set apart for eat-

cupacity where he could be serviceable.
We were especially fortunate in the per-

eraved and prized by the epicure, and these

Cray, was employed,

with nis horse,

ing.

And

we had

some

of the

1861

were

nol

ing for those at St, Margaret's should be
multiplied by 5 on’ the score of numbers ;
this product should be doubled in view of
the added fierceness of the New Brunswick
again in order to do proper justice to the lit-

Unfortunately, the only
course
that
seemed open for the government to pursue,

pests; and then this should be doubled

tle gnats or midges that
ced in upon’
ug without a note of warning, and irritated
the flesh as though one

had

been

simulta-

neously pricked with a gross of cambric
needles,

marks

The St. Margaret

visitors made

suggestive of erysipelas;

the To-

bique operators left one looking like a vie-

tim of the varioloid.

Certainly they can

bold their own against their Nova Scotian
cousins, and they showed a special relish
for Yankee blood. I shall have no need of
using a lancet to relieve overcharged veins,
nor shall I spend much- toney at present
in buying surface irritgnts.

less- than a bushel were dressed,

packed, and

have

gone

on

salted,

to St. John to

prolong the luxury of the members of the
party from that city. The ‘‘success” in that

direction one could hardly wish greater.

that will not soon be forgotten.

Governments as well as individuals "are
frequently obliged to make a choice of
evils.
But that needn't invalidage the

means which they are thus forced to employ.
In the present case, there has been great
hesitation before resorting to military force.
The President was aware of -the grave
nature of the method which he wos thus
use. He saw the misconstructions that the
whole South would put upon the act.
But
he saw also the spectacle of hanging and
murdered negroes, their homes .in flames,
their families

scattered, and

their

foes fleeing away to prepare for
tion of the scene.

masked

a

repeti-

He knew, too, that there

were local authorities appointed

to afford

the needed protection to all unfairly ased
citizens, and that the Chief Executive
could constitutionally interfere only as a
last resort. That he has now felt obliged

to make

this interference,

thus bringing

upon his head on avalanche of hostile eriticism, may indicate the seriousness of the
offen ses which he seeks to prevent.

of the

The southern men are the only friends
velop the experience tv urge upon other
It
jaded and worn and nervous brain-work- the negro has iu any part of the world.
becomes us to be their friends.
Every
ers a similar method of finding relief and southern man’s memory runs back to thee;
recuperative vigor. Inthe case of each of good old black woman who nursed him in
is infancy, and then to the boy who huntus it has proved of obvious benefit. The
radical change met a real want, The old ed and fished with him, and the man who
learned him to ride. All remember with
grooves of life are thus effectually escaped.
what joy and manifestations of love the
One gets back to the syunipatheti¢ spirit-avd” nurse welcomed him back home after he
healing ministry. of nature. ‘The muscles had reached manhood. While these memoharden while they are aching. The nerves ries cluster around him, he can never forthem when“ they stood in those relagrow strong while they tingle. The brain get
tiods which I believe God intended that
rests while the spirit muses, and the head they should occupy.
is soothed while it pillows itself on a valise
The point of the remarks isn't corcealed.
or an overcoat underlain by fir boughs or
It is just this. So long as the negroes were
greensward. The pulses beat stronger as merely slaves, worth so many deHars a+
the fever goes out of the blood. Even the
head, and bringing in by their toil so much
feeble will grows resolute, the moral aim
yearly income, they were, according to the
rises, and the heart seems to get back nearsouthern motion, in their proper sphere,
er in its trustfalness to the bosom of God,
and masters could feel a degree of interest
as wellas for the body in such

a

tour

the very heait of the wilderness. _.
And the exposures and discomforts need
not

be

such as to scare anybody

fair share of pluck and
who are too timid or too
experience are possibly
to accomplish much, and
farther and

farther.

away

who has a

the’

"To-day 1 set my face homeward.

as they

dogs.
them

men and women, give them a ballot, clothe

patience.
They
dainty. for such an
too weak alréady
are likely to drift
from

in and kindness towards them, Just

would towards . their horses’ .and
But free them, educate them, make

into

virile

end.

So

development exceeds
in the terrible and

Mr. Moulton

has

them with authority to possess their own
persons, and to control their own earnings,
make thom in short equal ‘before the law
with their former masters, then you have
outraged the southern idea of social relations, and aroused such men
to call for vengeance upon

as Mr.
‘those

Davis
white

men who have carried the negro to his
present position.”
3
Thus the conflict of opinions that is| now
waging, and which threatens serious con.sequences, is placed by mutual confession
upon the high basis of personal and civil
rights. This nineteenth century counid as
. reasonably contradict the soundness of the
decalogue’as to admit that these sentimen's

friends can neither safely ignore

nor

pose of by the general charge

hostility

of

flow

in

rivers

and

races.

themselves

be-

‘diet thein, but there is a better
in the South than would’ allow

I shall

sentiment
them, as

there is certainly a prevailing spirit at the
Noith that would forbid them. There will
doubtless
be repetitions of the murderous

long keep in memory what I can not now
put into 'words,~<ihe beautiful scenery, the
agricultural prosperity .and wealth, and the
pleasant social and Christian fellowship of-

acts lately perpetrated in the South.
The
United States troops will hardly be able to
awe the lawless portions of society into respectful obedience to the laws. There may
be collisions between the southerners and
the military, as well as between the whites
and tho blacks; Many of the officers who

to reverse -

selves,”

"A

Death that Wounds.

We quote the above to show

that

even the southern press see their danger.
Everything through Kentucky looks poor.
The crops are poor, buildings are poor, cat«

and révenge. One can not help indulging
the hope that Mr. Beecher may be able to

tle are poor, men,

look poor.

women, and children

I*did not see a” buggy,or car

riage ; most travel on a poor horse or mule
back with a poor
dle. Young man,
don’t go to Kentucky. Next week we will
give you Tennessee.
JA. H. Class, Cor. See.
' Nashville, Tenn., Sept. 8, 1874.
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Bates Theological School.
REASONS

FOR SPEAKING.

*

“What, going to harp en that same thing
again P"
:
i
I am mot going to harp at all. There are
a few earnest words, however, that ought.

As we are making up this paper,we learn
of the sudden death of Rev. EBENEZER

to be said, and I am going to-say them.
Otherwise they will go unsaid. But of this

KNOWLTON, of South

I do not complain. Some workers in other
denominational enterprises take it to heart,

Mbntville, Me.

No

trustworthy particulars have yet reached
us; but the fact is forced on our unwilling

acceptance.

We

have

néither

time. nor

space to speak of him or his departure

now

that so little is published in the intefest
of their particular department of labor aside

from what they furnish themselves:

The

fact is, many a one of us has his specialty.

in any fitting terms, The tidings mgke the This sphere of work lies along side that of
heart sore, and

the Yeyes

moist,

words few and

tremulous.” It is a great

and heavy loss to his family,

and

to his

the

many

warm personal friends, to the denomination, and to the church at large. He leaves
us to carry heavier hearts and to journey
among thicker shadows, though we are

others, but it is not exactly that of others.
Aud when he may and ought to pray always

for the success of every good work,<and
iow ahd then lend a helping hand, his soul
and might are drawii Out especially

in

one

particular direction. And possibly it Is best
this should be so, provided there be a fair

As this is written on the train, it may
trouble both printer and reader to make
any sense of it. From Hillsdale to Cincin-

and equable division of labor, and a dispo-sition as far as possible “to bear another" s
burdens.”
Sometimes we have occasion to speak
commendably of the cause to which we are
allied, and the work of which ours is a part.
This subjects one to the charge of *hlowing
his own trumpet.” Very well, that is net
so reprehensible, proyided one has a trumpet of his own to blow ! Though it might be,
should he go around tooting on a borrowed
one!
THE WORK OF LAST YEAR.

nati is 260 miles;
110 - miles;
to

study in the case of one

sure he has sprung into a new
affection and walks henceforth

wealth of
in eternal

brightness. May God teach us a~sew lesson of patience and trust
and fidelity
through this bitter bereavement.
Home

Mission Chit-Chat.

on to Louisville, Ky.,
Nashville,
-Tennessee,

185 miles. The weather 1s excessively hot
and dry, so that traveling is anything but
pleasant. The products of the country
through which.we travel are largely wheat
and corn. The wheat crop is good, but the
drought has seriously damaged the corn, so
there will be only from a halfto two thirds
of a crop. The tobacco crop is almost ruained,

:

As soon as we cross the Ohio river, we
are among a people whose habits, customs,
and appearances are so much different
from the people north, that you would suppose they were living under some other
Government.

You will notice in the depots

the ‘waiting room for the colored,” and
on the train the car for the “‘colored.” How
singular that when slavgs they were not “so
offensive but they could ride and 5it with
their masters and mistresses, but now

that

they are free men and women, shel’ company can’t be endured.
We see but a very few white men at
‘work. In fact, as yet we have not seen a
single one at work on a farm.

As we

now

look out of the window of the car, we see
three teams plowing, one following the
other, each with two mules and the negro.

As we now approach the station, we will

opinion

that

the

murders,

assassinations,

and destruction of property are to iatimidate the negroes at the ballot box and bring

them under subjection, apd there can be
come extinct.
:
little
‘doubt but that they will do it.
But so serious results as are implied in
The
whole
south will soon be democratic;
the last paragraph are not anticipated. A

few fierce and impetuous prophets may pre-.

lican party has steadily sought

by force,and there never will be peace in the -

dis-

notice who the loafers are that have gathered “‘to see the cars: "fifteen white and two
colored.
>
At no time since the war has there been
such excitement as at the present. You see
the evidente not only in’ the papers, but in
soldiers moving around, and the great num1
of Davisefnd his constituents have any ber of reporters going south for the northbasis of right in
i them. Our’ national™®6n- ern papers. We do not believe it is ‘to bestitution, as well as the rule of humanity, come a “war of races,” as some think, but
now insists that theré can be no relation of will result in the slavery of the’ ballot “box.
master
slave in this country. What- .Our Government ought either to protect the.
ever opposes this sentiment, whether it be colored people in this Constitutional right,
the South in arms, Ku-Klux Klans or the or take away the privilege. We are of the

later “White League,” must be overcome
by, whatever necessary force, though blood

the two races, whose condition the Repub-

pub-

Denominational News a Notes,

I only de-

There is medicine for the soul

not

‘South us long as the responsible people are,
reduced by" machinery ‘to’ the position of
lished a second statement, reviewing: the. paying the expenses of a government cartestimony of Mr. Beecher; bringing forward ried on by irresponsible adventurers and
fresh documents, charging new and more ignorant negroes.” In another . editorial
fearful iniquities upon the Plymouth pastor, the editor says: fe does look as if matflinging back the charge of blackmailing, ters have gene so far that they must go
~and attempting to show that Mr. Beecher, farther’; that they ‘have passed out of the: ~
with-the Investigating Committee and law- keeping and control of good men into the
yers, has-been guilty of prevarication, du- manipulation ‘of demagogues who are able
plicity, bad fuith, and of resorting to the ouly to flourish during a period of disturmort desperate and wretched expedients {0 bance. The governing classes of society,—
suppress the real facts and save him from that is, the intelligence of society—ocan not
deserved reproach and obloquy.
It is a afford to be sacrificed to the passion and igterrible document which is thus given to the norance of its lower orders, black or white,
public, and one which Mr. Beecher and his They must make some effort to save themshocking element,

tate.

It is easy to see the real cause

dismisses its foqr, and rests itself into a

far trom it, the latest
all its predecessors

does

come out from the fearful ordeal without
is the very one that is most likely {o inany other loss than befalls his reputation for
flame the southern mind.
That is the
sagacity and discretion ; but it must be concourse of armed intervention.
There can
[fessed that more explanation and disproof
be no doubt but the whites are mainly the |
are yet needed to satisfy the discriminating
aggressors. They deny this, but their oftand fair-minded public. Shocking as is the
repeated outrages give the lie to their de- | prolongation of the public scandal, there is
nials. And so when the United States mil an imperative demand for the truth and for
itary arm throws its protection around the the exactest justice to all who are implicathunted race, their persecutors at oncegraise
ed in the affair.
the cry of northern despotism, affirming
that the blacks themselves are the bloodhounds, and that it is the crushed whites
who should be protected in life and es-

This letter is already too long to war‘southerners’ grief. It was plainly set forth
rant now the relation of special and sigin a speech that Jefferson Davis delivered
nificant incidents, though there are many
at Memphis the other day. Let us quote
of them,—ludicrous, grave or pathetic,—
a few words :

"Returning
. dullard, or shirk, or cynic, aor croaker, or from an early fishing excursion the next fered to eye and heart along the banks of
egotist ;—not one human owl, or peacock, morning after pitching our tent for a tarry this noble river of St. John.
And now for
or parasite in the company. No mean self-|at *“ the forks,” in answer to a summons to the home that awaits me, and for the broad* ishness showed itself from first to last. A breakfast, M. passed me a bill of fare, pen- er plans and higher work that plead for what
manly and generous and helpful spirit per- ciled on a leaf torn from his ; memorandum is truest in my heart, wisest in my brain,
-vaded the whole intercourse. The vivac- book. It included only the items actually and strongest in my hands, °
ity increased with the perplexities. Dis- warranted by what was set before us, and
comforts were ‘dedfwned with jokes.
A to which we did most ample justice, as we
SassaTH ScHOOL REPORTS. Will Quarmishap exploded whole volleys of laughter, seated ourselves on the logs about the

sonnel of the party.,

We had not a single | came both fresh and abundant.

luxuries

bilities of a bloody war in

fierce conflict of racesat the "present time.
Such a calamity may and it is hoped will
be averted, but providence and the greatest
human discretion must both work together
to that end.

The figures stnd-

courage and the stalwart manliness which
sary to secur: 'game from the woods, fish
make
their lives a real and rounded power.
walls,
and
the
exhausted
frames
were
filled
- from the streams, and food for mind and
heart out of a few books when tarrying in full of refreshing sleep. Thus we went Having reaped, as I believe, a gengine
camp. For the rest we trusted in Provi-. on, ‘each day carrying us deeper into the profit from the experience, I am espeffilly
dence, in the tried. capacity of men who heart of the wilderness and farther from the anxious that ojhers may go and dq likewise,
.
“Were uot novices in the business on hand, homes of men, till we bad reached our or, if possibld, do still better.I owe more to the courtesy and kindness
and to our ‘own skill and “pluck and pa- chief objective - point, * the forks.” Here
we encamped for some days, and with the of friends, old and newly mide, for the entience.
. The real excursionists were a party of aid of canoes explered the streams, found joyment and profit which this vacation trip
four :—Rev. J. T. Parsons, Melbourne Me- the trout-pools, and made fishing both husi- has brought me, than I can tell. Rev. Mr.
On our return we dis- Parsons has served me with the appreciaLeod and Geo. “W, Day, Esq;
of St, ness and pastime.
pensed
with
the
towing,
and, trusted to the tive generosity of a brother.
Delightful
John, and the editor.
Mr. Parsons, who
planned the expedition, is known to many current and the stalwart arms and skillful homes have opened their doors freely to me
of our readers as the F. Baptist pastor of poling of our boatmen to send us down the in Aroostook, at Tobique, and now here at
Courtesies have multiplied,
that city, and delegate to our Gen. Confer- stream, and our trust was not misplaced. y Woodstock.
Our, cuisine was not a meager one. If and the spirit animating them has often
ence at Buffulo, six years ago.
My. MeLod is a merchant, correspondent of the the variety was not always laxge, the qual- rendered the simplest of them precious and
May the blessed Lord richly
"Tribune, and a-brother.of Rev. J. McLeod, ity was good, and the larder never came beautiful,
If the fresh meat was repay all the kind hearts that have been
of Fredericton, who met us in Hillsdale near exhaustion.
three years since. Mr. Day is publisher lacking, and the tea/and coffee must ‘some- ‘prqupted to give them, and teach the re.
and editor of the New Dominion & True times be used without milk, and the bread cipient how to use them so that they shall
Humorist,
Messrs, Elijah Larlee and had no butter, and the salad dish was flow out in large benefactions through his
Efioch "Lovely, of Tobique, went as gener- empty, and the dessert failed to put in an life. So will the rest of the present inspire,
al managers, ,boatmen, cooks, guides, &c. appearance, there was. still no need of go- sweeten and fructity the labor of the future.
Unartes

ored people in. Alabama and Kentucky by
‘masked whites and the open threats that are
go freely made against them,prove too conclusively that it will only be by the best of

fortune that we escape the direct results of
southern rage and rashness. The proba-

sweet biscuit, sat on the ground, and, with | diviner joy.

the aid of simple utensils, turf seats and
vigorous appetites, made a most enjoyable
meal.’ Atnight the wangan was beached
and unloaded, the tent was pitched, the tin.

pre-

carious condition of affairs at the South, For
the last three or four years hatred of the
blgoks ‘has been gathering intensity,and now
there is danger that it will yield itself to

bigie ? ‘Some of the company thought we

an old’ teacher. of music; that a singingbook was found among the appliances ; that
no false pride or hesitation kept the voices
Iam told that thy answer to the question
hushed } ‘that theré was plenty of time..qon of ** success” in the previous fishing tour
the river and in camp for’ calling the vocal: ‘was doubtfully given. ‘I am sorry, and
powers. into play; ; and so.the woods often have sqme reason for surprise. But a few
rang with masical echoes, and the few plam words will tell everything needful of
dwellers along our route came out to listen this last trip. We caught trout till the amwith open mouths, and turned away to pro- bition was satisfied, and till the big fish
nounce us a noisy and happy set of fellows. stories told by other anglers were easy of
And ‘they were quite right in their verdict.
belief. Oh the’ upper Tobique, the catch
Our route lay up the Tobique river, from ing process is almost continuous and full
the point of its junction with the St. Jobn of intense exhilaration. The fish are quite
to *¢ the forks,” nearly 70 miles above. It large; they often leap for the fly almost
is a beautiful stream. Its clear waters sug- before it strikes the water; two, and somegest crystal, and in their delicious coolness
times ‘three will be hooked at a single
they speak of mountain springs. The curthrow ; and they keep the nerves tingling
rent often flows rapidly over the stony bed,
and the muscles taxed by the hour as the
| it ripples along the bars, roars around
baskets fill ang the canoe bottom becomes
rocks, and almost leaps through the deep
a stretch of speckled and golden glory. I
chasm known as ‘the narrows.” When
would hardly dare to guess how many were
it lies almost still in the pools, one looks
cooked and eaten during the trip, while not
down two fathoms and sees everything dis-

read, or lounged,

The Plymouth tragedy

a.

© It is useless to deny that there ey

BR

A NEw Honmon, IN THE GREAT SCANDAL.

Condition.

glad and satisfied men were; ready for a unbridled fury. Thé recent murders of col-

charge of water from a small-necked bot-. ~sustain their réputation.

dwelling in ceiled houses, walking upon
m
tapestry, eating with plated cutlery
damask covered tables, and sleeping on
hair mattrasses and feather beds! Yes, I
am surely back to civilization again. And
- yet, though life in the woods and the camp,
and days filled with the search for game tinct on the floor. It abounds in richly
and the management of fishing-rods and wooded islands; it flows through fruitful
flies, covered but a short period, all had intervals; it makes -its way amid the shadbecome so real and significant, that a re- ows of dense forests and over-hanging’
turn to the old ways seems not a little cliffs; here the flowers crowd down to its
strange and striking. One lives a great edge; there the towering blue hills look
deal in a short time in the depth of the for- down upon it from afar; now it sweeps by
est, and mind and heart often go back to well-tilled farms; then it makes its way
the experiences to live them over and over, through the very heart “of the wilderness.
so that they seem more real than the life Forever-changing ‘its aspects to give varithat is actually going on before the eyes ety, it never paris with its pictnresqueness
or exhausts its beauty.
’
and filling the air with turmoil.
‘Our mode and appliances of travel were
But that is quite enough of musing at
We
the point of the pencil. The trip lately happily planned by Mr. Parsons.
stowed
ourselves
and
our
accessories
comtaken into the woods, ‘and the life lived
and the experiences shared there deserve fortably into a bat known as a * wangan.”
to be set forth, if at all, in plain and pithy It is a sort of scow, four feet by twenty.
words, rather than in dreamy rhetoric. So A long tow-line was attatched to the craft,
and ‘a horse pulled us up to the forks in
let me paint it simply.
The motive lying behind the expedition less than four days. His rider allowed him
was a common one; There was’ a deal of to walk on the shore or in the shoal water
plain prose in the style of life. One touch- when this was possible; he rode through
ed the real world ofter and not always the tleep and strong current when this' was
gently. There was a call for muscle often- necessary. © He pulled us with steadiness
er'than for sentiment. If the brain now
and then got warm with imagination; the
cold water running in at the top of the
. boots suddenly cared the fevelyby the hydropathic method. A brillignt dream was
- pretty likely to be marred when the woody
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THE

and the union .white men, and colored,

will

|. be given over to the tender mercies of these
rebels,

The

Louisville

Courier-Journal

has this. morning the following item of
news:
On Sunday night last, while the colored

An important change

in

the’ course

class

of

of students

was made at the opening of the year.

It is

well known that previously college graduates were tllowed to complete the course
of study in the Theological school in two,

instead of three years.
tionto the réquirements

This was an excepof

all

other

‘well

established like schools. This change was
cheerfully acquiesced in by the class that
would have,
graduated at the last comwencement under the old rule,and was very
grateful to all the members of the Faculty.

There
is no possible reason why we should
not have

as thoroughly trained

scholars

as

anydenomination in the world. This left but
one to graduate, Mr. E. H. Butts, who has

been in the school ever since its establishment here. He has taken charge of the
church at Shapleigh, Me., and will doubtless be ordained soon. Mr. W, H. Cutting,
who entered the school as an ordained minister, and pursued his studies with gratifying success for over three years, has_also
left the school, returning to his well chosen
work, and is engaged I think with the
¢huroh at Campton, N. H. Both of these
Brethren were, for students, somewhat advanced in ‘years; but we shall be disappointed if we do* not hear good
reports
from
them.
|
THE

PRESENT

OPENING,

The year opens well, indeed with unusual

promise. The number in the entering class
is larger than for some fourteen years past,
with the exception of the first year of the

school in its present location, which by

the

pircumstances of the case was quiie exceptional. Taking into” account the number
fitted to enter upon the full regular courses,
it has been exceeded only with a solitary
exception, since the school was established

-at Parsonsfield thirty-four years ago.

And

this is progress, in the right direction.
Now there are twice that number in the
several classes of our school. 1 do not
speak of this, because I think a college: ed-

ucation is necessary to make

a first class

iinister, fot Anybody knows it isn't who
has an half eye open to the history of the
church, But there is need of such as well
as room for all.
J
The chief anxiety accompatying this encouraging and satisfactory state .of things,
arises from the

inquiry,

will

these

young

men be able to go on without interruption,
and complete in the shortest

possible

time

their course of study, and so seasonably en| people on
rassy Lick, in Montgomery
county, were at church, some unknown perter upon their chosen. work? And «this
sons cathe to the door of the . house dude g'| bripgs me to the main point “in question,

service and called a Souple of darkies.

sooner were they

outside

than

they

No | yy

were

fired upen, both shots taking effect, Yesterdayit was thought that both would die,
as both were

shot

through

the

abdomen.

‘One of the parties éhargec q withth ‘the shoot-

4

1

THE HELP NEEDED,

Oue of the students who has been in the
sthool two years, has just been compelled
to leave for the want of funds, and others

attempt to enforce the laws and ‘arrest the ing was arrepted and Todged x Jail yesteroffenders against the blacks will doubtless’ day. The cause of the “shooting has not will surely follow, unless an appeal for aid
be murdered. All this and nore may be been learned,
be more promptly and liberally met than was
tely
Meeting
Clerks
and
others
interested
camp-fire.
It
was
preserved,
and
£
copy
it.
witnessed before the present cloud breaks| “Such cases of willful murder are common. the cpse last year,
“"“and the chief victim led in opening the
forward reports immediately to E. W. Page, and disappears. But that an actual war of No investigation or inquiry will
cannonade. Wit and repartee sca red away below :
ba made.
It sa matter of great embarrassuiobt od
Cor. Secretary, Box 2817, New York? It races is ‘to be precipitated, with all that the The life of the negro was more
‘CAMP DAY, TOBIQUE FORKS, Avg, 29.
surliness, dnd
‘Keenest banter was raresafe in slav- regret to the Faculties. here,’ that the stumili
is very desirable that all reports should be term orebodes, we are not yet ready to ery, because then he bad a cash
“ly sharper in its
sarcasm than it was
value, and
deats of the college proper are compelled to
Salmon—Potatoes.
| sent previous to first of October. Sup- believe. In the meantime there should be his master would suffer a loss, b#it
* admirable with the spirit of courtesy. P. ~ BOILED:
now he be absent fo much
FRIED: Trout—Salmon—
ie erintendents and Pastors, please give on
in teaching, and that’
the
greatest caution, discretion and for- owns himself. Ia an editorial on’ftThe Orwas always wide-awake, obsemvant and
Brean: Bot Rroweh Rolls—
esh Pildt—Swest
those
of
the
Theological
school find a like
isc
~ jolly. M, neyer got dull, and saturated uf RELISH TS Bitter—Condensed Milk—Trout tion to this matter at once, dnd. let us have heatance exercised on the part of all ign of our Troubles,” the Journal says: necessity to preach to such extent as’ they
ful)
reports
form
all
our
gehools
this
year.
speech and manuer
a
with a quiet htimor.
those who may influence fhe situation.
il=—Sugur,
“There is an irrepressible conflict between,
do and nist. Under this state of things, x.
va La
anes

ti's

>

.

7

1

.

r
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is impossible for the school {o-graduate stu-

dents of so high rank as the church and the

cause of God demand. If there be noticed
_ any defect in this respect, I pray critics,one
and all, to consider, that many of our stu-

Eight delegates chosen, only four present.

tist; Sermon by Rev. 8. Bathrick; Ordaining

Five ministers in the Q. M., one present.

prayer by Rev. Wm. Peck, father of candidate;
Charge to candidate by Rev. A. Z. Mitchell;

“In the letter from the Chain Lakes Q. M.
one church is reported as extinct and‘‘others
nearly so.”

One church added,

crease of seventeen members.

and ‘a de-

‘‘A lack of

touching tribute, and retired, well pleased with

Right hand of fellowship by Rev. S. Bathrick;
Charge to the church and congregation by Rev.

tion,

aid being

afforded

sufficient

obviate such a necessity,

;

to

ol

Tam compelled to believe, that there is

not wanting an interest in dour educational
enterprise; on the part of any who love

the

denominationof their choice, and the precious cause of Christ. Said one of the for-

‘mer students of the school a few weeks
since, I am ready to give, or be responsi-

delegates present from eight chosen, Three
—one half,—of their ministers present.

churches and a membership of sixty-eight.

Success

mainly attributable to the diligent labors of
the Q. M. Home Missionary, Rev. J. Wool-

ery. A “depression in financial afiairs has
ble to raise $15 per aunym for ten years, somewhat retarded our spiritual advancefor this object, if others of my class will do ‘ment, yet we hope we are growing in
the same.” Two beneficiaries have asked for wisdom and grace.” ‘Delegates ¢ight,
a statement of the amount they have receiv- present three. Six ministers, two present.
ed from the Education Society, alleging
The grasshopper visitation has been setheir intention to refiind as soon and as fast verely felt throughout portions of theyY. M.
as possible, Now all this is well, and is, All though the Chain Lakes Q. M. they
doubtless, what ought to be done, but have severely crippled their resources; inwhilst it is perhaps becoming that our min- deed they have raised nothing worthyto be
isters &f this class should set the example, called
a crop, while portions of the Blue
others are equally bound to help in the same Earth Valley and Little Sioux Valley Q. M's
way, and they have expressed a readiness were subjected to the ‘ravages. The wordevout and
spiritual,
Many
to do so. Individuals have ‘assured ue that ship was
when the proper time comes, they can .raise visitors from the churches came up to en50 or 100 dollars in a church, possibly joy the feast, Preaching by J. Woolery, J.
®ough to maintain. in full one student. Longstreet, W. 8. Leigh, E. Berry, M.
"That time has come. Iris neither becom- B. Felt and R. A. Coats,
Rev. M. B. Felt visited us from the Root
ing nor right to expect that mén outside of
the denomination, after having largely con- River Q. M. and by his council accomplishtributed to educate our young men for the ment and eloquence, won the esteem of all
secular professions, should do all in the di- and added much to the profit of the ses-[
rection of
educating our ministry, though sion.
they have most generously consented largeThe Lord's blessing was shown in the
ly to do even that. ‘And the simple ques- awakening of six young persons aud the
* tion is, will we do what we can?
Could reviving of many souls to higher aims in
there be placed at the disposal of the Edu- the Christian life.
jcation Society only three times the amount
Business was done harmoniously. :A rescontributed the first year after the removal olution on temperance was passed, highly
of the school to Lewiston, when there was approbating the labor and success of the sonot so great a pressure as at present, the called woman's movement.
school could be run through the year withA resolution an church polity was adoptout serious embarrassment. Will it be ed, providing for the appointment of a Gen«one? We ask only a tithe of what is need- ‘eral Superintendent of the Y. M. The sad
. ed to carry on our Foreign afid Home Mis- decrease in‘‘the religious and denomination"sion causes, but we do ask a humble share al enterprises,” urged some steps to be taken
:
* in-the growing enterprise
and liberality of to arrest it.
A Superintendent was chosen to act as a
our people, and ask it in the behalf
of a

cause not lost, but one upon which he Fur
cess of all others largely depends,
The time of the year has come for a movement in this direction.
:
Brethren, shall it be made ? Gladly we
would, were that possible, meet you in person in all the Q. M's, and in the love of
Christ talk over this whole matter, but must
content ourselves with this most sincere

and earnest appeal.

.

convenient on the part of the friends in this

to General Conference,and the churches are
requested to forward the amount appor-

Lewiston,

Me.,

In the

latter case, money will be.accounted for to
the Treasurer, and credited in the Star, the
- same as when sent directly to him.—J. ¥.

féeble churches.

dodioation

of their new

house of worship, | we

address you in behalfof said housé.§This church
with great Christian heroism and pecuniary

ing of our first church at New Durham, and

the second, fifty years from the opening of
our first literary institution at Parsounsfield.
ill not the delegates to our General Conference about to assemble in Providence,
« each consider these facts, digest some fit-

ter build or die.

Aftér much counsel and many

prayers they decided to build, and the result isa
nice church, 36x56, with alcove, built in modern
style, without extravagance, of which Prof, Dunn
said, in the ‘dedication sermon, for style, taste,

convenience and economy

after the brethren
severely,

|
dollars,
dollars

here have taxed the mselves

This house is an honor to

the denomi-

nation in this State, and all have

an

it.

wrung

interest. in

Messen-

of the Q. M’s. during the fall
can not be visited. Let each
brother be kind enough to
to the people and ask a colat least for this church.
Send money

to think closely ou this -point and ‘prepare
himself for earnest steps when met, that we

as a people
worthy of

may be led to do sométhing
ourselves in reference to the

events,

:

A somewhat

local

question

stands

con-

nected with this move, that is, shall not
Parsonsfield Sem: be remembered in a fund
sufficient

to sustain

say one

teacher,

and

thus put it-ou a footing that, with the
patronage,
will insure

its uncrippled

cess in all luturé time ?
-

local

M@BERS

ce

house ih

General.

church of the. Freeborn Q. M., June 26—28.
Rev. J. C. Robinson,of said Q. M., was
chosen Moderator, and Rev. E. Berry, of

the Chain Lakes Q. M., assistant Moderator.
Each Q. M. was reported by letter and dele;

:

8 rte Freeboin Q. M. képoited the dissolution of three churches, the addition

of one,

and the loss of seventy-three members since

returns of 11872 (no report for 1878). Also
a low stata, of religious interest. Only a

few churches ave provided with pastoral
care. A deficiency of ministers is sadly
felt. The names ol six delegates reported,
only four present. Only one minister of

bath school.
The latter will have especial ref
erence to the departure of Miss Susan Libbey,
‘who has been a prominent worker in the school.
Rev.

also

8 confession

Wm.

IORLIN, Clark,

177

:

explain

fit.

Last Friday, Sept. 7, I attended the funeral

of

Sg

Sev-

eral years ago he preached in this neighborhood,
Couliardville, seven miles west of Oconto, on N.

W.

R.R., ¢nd he had turned aside to rest with

his

old

friends.

I think he lingered with them

about four months before he died.

He was poor

for this world alone yet rich for both

and the next.

this

world

+

Centaur

29 between 21 and 80 years,

average

25

terminated

his life.

He

died

at the

Bro. Glynn, cheered by Christian hope

sympathy

istered unto by

home
and

of

min-

Rev.

and kindness.

8. H. Couch, M. E. pastor, preached his funeral
sermon, and other ministerial brethren esteemed
it a privilege to pay a tribute of respect to an

el
forma-

The two-hundredth anniversary of the

tion of the archdiocese of Quebec will be celebrated on the 1st of October.
Thirty-eight bishops
will be present.
By a decree of the Vatican the
cathedral has'been created into a basilica, and
the pope has signified his intention of giving a
mosaic picture representing the Holy Virgin,

Dr. Pusey, and upwards of fifty High

Church

clergymen, have
petitioned the Convocation
“to make regulations which will support and
protect those clergy and laity who carry out and
sustain such a use of ceremonial, ornament and
ritual” as they would interpret the standards of
the church of England to tolerate.

* The conversion of the Jews to Christianity has
always been a subject of considerable interest to
the ,Christiin

world.

Opinions

have

greatly

time will come when they will be brought under

gospel.

the influence of the

at this time

Just

greater interest-than usual is manifested’ in some

sections in the work among the descendants of
More than

£300,000 were contribut-

vad
:
DI18T,, W18., CORY,

Ordination.

BRO. WILLARD H, PECK was consecrated and
got apart to the preaching

of luke-'

gospel

of the:

sccord-

jog to the usages of the Freewill, Baptists at
Shelby Center, Orleans Co, N..Y. Thursday,

wurmness on the part of some churches,and
a ‘lack of [Pastors'and Ministeral labor.” ‘evening, Sept. 3, 1874, in the following. order:
prayer by Rev. Dy : Donovan, C. : -Bap=
“But few churches haveregular preaching.” Opening
]
Sid
:
Fl

»

id

a

:

is for family

Notices
and Appointments.
+

General

when congratulations in various forms: from’
every part'of the Catholic world flowed in upon

These congratulgtions were not confined
to the day or to the period immediately touching

A

novel

its ingeption and

in

marked

incident,

place very recently.
Signora Teresa

and

one quite

management,

took

~An'Italian lady of wealth,
Martignoni,

Cevola

show her esteem and love
as wellas her devotion to
upon his holiness with a
eightyghree in, number,

wishing

for the Holy
her religion,
deputation of
to correspond

to

Father,
waited
ladies,
to the

had reached.
Thi¥ was a compliment in itself; but the ladies

receive ‘the
person ap-

pearing in the line showing an: additional year
until the eighties, each leuning. on her staff,

Mission,

©

J1.85
7.55
10,00
25.00
20.00
8.50
100.00

EB

2d Poland, Me, per D C Burr,
5.25
Estate of Mrs Lydia B Tapley, Wayne, Me, per NB
Huntoon,
Ex,
* 1383.92

t

:
Dover, N, H.

egates and others wishing to attend,
govern themselves accordingly.

1573.47

C. 0. LIBBY,

Treas.

Woman’s

Mission

Society.

From.a friend, towards con. Mrs R 8 Brooks, L M,
per Rev

N Brooks,

:
L. A. DEMERITTE,

Sai

Dover, N. H.

10.00

10.00
7reas,

will

Delegates,

In Straffyyd, Vt., July 4, by Rev. H.F. J. Seribper, Mr. Stephen Mathews and Miss Nettie Godfrey, both of Vershire, Vt.
*
In

Manchester, by

Fairfield

and

Miss

Rev.

H.

F.

Wood,

Lottie Kennedy,

Mr.

both

Wm.

of M.

Sept. 7, Mr. Frank H. Taylor,of Bedford, N. H., and
M ss Lucy M. Baxter, of N, Bangor, N. Y.

8 57

oy
jist
7.1
:

GOAGENTS:

PROFITS oper week.

Wil

.
prove it or forteit £500.
New articles
patented.
Samples seat free to all. “Address
CHIDESTER. 27 Broadway, New York.
137

$72.00

EACH

,

hl

Agents wanted everywhere.
inate,

Particulars free.

Williams

church,

in

Baptist’

business

Providence,

¥or-:

that may

R.

:

I,

Monday.

D. W. C.'DURGIN, Rec. Rec.

of Iowa.

2

THURSDAY, OCT. 8. Anniversary of the Temperance Society, at 7, P. Mm Speakers,
of N. H.; and Rev. R. Dunn, of
Mich,
FRIDAY, OCT. 9. Anniversary of the

Home

Mis.

gion Society, at 7, P. M. Bpeakers, Revs. N. L. Row
‘ell, of Me., and
G. R. Holt, of Mich.
i
SATURDAY, OCT. 10. Anniversary of the Womn’s Mission Society, at 7, Pp, M. Speakers, Rev. G.
———

Day,

;

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

1!"

UNION, Wednesday, Oct. 6,in

8CHOOL

h at 7, P. M.

y

anANS Mi8s108 SociETY, Thursday, Oct. 8, in
,
try aty, A. M.
HE DUCATION SOCIETY, Friday, Oct. 9, in the vestry,
0
the church, at 7, P. M.
BOARD

Monday, Oot. 19, in

E
MEETINGS.

" ESUCATION BOARD, Friday, at 9, A. M., in the Ves:
J

yoy

Reputation of 3; years.

Jersey.

dress and offerings, received his thanks for their a

OF SONG

ie

ns

.

:

:

BIGLOW & MAIN, Pubs,
NEW YORK & CHICAGO. *
WwW ANTED

—AGENTS to canvass for our

-

* new

book,

“Messiah,”

\

4437

‘tice of first-class canvassers.

"

B. B. RUSSELL, Pub.,

Boston, Mass.

$774

WEEK to Male and Female Agents, in
their locality. Costs NOTHING to try it.
Particulars FREE. P.O. VICKERY & CO., Augus:

:

1y35

The Piano Stop !

Is a fine toned Piano never requiring tuning, givin
brifuancy and promptness to the organ,and is found
in

Geo. Woods & (os Parlor Organs.
There remarkable instrnments have created much
etithusiasm by their great capacity. for musical efect 8. The Brofession, trade, and ‘all interested in.
music should

GEO.

address for paaticulors,

WOODS & CO.,
CAMBRIDGEPORT,

Mass.,

Vick’s Catalogue
ofHYACINTHS,

SULIPS, LILIES& all

ClickNew

Now

published for Autumn

of

will be sent free to all who apply.

teas

a
:

10,000 Words and Meanings not in other

Dictiona4

ries.

8000 Engravings ; 1840 Pages Quarto. Price $12.
“The Best ’ractical English Dictionary Extant.”
London Quarterly Review, Oct, 1873.

pages,

and
and

FIRST-CLASS
- AGENTS

WANTED

POTTER’S COMPLETE

ON

MER

Sold by all ‘Booksellers.

RIANM

Springfield,

-

Contains 2000 quarto pages and 3000 Illustrations.
A Bible Dictionary, a Theological Dictionary, a
Biographical Dictionary, and an Ecclesiastical Dic:
tionary all in one. No other work like it. Covers

the whole field of Religious Literature.
In Two Noble Volumes. Vol: I. now ready. For Circulars, Terms, &c., address JOMIN E. POTTER & CO. Publishers, Philidelphia.
13624

1837

bhott Family School for Boys,
At Little Blue, Farmington, Me.
Thirty-first year. Fall Term
begins Afigust 24
1874. @ Establishment ran
VAL
For
Circulars and references, apply to
&
8w30
AMBROSE
P. KELSEY, A. M.

our

to

per month guaranteed

200

to Agents everywhere,

Endestructible

White

Wire

Clothes Lines. Sample free. Address the Hiudson Wire Mills, 128 Maiden Lané, N. Y.,or 18
Clark Street, Chicago, Ill.

Great

‘The

Health:—Tar-

of

Preserver

be

rant’s Effervescent Seltzer Aperient can always

relied upon as a pleasant, mild, speedy and positive
cure in all cases of Costiveness, Dyspepsia, Heartburn,

Sick-

Stomach,

Sour

Indigestion,

Headache,

Liver Complaint, Biliousness, Flatulency, Fullness
of Blood, and all Inflammatory Complaints, where
a gentle, cooling cathartic is required. So says the
Chemist; so says the Physician; so says

the

great

American Public of the nineteenth century. Heed
ye then, and be not without a bottle in the house.
Before life is imperiled, deal judiciously with the
symptoms. Remember that the slight internal disorder of to-day may bccome an obstinate, incurable
2137
disease to-morrow. ¢ Sold by all druggists.

MONARCH!!
CLASSES,

$7.50.

The

PIANOFORTE.

THE

FOR

Most Popular

ready sold, and

the

Method ever

issued;

250,000 al-

year.

Teachers

It anything,

k is received,

with increasing favor from year to
»
and Pupils buy

i

the world.—Im

Messrs.

D.

LOTHROP

&

CO.,

Boston,

publish the celebrated $1,000 and $500 Prize
Series, the Pansy books and upwardsof three: .
hundred ‘choice books for gunday School Libra~
ries and Family reading.

They fufnish all Amer-

ican and Foreign books promptly at the Lowest
Prices. Please send for their Catalogue. Bible

Year

School

begins

September

2d.

Instruction

umeraatiod: 8 Ri facilities for Modern Languages
Kor
Buildings finest in New England.
and Musie.
i

dress

‘

informs “95PR. & Mas. N. C. GOODENOW

Here's Money for All

en,

RICHARDSON'S' NEW METHOD

|.

in

America—staple article—pleases ey -

mal Music Schools, Conventions, Colleges, or Academies, and the higher Common Schools.

Per Dozen,

“choicest

porters’ prices ~largesé company in

ery bod —Trade
continually
increasing—Agents
wan
everywhere— best inducements—don’t waste
time—send for circular to ROBERT WELLS, 43 Vesey St., N. Y., P. 0. Box 1287.
3Sm32

whether in the form of Singing Schools, or in NorPrice 75 Cents.

—The

! E A

\
AMILY SOHOOL FOR GIRLS,
At the Willows. FARMINGTON.
Me.

H. R. PALMER of Chicago, with the distinguish-,
ed assistance of Prof. L, 0. ‘EMERSON of Boston.
Monarch, Jresent to
These gentlemen, in the Song
the publie a book unrivaled for the use o
SINGING

I

Warehouse and Bookstore, 38 & 40 Cornhill.
20tf
¥
A
7)

TEE

SONG

New, by which Men and Wom-

Entirely

oth. ry Girls, the Weak and

Invalid, can make

with
money without labor or risk, ‘or
their present oocupations,engagements and schools.
8 is no humbug.
A splendid opportunity.
Know for yourself. Full directions sentfon gue stamp

Boston:
Address ADAMS & CO., No. 4 Pearl 8t.,
he ‘HouseholdP.
amily
a

is the beat IE

I the worl ) for

sente
COPIES ANNUALLY!
| Throat4 8 lo)’ Som plaints, Sprains and
Recéntly enriched by the addition of “Czerny’s . Chills and Fever. P
Vasclabis and
For Internal and External use *
Letters oy the Art of Playing the Piano,” and of
“Schumann’s Maxims.” o It is now a book of 260
.
» rite $3.95.
large pages.

25,000

All books mailed, post-paid, for the retail price.
CHAS. H, DITSON & CO
MLIVER DITSON & CO
.
ISN
.
711 Br'dway, N ork.
se

|e

!

1874

32

Address JAMES VICKS Rochester,50

BIBLE ENCYLOPEDIA

der day at home,
TOE

:

Terms free.

TINSOX& Co.

00

v

;

by

Rev. Wm. M. Willett. Suited to all classes and denominations. Fal] of iiiierest, and issued in a style
attractive and substantial. Worthy the special no- -

5000

:

.

Musical

Instruction Book ever Issued.

Address

Portland, Maine,

2

a,

NOTICE.
1 héreby certify

that'T have given my son, Alopz>

C. Roberts, his time. Ishall claim none of his
ings mor pay any debts of his lacking, after
: this
ate.
| 4
WILLIS
ROBETRS.
: ;
- ~~. Witness—8.F. Frasy.
A
“Strafford, N, H., Sept. 18, 1874,

J
:

and

Sold Cyeryhare.

Agents wanted.

Bb 2320050.

i

AES

complete,

So

illustrations.

at 9, A. ‘My,

BOARD, Thursday,
MoyMisS1oN
on wus mthevesty,
deputati
. onv. Ciairman of Com. of Arr,
P
b
came forward. . Th e entire
grouped in order before him, presented thelr ad- | Bover. 5 osm oe
ho

concise and

heretofore

CLICKENER’S PILLS.
For Bilious and
Liver Complaints.
Purely
Vegetable.

USE

.

MONDAY, OCT. 12. Anniversary of the Foreign
Mission Society, 7, P.M. Speakers,
W. Page,
Enq, of N. Y.. and Rev. Thos. 'yrie, of N. H.
Educa.
the
of
Auniversary
18.
OCT.
TUESDAY.
tion Society at 7, pr. M. Speakers, Revs. 8S. D. Bates,
.
Me.
of
Hays,
F.
of Ohio, and B.

SABBATH

SONG

thing

35t37 :

entertain-

come before the meetihg, will be held inthe Roger

Oct. 12, at 7 o'clock, P. M.

OF
any

Most Complete and Thorough

to

Notice.
meeting of the Freewill
other

It is simple,

$100

eign Mission Society, for the choice of offivers, and
of

VINEYARD

& Co.,

i

Del-

write at once in accordance with the above suggestions, and addrees,
LEWIS W. ANTHONY,
100 Weybosset 8t., Providence.

transaction

THE

Business strictly legit-

please

present who are to attend bat a part.of the time,
and whether applicants are males or females.
Therefore, all persons desirous of enjoxin
the
hospitalities offered by the churches, wilkplesse

‘the

READY!

a

Address J. Worth

St. Louis, Mo.

ment of the next Gepfral
Conference,
and.the
Committee desire to Know how many will attend,
who of them are delegates, the days those will be

annual

NOW

THE “ELEMENTARY” DEPATMENT OF

WEEK

YL

&c.

Arrangements are beipg made for the

The

etc.

MUSICAL INSTITUTES AND CONVENTIONS, AS
WELL AS FORSINGING
SCHOOLS & DATSCHO0LS,

only

I. D. STEWART, Clerk.

to

thems. Choruses,

ta, Maine.

F. B.

Mass.

Williams church, Ocs. Tth, at 10 o’clock, A. M.

First in
were arranged in _a long procession.
SOCIETY,
“order was an infant, borné in arms, then one of | at - 2 Me MTablON
two yeaps and another of three, to
papal benediction, and so on, ‘each

Foreign

Unity, Me,
per B Fogg,
Ashtabula Q M, O, per J Fuller,
¥. org
Mrs O S Bean. ‘Wellesley, Mass, for suppoft
of a
child-in India,
Bowdoinham Ridge, Me. per E G Page,
Steep Falls, Me,
per J Clark,
Prairie City, 3, , Ill, per H Merrill,
I H Hedge, M
D, Waukron, Iowa, for supportot a
boy in India,

The Twenty-Second General Conference ot the
Freewill Baptists in North America will Le held at
Providenge, R.I;, and will commence at the Roger

Notice

Fie CoNoon ope
;
Glees. School Songs, An-

Contains 192 Jages 3 Retail Price,
75 cts.
.
87.
0 per dozen copies. td
<Z"Sent by mail on receiptlof75 cents.

D Lothrop & Co, 40 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.

Published by G. & CO.

Conferenge.

)
%
Dover, Aug. 3, 1874.

:

Vineyardof Song

EXPRESS.

use, the,

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 7. Anniversary of the Sabbath
_ It will be remembered that the Pope reached
School Union at 7, P. M. Speakers, Revs. J.
his eighty-third birthday a short time since; Dame, of Mass., and R. L. Howard, of N. Y.

the day.

.

Price 50 cents; large‘bottles $1.

|-

CO.,

VINEYARDOF SONG!

The

Yellow Wrapper is for animals.

Rev, O. E. Baker,

3

»

Wrapper

KNTAPE

&

CINCINNATI, O.

larity 1!

VINEYARD

T N Huntington, Bath, Me.
J Chadbourne, Saco, Me.
C T Parsons, Asper, Livingstone Co, Mo.
R Norton, Masonville, Iowa.
R F Francisco, Oxford, N Y-.
Lucia E Fairfield, Patten, Me,
W Randall, Smyrna Mills, Me,

Price by mail 25 cts,, 5 boxes for $1.00. C.W-.
ener, Gen. Agent, P, 0. Box 83, Somerville,

Liniments

.
337
ed in Great Britain alone 'the past year for this | New Market, Sept. 4, 1874.
object. Tn Jerusalem there are sixty Jewesses |i
Anniversaries.,
meeting daily to hear the Gospel; ministers ‘are
THE FREE BAPTIS? CONVENTION for 1874, will be
now welcome in every house in Jerusalem.
held in the Roger Williams church, Providence, R. 1., in the following order, subject to the approval of
‘Within the last sixty years, since the establishGeneral Conference:
ment of the society, 25,000 people have been cone
TUESPAY, OCT. 6. Anniversary conventionsat?7,
P.M. Aopniversary sermon, at 7:45.
Preacher,
verted to the Civistian religion.

aged fellow-laborér who bad seemed to come
forth to die in the scene of former successes
in Foarito which the eminent prelate
=
the work of the Lord.
T. C. WILSON, APPLETON

49 Bond 8t.,
26115

allay pain, subdue swellings, heal
burns, and will cure rheumatism
.spavin, and any flesh, bone or
, muscle
ailment.
The
White

Congregational

in Maine.
Of these, four have been
59 years in the ministry, average 56
between 41 and 48 years, average 43
between 31 and 38 years, average 85

CHURCH

of 4

Or gounsult-B.

C. PERRY, the noted Skin Doctor,
New York.
;
El
ec
rr.

He loved the work of the min-, him.

istry to the last, preaching even when greatly
broken in strengtlr and suffering greatly from
asthmatic consumption, which slowly but surely

POR MOT PATCHES, FREKLES

1

ordained

Carpet Co.,

Heads or Flesh-worms.

-

A New Candidate for Popu-

The TOLL-GATE!

AND TAN, ask your Druggist for Perry’s’ Moth and
Freckle Lotion, which is harmless and in every case
infallible. Or for his Improved COMEDONE and
PIMPLE REMEDY, the great SKIN MBDICINE for Pimples, Black

JOHN

ers will find

at 40 cents.

ENGLAND

ERA !
.

THE BOOK FOR SUCCESSFUL WORK, AN IM.
PROVEMENT ON ALL OTHERS.
$7.50 per dozen. Ringle copies for examination,
7% oonth, by mail, post-paid.

Carpets at three-quarters’
Prize Picture sent free! An in
:
genious gem! 50 objects to
from 30 cents up to the - find! Address, with stamp.
.
less than the cost of pro1y29
&.C.
BAEBY, Buffalo, N.Y.

years; 48 between 11 and 20 years, average 16
Children Cry for Castoria.—Pleasant to
years; and 62 between 1 and 10 years, average
take—a perfect substitute for Castor Oil, butmore
4 1-2 years.
During the past year, 18 have been effivsijous in regulating the stomach and bowels.
y
Gow
ordained and six dismissed.
ft!

Abraham.

B, Hamblen,

The following communication will

self:

the three in the Q. M. present.
The Blue Earth Valley Q. M. reported
one church less and a decrease of forty-two
communicants,

There are now
ministers
from 53 to
years; 15
years; 19

years;

St. church in this

peace and hop® on the morning of the ‘6th,

The sixth session of the Minnesota Southern Y. M. was held with the Manchester

CL

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

Rev. Wm. B. Hamblen, who died in Christian

Minnesota ‘Southern Y. M.

ob

Administrator, the

Removed to 85 Hanover St., Boston.
Opposite American House.
1487

session

Conference

The pastors of the city will be invited, and there
varied. Some bave no faith in the conversion of
will be remarks by various persons, besides apthis peculiar people, while otherd believe the
propriate exercises by the children of the Sab- §

J

te,

of the Charles

‘

NEW

THE SONG

%

[is confidenty believed that Couductors and Teach

~~

ufacturer, comprising
250 rolls all-wool Superfines,
modern styles, dollar quality, which we shall sell
for70 cents. These are the cheapest carpets that
have ever been offered in this market.
Also 200 rolls Tapestry Brussels at $1.10.
Als0 150 rolls good Ingrains

Collection of

Glees, Choruses, Anthems, Tunes, etc., Dr.
. F.
Lessons and Part
| Root’s Beautiful Singing School
Songs, and his new idea in Church Music, a new
power for the Teacher and Conventions
er,

roduced.

Books Forwarded,
BY Mam,
Asa Burnham, Woodsville, N H.

and

of a late Philadelphia man-

Also an invoice of Stair
value.
Also 400 rolls Oil Cloth,
finest enameled finish, for
duction.
'd
a“

CLEAR, COMPACT, COMPREHE

is believed to be superior to

Prices.

Wehave just purchased of the

the product of a factory

Classes,

BY F. W. ROOT.
NSIVE.

Myers—¢ E Norris—J L Odell-N B Payne- C B Peck-

Where knowledge is a virtue,ignorance is a crime.
You know, if not before, that the New Elastic Truss
permanently cures Rupture. Isis worn night and |
day with ease and comfort; it retains the Rupture
securely. Itis sold cheap! Itis very durable! It
is sent by mail everywhere by the Elastic Truss

Carpets at Low

Fi

ham—H M Potter—I Pelton—J N Palmer—H Ranney—C
H Robertson—J Russell-W Randall-M W Soinberger
—J W Stewart—A Shepard— F Treat—F P Wells—F
W
Smith—J G Sherwood.
.

lars free ofi application.

its August

at Providence,

Postville, Iowa, per 8 F Smith,

One Dollar Superfines at 70 Cents.

church.

|

Co., No. 683 Broadway, N. Y. City, who send circu-

Bi,

city are arrafiging for a missionary meeting on
the afternoon and evening of Sunday, the 20th
inst., at which it is expected the three missionaries ‘about to sail for India willbe present.

suc-

H. Q.

. M.—Held

held

B Grifin—C W Grifin—N R Howard
-W Hayden—Jane
1I—T I Horn—M E Keith—D Lothrop’ & Co—G H
hr
Mumma~—D
MarshallMrs E Moore-C F Meader —G Ww

€

;

ar

will be

and Advanced

- Choirs, Institutes and Conventions.

ESPECIALLY PREPARED FOR

We would not recommend the frequent or constant
use of any medicine. | It is important to take even a
good article judiciously. Parson’s Purgative Pills
are safe, prompt and reliable as a laxative or cathartic.
3

.

3d

Union

For Elementary

Letters Received.

In its effects, and mest useful in its application the
fragrant Sozodoent has become the most popular
Dentrifice’in existence. ’Tis used and praised by
everybody.
.

stop the pain.

=

bath School

er,

thize with them in their extreme want,

churches take collections and subscriptions for_
the aid of students at New Hampton preparing
for the ministry.
Such money may be forwarded to Rev. E. H.
Preseott, Treasurer, New Hampton Instituon.

shall we have two? Then where and how
the observances? The decision of Conf.
in this matter will of course bé entrusted
to efficient committees for carrying it out
FOURTEEN were added to the Free Baptist
with all needed vigor.
bhurch at Pascoag, R. I.sJuly 26, seven by bapA. LOVEJOY.
This is an important matter and should tism, and seven by letter.
be taken,up as early as possible.in the
REV, WM. WALKER has resigned the pastorate
Conf., and the subject be put into the
of the Parma F. B. church, on account of ij
hands of a committee judiciously made up health.
During his pastorate of nearly eight
for shaping the subject for final action “of years, he has added to the church nearly - one
:
thé body. It is confidently hoped that ‘every hundred by baptism.
delegate will .consiiler himself called “apon

even-

Friends are cordially invited,
C. 0. LiBBY, Cor, Sec.
Dover, Sept. 11, 1874.
37

;

swelling

Resolved, That the Q. M. recommend that the

A large Sabbath school has been organized at
Sawyer’s Mills, Mass., where Rev. H. W. Pack-,
ard has been laboring as a missionary.
Over
$50 was raised for a library.
CoM.

51 west 33d street, on Tuesday

ing, the 20th.

West’

ment is resorted to, it will reduce the

olderness
passed the following :

of fellow-

East Africa, Australia and

And now, dear brethren, in behalf of this
church and the Q. M., we entreat you to sympa-

tour, improved in health, and of course with his
mind better stored, and has resumed his place
in the Bates College faculty.

hand

Perry’s parlor,

The
Song Era,
A Book of Instruction and Music,
Contains in additionto a superb

Three missionaries, of the F. W. B. Foreign Mis‘gion Board, will sail from Pier 20, North River, New
York, in_steamer Europa, on Wednesda
Sept.
30, at noon. .A good-by meeting will be held
in Dr.

occurred in the newer

Base ball is undoubtedly good exercise and capital amusement, but it often occasions bunged eyes;
broken skins and blistered hands. We can tell you
that in all such cases, if Joknson’s Anodyne Lini-

~ PROF. HAYES has returned from his fordign

REv. 8.'D. CHURCH gave.the

bush, Nov. 27; Oakfield, Dec. 11; South Prairie,
Dec. 25.
. G. WETOWN, Clerk pro tem.

Most Remarkable

1 have not seen its

equal in the State.”
i
It cost, furnished, four thousand
There remains a debt of fifteen hun

SANDWICH

ship to eight persons in the Blackstone, Mass.,
church, Sept. 6,two by Iétter,and six by baptism.

M. M. G.

Men always Admire

and so the question arose whether they had bet-

‘with the

will be, can a feasible pltn be devised for
observing thie two events, coming as they

Buf the Rev.

A pretty, well-shod foot. By-all means buy English
Channel Shoes. They wear longer and never have
ragged soles. They cost no more. A dark line
shows where the channel is cut around the sole.
2437

tioned them to defray the expenses.
Chapel ; Sermon, Prof. R. Dunn; Dedicatory
" Next session to be held within the Little Prayer, Rev. H. S. Limbocker.
Sioux Villey Q. M.
-H. 8, L.
R. A. Coars, Clerk.

Bro. 8. F, SMITH, writing to the Ror.’ Miss.
Office from Postville, Iowa, says: * The state of
things with us is quite favorable.” We lave a

to supply

Pl

Burlington, Mich., was dedicated to the service
of the Lord, Aug. 27. Reading Sgripture, Rev.
E. O. Dickinson, ; Opening Prayer, Rev. W. B,

good congregation and Sabbath school.”

Or

fea,

the State; which fact has done much toward
keeping the little church together during ‘the
struggle of a third of acentury. Their old house
had become too small and dilapidated for use,

The new Freewill Baptist: meeting

REV. J. MARINER, baptized five and admitted

of the. country

Missionary Notice.

Dedication.

ting plan in his own mind for a dpe .observance of those periods, and when together
combine the several plansin a programme
for such observance? The first question

do two years apart, in one eelebration?

#e-

rifice finished the first Freewill Baptist housé' in

Who

ten to the fellowship of the F. B. church in Auburn, Me., the first Sibbath in September.

J.J. ALLEN, Clerk.
ference.
“At the Sept. term of the ‘Fondulie Q. M., the fol-

ber of convertsis 69,401, which is more than
‘three times the number of church members in
the whole denomination in Europe and Amér-

was among the first organized in the State, find

In behalf of the Com.,
H.S. LiMBOCKER,

Rev, 0. T. MOULTON, of Oneonta, N. Y., has
accepted a call to the pastorate of the South Berwick, Me.-church, to commence Oct. 18.

Kemis’ station, on the

I., at the Roger Williams church, on WednesHimalaya. In these provinces there are 100’ R.
day, Oct. 7. at 7 o'clock, P. M.
mission stations and out-stations with 8,767 laSE
y
I. D. STEWART, Sec.
IDOvOry BOPts
1 10 My
ire
rers of all classes. ' These have established
and sustain 310 schools of all grades. The num- |’

the Burlington Church in connection with
| the

needed.

Ministers and Churches.

:| The Peoples ‘Singing Bock.

its next session
De legates an

will hold

attention to the fact that in many portions of the
Eastern and Middle States there has hitherto
been a surplus of church-sittings, and gives figures to show that the greatest relative increase

West, and

Q. M., which hag jist closed a session held with

Quarterly AMeetings.

Our Centennial and Semi-Centennial.
:
:
HR
June 30, 1880, will occur
e Ry
dredth anniversary of our debominatighal
existence ; Sept. 3, 1882,the semi-centennial
of our initial educational effort,the first date
being one hundred years from the organiz-

$e

per resident member,to
pay the expenses of delegates to Central Association and to General Con-

states, where the unsupplied want was necessarily greatest.
Within the space of. about five
years, a pastor who\hus just taken a charge in
New York State has been a Methodist, Luther-

. By appointmgnt of the Calhoun and N. Branch

direct to Rev. J. P,/Batés, Burlington, Calhoun
Co., Mich., and it will be applied where much

Rev. J. C. Robinson was chosen delegate

at

Dana, writing in Zhe “Con gregationalist, calls

during the last decade

»

Be

“The plan of the formation of a New England an, Presbyterian and Congregationalist,,
Association was approved and the followin
Weak in numbers as the Moravians are—only
Notice.
were chosen delegates to a second New Englan
Convention :—Revs. D. Boyd, A. Lovejoy, J. E. six thousand in this country—their missionary
‘Phe annual meeting of the Free Baptist Woman’s
Pur.
| 2¢a8l Is genuine
and effective.. This month Mission Society, for the ‘choice of officers and the.
Dame,J. Woodman, 8. B. Young,
J, M.
kis, L. W. Anthony, Esq., Revs. S. I). Church, their Society for propagating the Gospel among transaction of other business, will be held in the
the heathen will be eighty-six years old. During PC
ence,
+» OR
Thurs
. 8, at 9 o'clock,
loaA. oI.M.
A. M Freeman and J. Boyd.
i
pr
+ A. LOWELL, Cor. Sec.
this period they havespread out their missions
Danville, N. H,, Sept. 10, 1874.
237
Into . Greenland,
Labrador,
West ° Indies, |
A Statement and an Appeal.
among
the
North.
American
Indians,
BarSabbath School Union.
. To THE BRETHREN OF THE ST. JOSEPH VALbadoes, Central and South
America, South,
The annual meeting of the Proomill Baptist BabLEY AND MicH., Y, M's. i=
I

lection

specific duties. Rev. R. A. Coals, of Spencer, fowa, was chosen, by whom any information, inquiries, communications “or any
matter favorable to the work would be
gladly received. The fields are already
white to harvest. A pleading call for help

comes from many
will respond ?

vicinity, to J. Fullonton,

Esq., and Rev. J. M. Purkis. The substitutes
for these delegates are respectively, Rev. J. N.
Rich, Rev; C. 8. Perkins, A. A. Harrington,
Esq., C. H. Latham, Esq., Rev, A. L. Hi
top

medium of communication between migjsteps gers will visit some
and churches. To provide for’their mutual | and winter, but all
wants,to visit and encourage feeble churches: pastor or some good
and attend the Q. M's were among the more present the subject

All contributions, great and small, should
be sent to Rev: S. Curtis, Concord, N. H.,
Treasurer of the Ed. Society, or,when more

Chairman of Disbursing Committee.

J."M. Brewster, Rey. J. E. Dame, D. Lothrop,

A

lowing dates were fixed upon for holding three
days inestings with the several churches of the Q.
M.: Boultonville, Oct. 28; Fondulac, Nov. 6; Green-

the needs of the people.

the things of interest was the choice of del
egates to the General’ Conference, consisting
of Rev. A. H, Heath, Wm. Winsor, Esq., Rev,

and Isaac Paine, Esq,

per cent.,

were not increaging rapidly endugh

session at Pawtucket, Sept. 8 and/ ‘0th. Among

The Little Sioux Valley: @. M. (Northwestern Towa) reports an increase of four.

Thirty baptized during the year.

a8 if the church accommodations

7

arrival of the afternoon train from Watertown, to
convey them to the place of meeting. Each church
is requested to Ahoy Fin this Q. M. the ten cent tax

tings was only 11 per cent. At first this looks

_

4

“

all others will find teams at

while the increase in the number of church-sit-

|G. W. BEELEY,
:
nearly every Sabbath. This is allowed in religious enjoyment” with an expression of |. RHODE ISLAND AND Mass. Y. M. We learn
scarcely a school of any other denomina- determination to still exist as a Q. M. Three
that the R. I. and Mass, Y. M, i a plepsant
dents teach one third of the time,or preach

22

a

JEFFERSON Q. M.

1870 the popula-

tion of the United States increased

J. D. Childs, Christian church,

:
7

with the church in Fowler, Sop, 18.

their courteous visit,

* Between the years 1860 and

7a

y

i ok

-

:

ro

;

2

5

-

.

;

:

BeAah

-

. THE
“Yes,

Herman,

but

the

other

MORNING
frauleins

have not a father so paralyzed as mine.”
“True, Theresa. Oh that we lived

you?” And the rose said, ‘Becase I love
everybody, and everybody loves.me.'”
«What

then?”

asked

Minna,

as

Fritz

had Yeon floating idly for gome

ne,

16, 1874.
and

the bait had dangled on the hook until there
was danger that it would be spoiled by the

usually kind face and pleasant voice, by his
harsh words and sharp reprimand.
«[ didn’t mean to do it; I'm sorry,” she
‘said, and passed into the house,
There she was met by her mother with a
large rosy-chetked apple, a perfect beauty.
Apples were scarce’ that: season, and her
mother was very much surprised to hear

Remember that if you sanction the custom:

you are answerable for its fruits.
Remember that the weak and tempted

onés look to yon; and that under God it
water, one of them would nudge another,
depends ‘on you whether they may be drunkand say :
ards or sober men.
tree-tops up into the air towards a lovely
“It’s too bad to treat the pool man so.
——
Remember that ¢ to him thatknoweth to
bear it much longer, this looking on and see- pink cloud, and the cloud opened and took See! he has gone to reading. One of us
do good and doeth it not, to him it is sin”
ing you wear yourself to a shadow. 1f Fk him in. Have you not often seen angels in ought to give him a nibble, at any rate.
List! the cheerful Sabbath bell
Don't you want to go,. Specklesides, and her say, as she looked at the beautiful fruit, And that there is ‘“woe for that man through
;
Calls us to the house of prayer;
can’t make enough for both of us here, 1 clouds at sunset?”
;
Sweetly does its music’ swell
¢ I do not think I ever did, but ‘ schives- give his bait d little pull ? We bught n's-to. “I won't eat thisIs apple; ru give it, to. old whom offences come to the little ones.”
must
go
to
America,
and
after
awhile
send
Bore upon the billowy air.
Re.xnember
that
you
can
not
be
neutral,
Job.”
neglect
him
this
way,
and
he
so
‘good
and
ter
Theresa’
will
think
our
wings
have
for you and your parents.”
“Why will you do that?” said her mother. and there will bea day when you. wil be
*‘Be not so anxious, dear Herm: ah, If 1 grown and we have flown away if we do Kind
‘While the invitation sweet
“Because I was careless and knocked unable to plead ignorance.
ear,
“Don’t
let
me
hinder
you,”
Specklesides
not
go
in
and
set+the
table,”
and
Ayractical
ing
listen
my
upon
Falls
win this prize my fortune is made, and then
Remember that all this weight of respon.
would say, “If you want to take the first over his coal; he scolded me about it, and
. Fain would T with willing feet,
we can stay in our birth-land and bé Happy Minna quickly followed her words.
I'm sorry for him. I'll give him this,- and sibility rests with you, as you raise that cup.
Time
passed,
and
at
last
came
the
day
on
Haste fn'Zion to appeur.
bite,
Supplefin,
I
don’t
mind
waiting.”
And
EY
under our own lindens. Think, Herman, I
if you think it Tights but we seuvy: not your
whizh was announced the decision.
Lace- then they would contend in this friendly perhaps he'll forgive me.”
shall
be
so
famous
that
1
shall
have
all
the
~apt
Wx
I,
ve
capti
A
Old Job was, heartily ashamed
of his conscience.
Vain the wish!
work
can ‘do 4s lopg as T lives, and have a makers of three towus contended, and the manner until at last Supplefin would say:
Round me illness binds her chain;
harsh words by the tinie the child had en- |
number
of
competitors
was
nearly
thirty.
“Well,
it's
too
bad
!
If
nope
of
you,
will
better price, and perhaps be’ a conlractor
And I sadly sit and ‘sigh
Of all the desigiis Theresa's was pronounc- go, I'll take the first Lite myself. .I'm ‘sure tered the house, and when she returned
A Polite Pog, ;
That I must at home remain.
myself! im.
yl A
with the apple he wanted to refuse it.
=
—
SO
"Herman tmiled, but, it was a cloudy ed the most elegant, and the hundred thal that if we were ad. good as he is, we
“No, no, little one, ” he said, ‘‘keep ydur
Hark! is that a whisper low?
ers were awarded to her.
Shé was sent _wonld n't like to be treated so.”
Trip is a little terrier, with a black coat
.
|
smile,
‘**Anyway,”.
said
he,
“‘you
must
Like a spirit-voiee it seems,
An he would swim dp and take the least apple. Job is sorry he spoke so cross.”
and a white collar. Liké “Old Dog Tray,”
have all the help Minna and Fritz can give for to confer with the Lady Genevieve in
Telling where green pastures grow,
But the little girl insisted, and so the old he is ** ever faithful,” and his sympathy for
person,
who
tarried’
at
the
Spa
until
she
little
bite,
jand
at
that
instant
all
the
other
s.
stream
you.
They
love
you
so
well
they
will
hassoftly
water
And still
should see the desigos.
The dress was to fishes would sing out, ‘‘There goes Supple- man took it; bets, put it into his posket, any one who seems to be Suffering is touchten their own work to get
tithe for assistin
be
very
full
and
elaborate,
so that many fin!” as the good Isaac jerked him out of he said :—
ing. ~
Heavenly Shepherd; lo, I come !
you. They can do many offices about the
“1 won't eat this apple; ri take it to my:
e;
forsak
own
Thine
not
lace-workers were necessary; and Tueresa the water. And as the gentle angler would
Thou wilt
Sometimes when grandpa “Hid a bard
house,
and
Minna
is
dexterous
with
her
But the weak though willing one
was made the directress.
hold the little fish in his hand and tenderly little Ben,
tarn
of coughing, he will stand beside him
you
for
know,
you
as
besides,
needle,
Thou wilt to Thy ovo take.
Busy months rolled=on.
The time of take the hook from between his teeth, we That night Ren received the apple and an and cry like a child. ,
taught her. Remember, Theresa, that your
account of the eirenmstances which had
He hus a very uncanine fondness’ for
pale cheeks reproach me for wha I can not roses came again, and the exquisite robe can almost imagine that the good-natured caused the little girl to give .it. Now: Ben
Only let me there pose,
himfind
to
pleasure
with
;
smiled
ceuse
Sapplefin
was
almost
finished.
The
dwellers
in
Das
will
t
though
kittens.
One day a family of young kittens
Then each murmuring
help—bug will yet in America.’
were a fish, had long been wanting an opportunity to
:
There the mightiest mortal woes
sister and dorf determined that the day which saw its self so kindly treated. If one
was
found
in the cellar. Trip was delightHerman's
were
Fritz
and
Minna
do
a
favor
to
John
Smith,
that
he
/might
witness a "celebration in and had to be caught, who would not be
All are swallowed up in peace.
ed, and ‘immediately constituted himself
Minna kept the house, and was completion should
brother.
tarn
him
into
a
friend,
and
he
thought
here
— Christian’ Intelligencer.
honor of Theresa, who had brought abun- caught by so good a man ?
their chief guardian.” When he felt like
:| mother to her big brother Herman and to
was a chance.
dant -work and cclebrity to Dasdorf. Ac“ Isaac lived to be ninety; , and he mast
the
baked
She
Fritz.
brother
her small
“Grandpa,” said he, I won't eat this ap- having a frolic ie would fs /and tumble
cordingly a festival was arranged in Der have caughf a great many fish in his time,
Recompense.
thdm as a cat-does a mouse, and the kittens
black bread and boiled the beans, swept
ple;
please let me give it to John Smith.”
Garten. A procession of lace-makers was He knew gi about rodg and hooks and baits
et
4 l—
and scrubbed the floor, and made many of
The old man looked at him with a queer seemed to thinkit fine sport.
formed. Two children, Minna and Fritz, | and lines and sinkers, and where to go and
Besides this, the little maid
clothes.
their
Trip is always delighted to see his friends
lands
r
warme
in appreciation of the many times they when he ought to go there, and how to ac- smile, but only answered, *‘You may do as
In spring, two robins from the
found time to braid straw, singing with
and when asked to shake hands, will put
Builded a nest upon an unsafe limb
you
like.”
had rendered the directress _ faithful, sery- commodate himself to the, humor of the fish,
Fritz while he was making brooms to sell.
Of the tall tree that by my window stands,
Next morning Job went as usual to his out his\ white paw as gracefully. as any city
ices, were - placed at the head, and very and how to waita long time and to be
a
She
with
dearly.
God
Theresa
praised
loved
they
belle.’ |
The two children
And every morn
proud and happy were they, bearing bou- thankful when at ldst he got fish enough for work, but before he started he placed the
hymn,
But his veal politeness shows itself in anwas always kind and loving tow ards them,
carefully
treasured
gift
within
Ben's
reach.
v
™
And when a certain season passed away,
mother Minna— quets and an inscription of congratulations. supper.
little
advise
to
ready
other|and
better way. His favorile place
and
Next came the worthy’ burgomastér who
Five light-green eggs w ithin the building lay.
And whether it rainedor shone, or was Poor Ben! It was a sacrifice to him to for a map is in grandpa’s easy chair. “There
for notwithstanding the little woman was
insisted on joining the: procession. Then cold or warm, or whether the fish bit gaily give away the apple, for fruit was a rarity
so accomplished a house-keeper, who some“he will curl himself up an. the leather-coverAbove the rush and clatter of the street
a double file of lace-makers, dressed in or never even nibbled, the good Isaac fish- to him ; but he remembered a verse which
times, even at thissadvance stage, met with
ed cushion, and take more comfort than a
Devotedly was guarded each green trust,
spoke
of
kindnesses
to
an
enemy,
*‘as
coals
white pnd adorned with roses, lilies, and «d, gnd reflected on moral subjects and the
And the round house was an abode most sweet,
perplexities which Theresa could unfold and
king
on a bed of down.
But at the first
Belter to rust
beauties of Nature; and if he sang a song of fire upon his head,” and he had fully deRoofed with awaiting wings.
Often Minna would carry her tuchsias.
smooth.
sound
of
grandpa’s
step,
he
is wide awake.
termined
upon
the
sacrifice.
Theresa awaited dein. in Der Garten, as he walked over the field, it was often
ith iron patience thin forego a hope,
braiding, and F rit his straw or curled shavUp
go
the
pretty
black
ears,
and in an inHe
looked
patiently
up
anl
down
the
d pent life in the shells was felt to grope.
whither her feeble mother and paralytic such a song as this:
ings to “sister Theresa's, and ply their little
stant he is on his feet,looking at his master,
street for hours.
At last the object of his
father
had
been
Frou
ht
to
enjoy
the
day.
trades while the lace-maker told them sto‘When the timorous trout I wait
as much as to say, ** wilt you have ‘a
But one dread day, before the sun went down,
search came in sight, and no sooner was he
All was veryssunny and happy.
The band
To take, and he devours my bait,
A cloud arose, a black and monstrous hand,
ries, sometimes from Hans Christian Anderchair,
sir?
within
speaking
distance
than
he
began
played. Coffee and seed-cakes were disHow poor a thing sometimes I find,
That robbed the sunset of its golden crown,
sen‘ and sometimes from her own fancy.
_ If grandpa says, *-No, thank you,” he
Ben
rattled
“
|
with
his
taunts
and
picknames.
pensed,
and
then
the
burgomaster
advancland,
Will captivate a greedy mind.
A windy shudder shook the frightened
The day succeeding Herman's talk with
on the window, and beckoned so earnestly goes back and settles himself for another
-And when none bite, I praise the wise,
ed toward Theresa, and said: —
And portals of the storm were opened wide,
house
the
about
help
to
came
Minna
,
Theresa
that
John was enticed into the yard, and,at nap: but if grandpa seeths inclined to sit
side.
every
on
rolled
Whom
vain
allurements
ne’er
surprise.
thunder
The noble duke who is next
week to be
And pealing
that Theresa might have no>cares to disBen's repeated invitation through the closed down, the little dog at once retires,
sent
has
Genevieve
Lady
the
to
married
If he had not been «x very moral fisher- window, he opened the door, and came into
tract her from her double task.
Then was it some unchained malicious gust
me’a purse of money, equal to five hundred man, he never would have thought of singwas
oven,
nest
the
the
in
is
whereon,
bread
Troubled the spray
«There, Theresa, the
the house, saying as hie did so: —
The Coach and the Miiestone.
thalers, as a wedding portion for the di- ing a song like that.—St. Nicholas for
made,
©
and-the hearth swept, and Frilz is coming
“What
do
you
want
with
me,
Brokenwhom
her
for
glad
be
rectress. We will all
September.
.
And to ‘the ground the soft-floored dw eiling
o the door-step.”
back ?”
«We travel far and travel fast,” said the
we love, because she is so industrious, so
thrust,
you,
“[ want to give you this,” said Ben, hold- Coach one day to his wheels, stopping near
will
and
Minna;
dear
“Thanks,
*
And wrecked its hapless store, The birds, disdutiful, so kind.”
ing up the apple. “I kept it for you; an old Milestone by the side of the road,
{ Fritz, go to the cottage of lame Pierre, and
mayed,
Acclamations were heard on all sides, and
What One Apple Did.
grandpa said I might; he gave it to me.”
Shrilled their unusual grief, and beat the air
calling to which it said, ‘with a laugh,
beg for me a cluster of his beautiful lilies the band struck up a joyful air, under covWith wings whose very whir was like despair.
his
of
“You want to give it to. me ! what for?”
spray
a
and
buds
and
““Aren’t you tired of always Standing | in one
roses
and some
er of which Theresa said softly to HerIn a small house situated on the outskirts
‘“‘Because
I
want
you
to
be
kind
to
me.
spare them to man :—
will
he
know
I
place
fuchsia?
of the towh of Salisbury lived old Job PeAt dawn, my peighbors; living o’er the way,
~
“If you are not tired of running, why
me.”
+ Did I not say that if I won the prize terson. No one lived in the house with him Oh! it's so hard to be lame and have to
Sent me the whisper that their babe was dead;
And when they led me where the body lay—
Theresa was correct. Lame Pierre bed my fortune would be made, and we could but his little grandson Ben. It was a small stay all ‘by myself, and not run about like should I be of staying "answered the old
?"— Chris. Week- house; back ofit was a little garden in other boys. And please be friends with Milestone, gravely.
The free, winged spivit’s shell, untimely shed—
received many kind attentions from the remain in our fatherland
me, and don’t call me ugly names;” and
“Ah, bgt I am on wheels, and my duties
Andthe wild cries of their distress T heard,
refuse
to
grace
ly.
much
to
had
fraulein, and he
which Job raised his potatoes and cabbages;
1 thought with pity of each parent bird. :
the tears came into Ben's eyes as he spoke. require nimbleness,” remarked the Coach.
any request of hers. Fritz returned with the
in front was a-small, grassy yard, in which,
Now John began to feel really ashamed
“Granted,” replied the - Ml stone, ‘but
flowers, and while Theresa wrought on her
by the side of the door, grew a tall apple- of himself, for he had not nieant to be cruel ;
Yet grief is but a cloud that soon is past;
The Gentle Angler.
I
don't see there is so great a difference bemore,
charming
most
once
the
came
tree.
All summer long that apple-tree was
usual work,she pondered
For there the mated robins
he had not thought how much his words tween us, after all. You would be as moAnd built again a nest, compaet and fast,
a
constant
source
of
delight
to
little
Ben,
method of combining the exquisite blosA little girl was once asked’ if she bad
burt little Ben.
os
Sal
tionless as myself without your horses;
Upon the tree that grows before my door;
who was so lame that he -could not get
soms with the other details of her design for ever heard of the famous Isaac Walton.
seen
be
could
window,
“Well, boy, keep your apple.
I'm sorry and as to usefulvess, ‘milestones have their
the
from
And in it,
the prize.
“Qh yes!” she answered.
“I know all about from place to place without help. I hurt your feelings; ru stop it,. though. duties as well as have stage-coaches, * If
Five sourees of sweet music, new and clean.
Absorbed in her work, Theresa told no abont him.
He was the man who invented Every morning old Job's kind but rough There, now, don’t cry.
yours are to carry passengers from place to
Time passed, and to the good home opposite
hands helped him in his washing and dressstories, so Minna and Fritz quietly carried fishing.”
“Then you'll be triends ? Bat please “take to place, mine are to afford travelers ‘inforAnother babe was born, and all the love
the straw they had brought to fill up their
Although this statement was far from be- ing; then when breakfast was over, he the apple,”
That was bereft that fierce and stormy night,
mation on their way; besides, boast as
lifted him to his chair, which in winter
J
spare
moments,
oul
of
doors,
to
a
green
correct, we can not wonder very much
ing
Fell to the latter child as from above;
“No, keep it yourself. »
you
may, I have sometimes heard ‘of.
stood
by
i
ihe
window,
arranged
the
pillows
and
shady
spot.
No
longer
restrained
by
at the mistake of the little girl.
And in the nest five yellow mouths, one day,
I've kept it coaches upsetting, and breaking down, and
“But I don’t want it. now.
and
soft
Cushions,
placed
his
toys
and
pictOf their impatient hunger made display.
‘For more than two hundred Years, geod
the meditations of ‘sister Theresa,” they
wearing out, “and . being stopped and’
ure-books within reach, and then left him for you. Please take it.)
gave as full play to their tonguesas to their
John Smith took the apple to please Ben; robbed ; but I never heard of such things
till
dioner-time;
the
afternoon
was
also
‘We love our dead, and hold their memories dear;
it
that
fingers.
i
fishing,
ten about in connection with
but as he thought it all over; he had no ap- happening unto milestones.
‘But living love is sweeter than regret.
«Minna,” said Fritz, «I wish you would is not very strange that he should some- spent.by little Ben alone,but when the day’s petite for it, and he felt really ashamed. to
God’s ways are just,und though they seem
«Therefore, friend, taking-all” into conpretend you are Hans Christian Andersen times get the credit of being the first oue to work was over his grandfather was with eat it.
severe,
sideration,
I fancy I am the safer if the
him
in
the
Foivgs.
On
rainy
days,
aud
|
real,
a
story,
a
me
tell
and
and
hook
‘| or Theresa,
find out how to catch fish with a
He can give back with blessings greater yet
“I won't eat this apple,’ * “said he; “ll quieter of the two; and If you are happy in
in the evenings, when he was not too tired,
make-believe story.”
Than we have lost. He chasténs for some good,
line.
give it to Joe and Jane, and I'll be’ kinder running, I am content. in ‘staying humbly
That in our weakness is not understood.
. He has been called “The Common Father he had hh little Ben to read, and by to them, too.”
“I can not,” replied Minna; “I dp not
— Churchman.
to do the duties of my station, and perhaps of all Anglers;” and this .is a very good borrowing books from the children whom
have story thoughts come in my head.”
Joe and Jane, his little brother and sister, as honorably as yourself, although you area
he
knew,
he
kept
the
poor
child
supplied
. “Ob, yes; I am sure you must have,” title for him. He was a sort of Washington
ith reading matter. But in the summer were wonderfully surprised when John di- Fast Coach, and myself am but a poor
said Fritz, “many thoughts of child-angels among anglers; first by the stream, first to
vided that large apple between them, and
*
Milestone on the road.”
get a bite, and first in the hearts of all good Ben's chair was by the open door, shaded would not even take a bite himself.
with white wings.”
But
by
the
long
arms
of
the
old
apple-tree.
All have their places in Ae world, and
fishermen.
they grew - accustomed to John's kinder
“No, no, Fritz; I think more times of
Isaac Walton was born in England in You children who can run about and play, treatment after a while, for lie stopped duties to perform, and Frau Stickerin’s two little twins, and how |’
when there is and see so many things, can scarcely im- teasing Jane's cat, and helped Joe's dog
“They aleo serve that only stand and wait.”
I would like for one half-hour to see their 1593, in the month of August,
The Lace-Maker.
fishing. We are not agine the pleasure Ben took in watching all out of trouble, and, to make a long story
good
pretty
generally
faces and hands unstainedeyvith sweetthe
changes
of
that
one
tree,
from
the
first
told much about his early days, but 1 sapshort, from that day he began to be a better
Private Property.
Theresa made beautifal ‘lace.
‘And meat; and to look at clean pinafores would
posé he toddled down to the brook with his putting out of its leaf-buds and its pink and boy. Often, after-that, when old Job was
why? That herself, and her father and please me better than to think of white
hook and line at’a very early age, just as white blossoms, till the limbs were cover- busy, John would find time to Tift the Jame
mother have black bread and kase. She wings. ‘Besides, I do not believe that
Not-long ago an officer of the London
Mozart played on the piano when he could ed with their dense foliage ; nor. how re- boy’s chair out into the, Yad. and many
was very industrious, although she could angels have any wings.”
Board was crossing Covent Garden
School
grepfully
he"
ivatched
the
leaves
begin
to
were the kind turns he did forhim.
«Oh, Minna,” said Fritz aghast, “not be- scafeely reach the keys. He grew up to be
make only a small piece of lace in a whole
hour, when he found a little fellow
late
a
‘at
a great fisherman and a very good man. fall, and knew that cold weuther must ere
So you see how a good deed and a soft
long day. But her patterns were so lovely lieve in wings!”
bed for the night in a fegit bashis
making
in
again
and
shut
him
within
bis
He loved to wander through the green
word kept moving on.—Hearth and Home.
“Nein. I like them tor Pirds; But I think
that visitors at the Spa came to Dasdorf to
ket.
8.
‘His
keen
eyes
spied
out
every
|
’
fields and by the streams,. in the beautiful
see and admire her beautiful and intricate angels can float along without any wings
*“ Would you like to go to gebonl and | be
i of birds who “began house-building in
country where he lived, and there he used
Pe
for
God
has
none.”
work. Was iL; all the doing of her fingers ?
!
cared for?” asked the official. .
As
branches,
and
the
progress
of
the
little
well
to sit and fish and think how lovely the blue
: ‘Drink’ but Remember.
“How do you know ?”
No, no! the wite young head guided the
¢t No,” replied the urchin.
skies and the green trees were, and what a builders was of great interest to him. How |
@
deft Sugess, for shé designed Her own pat“Did they
not tell us at the school that delightful thing it was to sit in the shade by Ben loved the summer and. his apple-tree,
+ But do you know that I gm one of the
cp
PS tern.
we were mad¥
in his image? and we have the river-side and read or fish, or muse and how he fairly sang with joy when his
people who are authorized to take up little v
If you think it is your dutyto drink intoxi=. “Theresa, why came you ‘not to the chorus no wings.
Iam glad, for feathers would thankfully on the bounties of Nature. ~
‘by all means de so. On mo boys whom T find as I find you P”
grandfather, having a little Iéisure at home, icating liquors,
last night?” asked Herman, watching the be so warm.”
account
violate
your -conscientious convic4+ [ know you are,. old: chap, if’ you find
Although he fished so much, he was al- ‘would lift his chair out in the grassy yard
busy hands that scarcely stopped for greet:
“Do you think so? Well, I would not ways very gentlé and kind, even to his bait. where the wind blew gently on -his face, tions, but while you raise the cup to your them in the streets, but this here is not u
ing. “And why not lay aside your work care.
I would so like sometimes to fly He ngver caused needless Sufiiog to a and he realized the joy, so Seldom his, of lips, remember that this draught represents street. is private property, and if you
for the day ? come, let us walk among the away.
And I remember I learned a verse
the bread of some starving brother; for the interferes with my liberty, the Duke of
\
worm or a fly. He wrote a
book about being out-of doors.
linden.
It will refresh you fraulein.”
about his sheltering us “Under ‘his wings.”
know
i
you,
food
ofat
least
six
million
péxgons
is
yearly
upon
be.down
will
Bedford
angling, and when he tells how to use a "Ben had one trouble. A big boy. named
“Nein, Herman, I must occupy each mo“Where would you . fly?” asked Minna,
and tha hact aswell as, you.”
little frog for bait, he says to the fisherman, John Smith, who lived on the same street, grasped by the ‘malsier and Hier
ment. Have you not heard the words wit§out pursuing the argument.
i
its nourishment destroyed.
learned
to
take.
intense
delight
in
teasing
‘Use
him,
as
though
you
loved
him,”
by
brought ‘to Dasdorf to-day for the lace“Oh, if I had beautiful white 'wings—I which Re meant that the little frog was vot him ; morning, noon and night he kept it
Remember that so long as you are in
makers
Christian Clear Througl. v
think they are beautiful,—I would go to the to be hurt, if it was possible to prevent it. up. He rarely passed Ben's window, or health these liquors are unnecessary; 2,000
“What words ?”
——
’
great, blue sea, and fly over the ships; and,
medical men have asserted it,and hundreds
“That a great lady of foreign parts who I would go to other towns,and find out won- There is a good deal that might be said on saw the child seated at the open door, withboy in: Kansas, only seven
little
certain
A
this bait subject, but we will not say it now, out mocking his lameness, or daring him to of thousands of teetotallers proved it.
“visited the Spa last summer ghas offeredpone
old, is trying hard to be
derfal things, and come and tell our people
Remember that most persons who act as and one-half years
hundred thalers to the lace-maker who'Shall about them. But I would not be a child- because, we don’t want to think about any- come out and run a race, etc. The ‘child
ry who started
‘missiona
“The
.
a Christian
thing else but old Isaac’s simple- hearted had read in his Néw Testament about the you do injure their health and shorten their
design the most béautifyl pattern. The lady angel, would I?»
a
Sunday schaol which he
Western
new
the
lives by so doing.
tenderness and gentle “ways.
Everybody Lord Jesus who forgave his enemies, and
is just betrothed to a great lord, and when
boy, whose name is
this
that
says
attends,
“I hope not, dear Fritz,” said Micas, two seemed to loye him and to like to read the he really wanted toYorgive John Smith and,
Remember that not drubkdntioss alone,
the reses come againis to be the wedding‘Willie, uses a great deal of what we call
big tears‘in her affectionate eyes.
1 but drinking, fills our jails and penitentidxiesy
books
he
wrote,
because
there
was
so:
much
make
friends
with
hjm,
but,
as
he.
sorrowday, It is scarcely a twelve-month, and
good common sense in his ideds of a relig“No,” went on Fritz, thoughtfully; * ‘but quaint and/wholesome philosophy in them, tully told his grand: ther, John wonld not ouy poor-hiouses and our "lunatic asylums ; ious life.
whoever wins the prize will be the. directemploys our coroners, and our hangmerf;
The very fish, if they knew enough in let him.
yess of all the lace-makers, for the dress will a child-angel could do many things that a
The other day he was in the house,
.and works mischief
incalculable on all
real
child,
even
with
wings,
could
never
those
days,
could
not
have
helped:
loving
One day ou Job was finishing off a piece
be so rich and delicate that one worker
watching
Maggie, as she pared the potatoes
do. ”
him ; for, although he'caught them, he did of work in*a great hurry.
He had been ranks and both sexed, of which no human for-dinner. Soon she pared an extra large
alone could hapdly make it in her lileit as tenderly as he could, and that is all hired to put away a supply of coal; night institution takes cognizance.
“What ola
one, that was very white and nice on the
Remember that drinking retards educnwas coming on, and he bad still much to
**And do you, wesn to . contend for the
“Oh, a child-angel could talk with iri, that can be expected of fishermen.
outside, but when"eut into pieces it showed
We can imagine how” the listle fishes do. He had just filled two baskets with tion, industry, and every branch of politi- itself to be hollow and black inside. with
and trees, and stars, and flowers.
Before I
cal and social improvement.
;
‘Yes, a, AY mustbe very bus
went quite to sleep last night,I thought of a would talk about him (if they talked in coal, and was preparing .to lift them into
rot. Instantly Willie exclaimed, —
Remember that maktitudes yearly . die a | dry
for while I am: thinking what oy bu
those
days),
when
they
saw
him
come
down
the cellar, when
a little girl who lived in
child-angel'who flew over a beautiful tall
“Why, Maggie, that potato is no Chrisshall be, I rust labor on my
usual work,
lily, ‘Beautiful flower,’ said the angef,‘what to the river-bank eatly. in the morning, the adjoining ‘house took a notion, as she druckard’s death, and so meet a ‘drunkard’ 3 tign 1?
"thatit the lace-makers of Dasdorf do not makes you 0 white and so- sweet? . ‘Be- with his rod and line and box of bait.
came home from the school, to clamber doom,
do you mean P”: asked Maggie.
Remember {hat every year multitudes. |. “What
‘succeed, and so this great piece bf good for- cause Tam pure in thy heart,’ said the lily.
lover
the pile of coal. ‘Her foot slipped,
“Ho!
ho!” one of “them would
say.
“Don’t you see it has a bad heart P? was
fall from your ‘ moderate” ranks to retune goes to some other village, I may not Then the angel went to the flax and whis- *“Here-comes the good Isaak” (it was spelt and in her fall she struck the full baskets,
Willie's reply.
make bad friends with my present em- pered, ‘Blue flax, blue flax, can you tell me with a k in those days), ‘‘and he wants rolling’ them over and emptying them. Old cruit the wasted army of drunkards.
It seems this little Kansas boy had learn-ployer.”
a secret?” The flax said, “Some day I will to catch some of us.” "And so, very natu- Job was not generally impatient, but things |, Remember that every’ drunkard once
enough’ of the religion of Jesus to Rnow
ed
»4<But, Theresa, you work too hod; The be a linen pinafore for your little earth-sis- rally, they would ‘move away from the bank, had been very contrary that day, and the tried to follow the example you ‘set, and on
that, however fair the outside may be, it
other franleins
were, at last evening's ter’ He flew next to the roge, and said, 80 as to give the good Isaac plenty of room old man was tired’; therefore he astonished trial fell from his slippery ground into the
will never do to have the heart ‘black. We
‘Rose, rose, what makes all fragrant around to, throw out. his, line. ' And when the cork the little girl, “who was accustomed to his whirlpool of iintemperance.
chorus,”
Adon,
must be sound and right, clear through.

A Sabbath at Home.

1

in
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America, where ech man has room, and
work, and wages!” said Herman, with a
‘| shadow on his brow.’ “Theresa, I can't

paused.

«Oh, he flew over the hills ‘and

over the

So The Family Circle,

time”

Yen, Her

/
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J
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He reversed it, and exclaimed,

:

's:

bo

."| let's have another

Millennial

Iceland 8

1

tl

3

The celebration of Iceland’s thousand
sears of history will doubtless give a new
Impetus to the study of the @auguage and
chronicles of the Norsemen, a study
the crown so long worn by

hrase.

A rector -of | major came to his quarters, on the part

smoked his pipe, and returned to the bless-

ing.—All the

Year Round.

which
Ve

—

‘

Richard TIL, in the play of that name,
de- disheartened by his calamities, responds to

their country would excuse in some
a corresponding poverty in civiliza-tion, the accounts we have represents them
as a true-hearted people who have not lost
the simpler virtues of a ruder age, while
thoy ‘have made substantial progress in
education, until the masses are nearly as

well

taught as in this

country.

The

Millennial celebration has been marked by
a visit of the King of’ Denmarkin person,
who took with
him a Constitution which
ives to the Icelanders a certain degree of
ndependence,
guarantees liberty of con-

science, and relieves them from any part of
the

expenses bf the

Danish

government.

all the encouraging words of his lords and
followers wih a bitter satire on the wretch-

edness of royalty :

.

And tell sad stories of the

‘ing extraordinary since guard’ mounted,”
when your brother officer, on duty with

slain in

war;
,
Some haunted by the ghosts they have
Some Poised by their wives; some

depos’d;
sleeping

All murther’d; for within the hollow crown
That rounds the mortal temples of a king
Keeps Death his court.
:

eral Sherman, on the Rio Grande, he

.

To greet these hills that guard us round ! .
Our Freedom’s scroll thy hand hath lent us,
The first of kings whom ‘God has sent us,
Haill welcome to our country’s heart!

‘Our land to thee her thanks shall yield,
A thousand years thy name be chanted,

Here, where the Hill of Law be planted,
fiery

fount

ava-fléld

;

‘We pray All-Fagsr, our dependence, .
To bless thee aiftP hy
far descendants,
And those they rule, a thousand years!

—Ex. & Chron,

The Length of Sermons.
ee

“After
the = Reformation’ long sermons
£ame
into fashion.
The mediseval and
pre-Reformation , divines contented them-.
selves with a homily varying from’ ten to

thirty minutes in length;

but the

Hugue-

npts, Waldenses, Puritans,” Covenanters,
Independents, and other protesting bodies,

conceiving it their duty to assert and

main-

tain.these relating to doctrine and discipline, made their sermons argumentative,

and sometimes spun out
an inordinate length.
erally corresponded with
rau for one hour before:
passed through, and the

the argument to
J'he hour-glass litits name, for it
the sand had all
preacher claimed

with

its high

and

huge

ness.

‘to its

walls,

of the
twenty
bers of
visit the

Thisis the astonishing spread

rate, altogether «extinct,

have to import his elephants

The world, as yet, owes but little

hearers,

and

happily

as

its

‘

English janguage Within the last
years; resulting both from the num.
English and American travelers who
East, and the use of the language

holy influence of her consecrated Christian mother, who she said brought her up so that
did
not know as there was any other way only the
ight way. As her strength fled, thie love of
esus,
she said,

by travelers of other nationalities. French,

The™oright-witted

boys

her heavenly

to

hear-

All the coachmen

the

essary * for their business, and

Primary Studies
Tl

Common
Higher

precious.

¥

of her that

de

them was so very

dear.

them, they will

greet her

shall know
You

er

each

But

they are

their

other there,

May

in this vicinity live as she

mantle

fall on

some

one

preferto use

for

to

the

dear

lived, and

may

and
aged
from
mill,
sick-

wich be eno “Bib

durin

those

few

days, and,

days terminated
Al Pier. stan

Harel

r death,

bi

—who hus just returned from a tour abroad
is rapidly,

tilling the place once occupied by the French
language; it is becoming almost universal,
Every person of note, especially among

scientific and professional men, is expected

to understand English; and in some of the

great German Universities, it is made a
compulsory study.
:
The Morse system of telegraphy is a
powerful means of spreading
the English
language throughout the world. 1t is found
that more matter can be sent in English,
than in any other language. Its simplicity,
put it into

the

very forefront of the battle betwgen Western civilization, and the sleepy empires of
the East. English capital invested in rail-

died March 28, aged
days,

—

A

Flowers.
from

un-

der our feet another @sthetic prop. Hitherto it has been taught in all orthodox Supday schools, and in all ‘poetic

sermons

by

gushing young divines, and by all poets
with an eye to nature and beauty, that the

color and odor of flowers were expressly
designed to please the

tories of
however,

eye

and

the olfac-

men and women.
It is now,
asserted and
quite conclusively

demonstrated that the

odors and

tints

of

or her

plished
male to
agencies
ing this

majority

of cases. accom-

body knows, the wind is not

a

reliable

be relied on.

and

other

She

whose

action

therefore

insects, and

the taste for honey.

can

created

implanted

|

She then

to distill in each flower

a

drop

proceeded

of nectar,

and so arranged

it that the sweet would be-

come

at about the same time the

available

ollen .would be ready for distribution.
oreover, she made certain flowers goreous in color and fragrant with groma.
he insect in search of honey

and attracted

by the rich colors and the odors, enters the
flower cup, and, in burrowing around it for
sweets, his jacket becomes dusty with pollen.

Passing on to another flower,

himself in communication

with Mlle.

Stig-

ma; and it is thus that nature generates
and, perpetuates her flower-children.
No
clasping of hands here, no sweet propinuity of wooing; nod gathering of honey
rom scarlet lips, as occurs among the sons
and daughters of men.
Husband and wife
among the flowers dwell apart. The gorgeous and fragrant lord of a harem never
gazes upon his houris, but sends them his
adoration and love tokens by eunuch winds

survived

her

husband

hias, Me.

20 years.

But little is

the hour-glass. - One such
at Compton.

fleur de lis

Basset

handle

he

was

which he

is still existing

church,

Wilts,

for turning

the

with a

glass

when the sand bad run out.
Another at
Aurst, in Berkshire, has a fanciful wrought
iron frame, with foliages of oak and ivy,

and an inscription, ‘‘As this glass
so man’s life passeth.”
At Clift, in Kent, isa stand

glass on a ‘bracket affixed
The parish accounts of St.
gate contain gn old entry,
hour-glass that hangeth

rumneth,
”

for an

hour

to the pulpit.
Catherine
Ald‘Paid for an
by the pulpit

shot.

;

.

?

The, priospeet from the hill is very lovely.

blazing

in the setting

sun.

The

whole

The Jews

scene Is placid and lovely as a sleeping
babe.
How different when blood and fire

——@

and vapor of smoke filled all the hollow !
“Death rolled upon the sulphury

hill

sorrow and trembling in the Tuileries

Schonbrunn.

made to. afford: succor

Consternation

Land.

made

it, and

gone

through

three-fourths of another running; the con-

Sregation had

nearly

all

retired,

and

the

clerk, tired out, audibly asked his reverend

superior to lock up.the church and put the

key under the door when

the

sermon

was

and

awoke - in all

“Nothing Extraordinary.”

auditors -were

going away.

ugh

Peters, after preaching. an hour, turned hig

unfortunately

fell down

a

recipice four hundred, feet high and was

illed, Now, my
non-military
readers
guard reports
good fellows; so let's have another - glass,” should understand that in the
Daniel Burgess, .an- eloquent Nonconfor- there is a small addendum: ‘N.. B.—Noth«mist divine in the early part of last century, ing extraordinary singe guard mounting.’
, let his hour<glass run.6at” while preaching The meaning of which is that in case anyvehemently against the sin of drunkenness. thing particular should occur, the officer.
hour-glass

and

said: “I

know

you

against our consgience to do” or

are

Holy

2

inter-

Obituaries.

ests of the thousands that cry to us tor food.
Let all that is needful be done in the present
juncture, generously and without stint ; but
let the suppliants understand that we are
not disposed to give heed to any further

uaries published in the Morning. Star, who do
not patronize it, mustaccompany them with cash

importunities

equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion.

when

the, crisis

shall

have

passed away. Let them be taught that they,
must, like ourselves, work, and work hard
[for their livelihood, and rely wholly on
assistance let us

provide what is necessary for

‘their

families.

accompany

HAMPTON

This Institution offers to

The Fall Term

will commenee

nifled their intention to enter.
and

Downey, Miss Hoyt

and

Professors Collier

Pres. Calder, all for-

merly of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this institution, and are much encouraged
ready achieved.
.
G

ants.

.

—JF all Term begins,
Aug. 18,1874.
The location of this school near the college and
‘theological school affords. many advantages which
are very important to students

ng their p

tory course. The special “work of the school
to
pre are students for college, and every effort is made
0 do this in as thorough a manner as possible. * Expenses are moderate. Send for Satalogue,
x
.
A. M.JONES, Sec.

LEBANON
The FALL

TERM

of

this

LEBANON,
Institution

With our

counsel
‘Miss Jessie F., daughter of Joshua B. Stone,
and fair warning, acd let the recipients deceased, and Aun Stone, (now Mrs, Anderson),
comprehend once and for «all that it will be died of consumption, at the home of her mother,
in Oxford, N.Y., August 12, aged 17 years. The
futile for them to impose upon us in~ the pure
and lovely things of earth were the first to
future, and that we are determined to resist pass away. The pearly dew-drop fhiztene in the
all further demands upon our purses: If morning sunshine but an hour”
The bow that
the inhabitants of Palestine desire to stand circles the heavens after a summer shower vanwell in the estimation of their brethren re- ‘ishes while we are admiring its wondrous beauty.

So Jessie’s brief life passed before us in spotless
loveliness, and we saw her depart as we would
‘watch the setting of"u bright star, or the going
out of a clear light, leaving us 10 mourn in sadad)

:

ME.
commenced

Tuesday, August 19, 1873, and continue eleven. weeks,

or

under the instruction of

Trustees.

G. W. FLINT, A. B., Principal.
Miss SARAH
Mgrs. M. E,

Ang.

ACADEMY.

LOCATED AT WEST

C. GILMAN, Assistant.
7
FLINT, Teacher of Instrumental

!
[Music.
I. G. N. FISK, Teacher of Vocal Music.
The course of studies in this schcol embraces
everything necessary to fit one for college or a prac-

25.

MAXFIELD, A. BB, graduate of Bates Col

tical business life. .

.

For beauty of scenery, healthfulness and comfort,
this location is unsurpassed. It is free from those
Plates of resort conducive to idleness and pernicious
0 morals, common to large villages and cities.

The

present

management

take

great pleasure in

presenting the Cops of Teachers to the atténtion of
parents and | Jug
ans and the public, as eminently

COLLLGE.

Sailified to fit scholars for every honorable position
FACULTY AND INSTRUCTORS.
n
life.
hap
.
:
TERMS:
.
. Rev. DANIEL M. GRAHAM,
D. D., Pres. Rev. RANSOM DUNN, D. D., Prof, Systematic and Pastoral
Common English,
.
.
$450
Theology. Rev. SPENCER J. FOWLER, A. M., Prof.
Middle
Li
.
- 5.00
Mathematics and Nat’l Philosophy. GRO.MCMILLAN,
Higher «
¢¢
wi
Ca
wi
A M., Prof. of Greek and
tin Languages.
F. bh
Languages, =.
+
.
. 600
WAYLAND DUNN, A. M.
Prof. of Rhetoric and
Instrumental Music (20 lessons),
8.00
Belles-Lettres. DANIEL M. Fisk, B. P. Prof. ChemUse of Piano,
=.
200
ists and Natural History. Rev. JOHN J. BUTLER,
Good board can be obtained in private families at
D.D., Prof. of Sacred. Literature. Rev. JOHN S.
Corp, A.M,

Prof. of Homiletics.

$3.00 per week. . Those wishing to board themselves
can obiain good rooms near the Academy.
ELIHU HAYES, Secretary.

BRUCE S. HUNT-

ING, A. B.,Tutor in Greek. JOHN H. BUTLER, A.B.,
Tutor in Latin. Mrs. MARIE M. PIERCE, Principal
of the Ladies’ Department, Miss NELLIE A. CROSS,

West Lebanon. Jnly 20, 1873.

Satt

‘Ase’ Principal of Ladies’ Department. ALEXANDER
C. RIDEOUT, PRINCIPAL of Commercial Department.
WARREN A, DRAKE. Ass’t Prin. of Commercial De-- | This Institution has three full courses of studies,
artment.
Hon. DANIEL L. PRATT, Lecturer on
viz: Classical, Scientific, and Ladies.
It has also a
Real and Personal Property.
JUDSON B. PALMER,
Shortaud Practical Course. Book-keeping is as
Asst: Insprictor in JTeltgraphy.
GEORGE B.GARD~
fully taught as in Commercial Collegag, without exNER, Instructorin Painting and Drawing. MELVILLE
tra charge.
W. CHASE, Instructor in
Instrumental. and
Vocal
EXPENSES.
Music.
Mrs. OLIVE C. Chase, Instructor in Cultivation of the Voice.
LEE I, BROWN, Ass’t in ChemiTuition for term of fifteen weeks.
. $10.00
cal Laboratory.
Incidentals
100
The Departments-and Courses of Study are, 1st
Board, per week, in private families,
3.25
The Classical Department,embracing the four years 3
Rooms for self-boarding from $2 to $¢ per term.

.

RIBGEVILLE COLLEGE.’

EXTRA

CHARGES.

a

Instrumental music,twenty-four lessons§10.00
Vocal Music, fifteen lessons,
1.50
Penmanship, fifteen lessons,
1.50
Use of Instrument for practice, per term, 1.00
The Fall Term will open July 21st, and continue
fifteen weeks.
4

£th, Art-Department.
:
SOCIETIES,

For Catalogue apply to
.

There are five well:sustained Literary Societies—
the Am Hiotyon, the Alpha Kappa
Phi, the Theo-

Ridgeville, Ind,, June 3; 1874.

logical, the uadies’ Literary
Union, and the German® Sodales, each having#a library, - EXPENSES,
to
The-regular expenses for the Academic year are

WM. REED, Sec.

EVANSVILLE SEMINARY.
The location of this institution at Evansville,

Wis.,

students pre-

is a beautiful one, being surrounded by a vich, productive, farming country.’ The village of Evansville:

for admission, June 20.h and Sept 3d, 1874.
For Catalogues or other information address the
President, or L. P. Reynolds, Secretary and 1'reas-

habitants, having ne liquors or billiard saloons.
The school enters upon its fifth year with: increased
facilities for the accomplishment of its work, Prof.
Bradley and wife having, after four years’ charge of
the school, recently enterea into a contract with the

to $130.

Aid is rendered to

paring tor the Chris/iam ministry.
Commencement June. 18th, 1874.

:
Examinations

can not be surpassed in the high moral tone of js

urer, Hillsdale, Mich.

NORTHWOOD

"Persons wishing obit

Verses areinadmissible.

by the results al1y48

NICHOLS
LATIN
SCHOOL.
Le. JORDAN, A.M., Principal, with three Assist.

The

be

giving permanency.

SEMINARY.

next term of ten weeks
ugust 31,1874.
’

will

commence

Mon-

AM: H. COTTON, A. B., Principal, with

competent

Assistants,

ASELL
WOMEN,

BATES

COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL
SCHOOL.
"

FALL

TERY,

1874.

The Fall Teri of the Theological Sehool connect.

ed with Bates Loliege begins Thursday, August 20th.
For further igformation address the President, O. B.
Cheney,

D. D., or Professor John Fullonton, Lewis:

ton, Maine.

y

uition to studen!
8 and
oth
who first secure the Regent’s certificate dn, aes

Address

4

J. A, HOWE, Sec,

L

will

on

home;
best of instruction in all branches; special
care of the health, manners and morals of students.
x

to come, thug

WHITESTOWN
SKMINARY.
The 38d Academical vear of this institution
commence August 24th.
Complete hs
Stud jor uth sexes.
A
No
a
k

SEMINARY
FOR YOUNG
Auburndale (near Boston.) Pleasant

Next year begins September 24th, 1874.
“Charles C. Bragdon, Principal,

in-

x
:
CALENDAR:
FALL TERM opens Aug. 26, 1873,—ends Nov. 21."
WINTER TERM opens
Dec. 9,—ends March 6, 1874.
SPRING TERM opens March 24, 1874,—ends June 12.
For fucther particulars, address,
Rev. G. 8. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal:
)

The
tuition will be as usual.
Brevity is specially important.
Not more thaw a }-~For further particulars address the Princ ipal.
Northwood
Ridge, N. H., Aug.5, 1874.
single square can well be afforded “to any single

obituary.

in healthfulness,

PA
Tuition, Boarding,
Washing, Rent, Fuel
and use of heavier Furniture.
For Catalogue or further information, address the
President, Rev. J. CALDER, D. D., or the Precepiress,
Miss JANE W.. HoYT, A. M., Agricultural
College
P. O., Center Co., Pa,
- The Spring Session of the above mgtitution, located
near Bellefonte, Center Co., has opened under very
pleasant circumstances. Already upwards of one hundred students are upon the Jolt, and others have sig-

lege, Principai, with competent assistants.
‘The tuition will be as usual.
Board $2.70 to $50.
Rooms can be obiained at
reasonable rates.
. GEO. C. PEAVEY, Pres.
WARREN FO3S, Sec.
July 27, 1874,
:

HILLSDALE

CLASSICAL.
Not sectarian,but

beauty, and freedom from cerrupting influences.
Expenses only $175 for College year of 40 weeks

:

Tudsday,

and

Ten Professors and Instructors.
thoroughly Christian.
|
Location can not be surpassed

AUSTIN
ACADEMY.
CENTRE STRAFFORD, XN. II.

OTIS T.

COLLEGE

AGRICULTURAL,
.
SCIENTIFIC

.,H

For further particulars, Apply to the Principal,
Sec.

and

information,

OF PENNSYLVANIA.

Summer Term begins Monday, Api) 26, 1875.
Summer Term closes Thursday,
July 1, 1875. «
LEWIS,

important

particular

7

REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M.. President.

:
Vacation two weeks.
_
Winter Term begins Monday, Nov. 16, 1874.
Winter Term sloses Friday, Jan. 22, 1875.
Vacation one week.
>
Spring Term begins Monday Feb. 1, 1875.
Spring Term closes Friday, April 9, 1875.
‘Vacation two weeks.

E.C,

students

For

AGRICULTURAL

INSTITUTION.’

_Aew Hampton, N. iT... July 20. 1574.

at

COLLEGE,=

Trustees to conduct it for five years

PARTICULAR NOTICE!

od

siding in Europe and élsewhere, they must
learnto bate all pretensions mixed up with
sentimentality —Jewish World.

8. HANNA, Principal.
INSTITUTE.

VIRGINIA

peculiar advantages.

S. BOWDEN.

&ec.

" WEST

send for a Circular to

|
CALENDAR:
:
Fall Term begins Monday, August 24, 1874

from $120

to recom-

mend aught that is prejudicial to the

themselves and

Col. Stuart, of the British army,in a book
eptitled “Reminiscences of a Soldier,” tells
this anegdote:
‘‘When a subaltern at Gib-

er officer, who

the

forms its work before it discovers that it is
humbugged—engaged as it were, on a (alse
scent.—N. Y. Times.

On the contrary, the need for time-

themselves to

“done, as he (the clerk) and the few remain- raltar he was one day on guard -with anothing

in

that it is de-

caying meat.
Doaceived by the foul odor,
the carrion fly enters the corollo and per-

ly help is so overpowering, that it would go

courts as the stern decrée was executed
‘that announced to all the world that Eurowhere the preacher doth make a sermon, pean monarchs must ‘hands off” to all
that he may know how the. hour passeth American nationalities, and ere long {o all
Magazine
for
dway, one shilling;”. and another relates American soil. —Harper's
:
;
:
to a bequest of ‘an hour-glass, with a frame August.
to stand on.” One preacher had exhausted
his sandglass, turned

to our distressed

brethren in faith, languishing

:

{iny

le

It is not our object in the present instance

felt .the

shock.”

this

visit it under the impression

to discourage the benevolent attempts heing

siroz,

Red battle stamped his foot, and nations
This inland town and

of Palestine.

CENTRAL

FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.

Fall Term closes Friday, October 30, 1874.

more

burrowing and mousing about’ dusts his
overcoat-of some of the fecundating pollen,
which falls upon the required place. It is
thus. that Monsieur Anther woos and puts

its

For further particulars, address the Secretary,
Pittsfield, Maine.
C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

80 years, 2 momths and 23

[4

not

in them

line of the

PITTSFIELD, ME.

\. B-MESERVEY, A. M., Principal, with eigh
associates,
}
Six regular courses for both sexes.
Four terms ot
ten weeks each.

in-

bees

Sr
the beautiful

in

3th

She professed

:

NEW

stitution.
Nature evidently understood
this; and hence she resolved not to rely’
wholly upon means

own exertions for an education, received at re-

MAINE

-|

sole-

by the transfer of pollen from the
the female plant.
One of -the
depended on by nature for carrypollen is the wind; but as every-

pc

Fall Term ot 16 weeks, begins September-.1st, 1874,
Wiater Term, Jan. 5th, 1875,
SEE
8pring Term, April 6th, 1875.
4
3

wife of Shepherd Talman,

Academies,

ly to attract the attention of insects: As
is generally known by ‘all intelligent people, the operation of fecundation among
the flora is, in a

7.00
7.50

-

accompanie

A
L.A],
———— ————

an ingenious, mission. They are not to
please the eye or pleasantly excite the naare designed

:

deeply.

vegetation have a quite different, as well
as a very practical, common-place,although
sal organs of man, but

.

.

of Trustees
Lyn
reesidhow Jp

her
wan

Mz Yoseen SANBORN died in Cumptown VilInge, August 9, aged 65 years and 7 months.
Rev. F. W.i ToLMAN,
:
og
BRO. JOSEPH GRANT died in Sidney, April 30,
al the residence of the late T. H.-Grant, aged 88
years and 4 months.
He experienced religion
when a young
man, and
remained a faithful
Christian until death.
Living in the centerof
the town and near the meeting house, his home
was the home of the pilgrim, where many have
been retreshed and encouraged in the Christian
life. He leaves a companion in feeble health to
mourn their loss, which we believe is his eternal
gain.
Children and grandchildren feel their loss

Oe

scientific writer has kaocked

-

resent efficient Bo:
0 Instruction, acqu
[ain ahd reputah
second to mo school

known by the writer of her early réligious life.
She has, however been identified with the F. B.
Church, at Rockville, Camden, for thirty or more
ears, and was not ashamed to
give a reason of
er hope in the Saviour.
She maintained hey integrity to the last, and longed to die and go to her
heavenly home.
lu ber last sickness she had the
care and attention of her only surviving daughter and son and other kind friends.
She leaves
to mourn their loss quite a number of grandehildren, great-grandchildren, and other relatives
and friends.
E. L. CLEVELAND.

yieldine,

of the

baving

Sister,

through so many mighty arteries, is pouring the resistles power and untiring energy
of the English-speaking nations through the
barriers of heathenism.
Wherever English
capital goes there goes with it the English
language—aggressive, dominant, and un-

Loves

.

-

$5.00

-

rates.

JANE S. TRINDLEY,

roads, steamships, and lines of telegraph, as

The

.

:
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She spoke freely of her future
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Will
be taught by an experienced
word to others, to meet her in
heaven. A little
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before she died, she said to ber mother, *“ MothNo
deduction
for
less
than half a term, except on
er, you know that I have tried to do right.
I account of sickness., Half
terms commence at the,
love Jesus.
I am going to see my father and
beginning and middle of the term.
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er, three brothers, an
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quainted with Italian or Arabic. The sim- the Joved remains to their home in Bradford.
ple, natural structure of the English Jan- Father and mother, brother and sister, are left to
H. GRAVES.
guage undoubtedly contributes also to its mourn, but not without hope.
extension, It isalready the leading language
Lucy EvVELINE, daughter of G. and Cornelia
of the world, spoken by ninety millions E. Huling, died June 9, near Columbus, Kansas.
of people (double the number of French- She was born on French Creek, Chautaugué
N.Y., and when but an infant
her
speaking races) and so extending his con- County,
arents moved to Laselle County, Ill., where her
quests year after year that its practical
ather died. In 1864 she moved with her widowvalue is in advance of that of any other ed mother aud three little brothers to Cherokee
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more
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the shadow of death that she saw only Jesus and
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Juarez shelled ers will
to
the town, captured the church and its illus: “the speech-maker than is commonly suptrious contents; and took him to the fort posed. Ina word, the shy man who is or by chance messengers who stroll along
oa the Hill of Bells, before which he was -ashamed of being shy generally richly de- in search of sweets.
Itis farther urged by
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serves all the character for awkward im- the scientist who promulgates the theory
pudence that he usually
obtains.
His ca- shat self-fecundating plants are colorless
used when a shorter sermon was. to be Around are acres and acres of level land reer is one long struggle with destiny in-the and odorless—and which, as a matter of
of a conceited and cowardly hyp- of poetic retribution, they ought to be.
greenest lucerne and character
preached.
It was about the middie. of the thick covered with
- course of study "usually
ursued in colleges.
2d,
the neighboring city. ocrite; and he deliberately prefers sucli a He farther shows that, in’ cases of plants
seventeenth century, when the Puritan ser- other .produce for.
The Scientific
and Ladies’ course,also of four years,
the rewards: that come at having an. offénsive odor there are insects
omitting Greek.
3d. Classical Preparatory of two
mon
occasionally ‘reached the enormous The towers and walls of the sacred city career to earning
4th. Agfidemical course of four years. bth,
at ‘the end of the fields and last to him who is not ashamed to blush and which are attracted by it—notably the case ‘years.
length of two._heurs,” that the hourglass gather
1heological
Department, with two courses of study,
hold his tongue.—Scotiish Journal.
limit Was applied.
May pulpits were fur- gardens in a recess of the mountains.
of the carrion flower, which attracts to it each three years, one embracing and the other omitting the Ancient Languages.
6th, Commercial and
. hisped with iron stands for the’reception of’ Behindit tower the tall hills, brown and
a certain buzzatd class of jndects, which
Telegraphic Department.. 7th, Music Department.
‘his fall sixty minutes.

_ provided with a hall-hour glass,
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religious impressions she attributed wholly to the. |.

the language with amazing rapidity, and

shy men and women of the new school;
but it owes a great deal more than it can
ever repay to those of the old, who acceptwithdraw his troops from” Mexico.
Napb-- ed their own natuze, and either followed it,
leon was very anxious to please the Presi- or let it yield gradually to the hand of Time
| dent, aud hastened to comply with his ‘re- —that great ar¥ist who never fails to brazen
quest.
The little body of men had of cheeks and thicken skins. The old-fashioncourse-npthing to do with this compliance. ed scholar was proverbially shy; and it is
Carlotta went with the troops to beg assist- + doubtful, to'say the least, if we have ‘imance for her husband. He should have proved upon the breed. Who has not known
gone also, but he believed th% Church party some clergyman, some artist, or even some
strong enough to maintain him in power, man of business—belonging to a setting
even without French or foreign help.
So generation—who shrunk from display, and
he foolishly remained. Juarez, the repub- was driven back to throw all his enerlican leader, eame in as Bazaine went out, gies honestly upon his work, simply bereorganized his troops, and moved down cause he was a shy man? Great orators
on the capital.’ Maximilian fearing his safe- have mostly set out with a shyness that dety in that political center, retreated north- veloped into simple nervousness—into the
conscious respect for a man’s self, his andiward a hundred and forty miles to Queretaro,
a very fanatical town. He marched into the ence, and his cause, which is to men "what,
jaws of death, into the mouth of hell. blood is to a race-horse. Ready fluency is
the precious privilege of ‘true impudence,
uarez came down upon him, and encompassed the city with his armies.
He built but eloquence comes of native shyness,
forts on the mountain, and also west of {he which is not ashamed of being shy.
It is
town on a lower knob called the Hill of Bells. what is transatlantically
called, ““Orating’
Maximilan took shelter in the Church of that belongs to the would-be impudent form
the Cross, whose plivming convent in- of shyness, which is so inexhressibly painful.
closure,

in Egypt.

in Egypt.

have driven him further and farther inland;
unless something be done to protect him, he
“will before” Jong become, upon the main
and Sahib will

| LYNDON LITERARY

seth of hor fife Soul ve Rar be beutiif . She

Shaglophant like the whale,is dying out.
In India he is becoming rare. The hunters are so apt at guessing what they ‘do not
literally understand

ped Drouyn de 'Huys, Napoleon's Secretary
of State, a note, saying it would be
agreeahle to the President if his Majesty would

.

ayard Taylor, in one qf his recent let-

gain ; but this i

—

continent at any

drop-

ness on her transient stay. She was educated,

refined, noble-hearted; and a meek follower of
teats, besides possessing all the Christiaft facta;

Language.
j

gl sh
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in Rome at being acand no been killed, I should ha’e thought it was a little surprised
very extraordinary indeed, and wad
hae costed by a native boot-black with ‘‘Shine
your boots P” In Naples, every peddier of
put it-down in my report.’ "Exchange.
canes, coral Photogrbhe) and shell fish
knows at leabt
to make a good bar-

The unha py monarch was destined fo from Buartoah and Ceylon, much as those of
The agitation which has been made in behalf of something of this kind is said to have furnish in his own tragic fate one more Great Beistin impor horses’ from raigad
es from any country
thatwill send
broken the jong apathy of the people upon fltastration of his nomily. His words come an
of sufficient
political subjects, and to have opened the ‘vividly to mind - in reviewing the curious thot sufficient oY
catalogue which a European statistician size and strength. In Africa, it is true, the
way for betterithingsin the futuré.
he celebration as described by Mr. lately furnished of the number of ‘sov- evil is not yet past remedy. Over the vast
Bayard Taylor inthe Z'ibune has many ereigns who have perished by violent table-lands of that unknown continent, the
nts of interest. At Rejkiavik, the cap- death or been discrowned by disaster, elephant still roams in countless: droves,
Ja city, thereswere commemorative serv- Thelist,, which must perforce, be incom- and still holds in undisputed possession vast
ices at the Cathedral, a banquet in the plete, embraces 2,640 emperors-or kings, traots to which rum and glass beads, castUniversity hall, dnd a popular festival, who have ruled over 64 nations. Of those, iron muskets and clay pipes, printed calico
The State church is the Evangelical Lu- 299 were dethroned; 151 were assassinat- and coarse gunpower, have ngyer yet found
123 died in Saphivieys 108 were for- their way. The respite,however, wil probtheran, The inspiring part of the services is ed,
said to have beeff the singing, which is an mally condemned and executed; 100 were ably be but brief. Almost daily caravans
important part of every Icelandic festival. killed in battle; 64 abdicated; 62 were start from the Zanzibar coast to the inteAt the banquet which followed, the King poisoned ; 25 died the death of martyrs; 80 rior, carrying with them all that the native
to
closed a complimentary speech with the committed suicide; and 11 died insane. heart needs to make it glad, and willing
toast, “Long live Old Iceland,” which was Even these lists do nol, probably, include take 2 payment ia ivory for all that her Five
answered by cheers, music and the firing all the unnatural deaths and dethronements to offer. For ten or a dozen large tusks
of cannon.
His promise that the Crown that have oceurred among 3,540 rulers thus the African chief can dress his wives out in
Prince should leara the Icelandic language tabulated, for it was oflen deemed polite beads and striped calico, furnish himself
pleased the Jrople still moré. The festi- to conceal the circumstances of a monarch’s and his ministers with rum and gunpowder,
val consisted of songs
and speeehes in the death, and history mentions many such in- and can so afford to wait pat ov 4 until
open air, by both Dagish officers and Ice- stancessm which the cause of death is next year's hunting season commences.
landers, and conclufled with dancing and doubtful ; so that, for example, the 11 in- The danger which the chase involves is exfire-works. America was represented
by a sane, and the 20 suicides, and the 62 poison- aggerated, The elephant is a dangerous
small party from. this country, and a poetic cd adie do not comprise the whole ‘beast to meet face to face, but he ‘is easily
greeting written by Mr. Taylor was trans- number of deaths which ought to be includ- circumvented by craft. He can be shot
poisoned arrows; he can be frightened
ted into Icelandic by a native poet and ed under those descriptions. Nevertheless, with
sung by ihe multitude. The first and last taking these figures as they are, they fur- by midnight fires, and driven into pitfalls;
nish a striking comment on King Richard's or, if the hunter have the requisite merve
stanzas are as follows:
melancholy words; which. by the way, and courage, he can be followed and hamAnd so the butchery goes on.
We come, the children of thy Vinland,
Richard’s own conqueror and successor al- strung.
The youngest of the world’s high peers,
most paralleled in his lamentations over Year by year Zanzibar sends inland a large
O land of steel, and song, and
’
the anxieties and perils that encompass the number of bales, and year by year a large
To greet thy glorious ei
roars !
kingly state. We may add that the death number of tusks is carried
down to the
of Napoleon IlI., at Chiselhurst, has now, coast. We may regret the idle waste, bat
What though thy native harps
be silent,
we are powerless to stop it, Nor: is it,
The chord they struck shall ours prolong,
Bn one more name, increased the number
We claim thee kindred, call thee mother;
after all, easy to see by what precise arguof sovereigns dying in exile.—Lippincotl's
O land of saga, steel and song !
ments we are to convince a native chief that
Magazine.
it is duty to allow the elephant to multiply
~ The festival at Thingvalla, held five days
io'peace. What is it to him if in a century or
afterward, was celebrated on a fambus hill
Queretaro and Maximilian.
so the elephant be altogether extinct, so
where the Popular Assembly of Iceland
—YP W—
long as in the interval he is able to drink
+ was held for nearly nine hundred years.
It is almost surrounded by water, with an
The situation of this city is very beauti- his rum and to dress out his ebony
charmuneven summit whose rag
Bat, after
Mount- ers in gaudy yellow and red?
edges look ful, Noue'in Mexico more so.
all,
rapidly
extinct as the great brute is bedown into the sea 150 feet below. . Here ains high hang all around its southern and
civil and criminal cases were
practically eastern sides. The west and the north lie coming, it is yet certain that we shall have
tried before the whole people. , The meet- open and level. The valley is tropically supplied his place long hefore we begin to
The tramway will sapplant
ings were held in the open air until as late
reen, which is a verdure the North scarce- feel his loss.
as 1690, when a wall -of lava “blocks was
y knows in June, for the intense life {of the elephant in India as surely_as the train
roofed over with canvas. In 1800.the seat nature reveals itself in this depth of color. has supplanted the" stage-coach in Great
Britain; and science will discover some
of justice was removed to Rejkiavik.
A ‘We rattle and race down at greater peril to material
fully as elastic as ivory, and equallife
‘and
limb
than
ary
Colorado
robber
formal address to the King by the
people of
Iceland was read on this ancient Hill of the could cause, and come at its base to a su- ly as capable of doing service in the shape
- Law, and also commemorative addresses perb aqueduct, stretching from hill to town of a billiard ball--the one and only article
which bad been forwarded from other coun: like the old Roman arches across the Cam- of modern Ipxury to which at present ivory
tries. The democratic tendencies: of the pagna. Itis the best preserved and the is absolutely indispensable.
it 1s
Icelanders were remarked in all their in- most romantic of these constructions that I not improbable that, long before the elephant
is finally extinct science may have
tercourse with the King.
They were re- haveseen in the country. Ouly that of
spectful but not over demonstrative, al- San Cosme in the city can equal it in solid- taught us so to fuse glass as to impart to it
though their confidence in him seems to ity, but neither that nor any other equals it all the elasticityof ivory—exactly as it has
ha ve increased rapidly during his stay. The in altractiveness. For that creeps along already taught us to supply the place’of the
address made clear what was expected by the side of city streets; this strides bamboo with cast-iron pillars, and “pipes,
{from the Danish Government,but expressed across the valley, high and lifted up. We and that of the sponge with fibrous india:
* the hope that the close of another thousand rash through the narrow-streeted town, and rubber.
:
years might find the same dynasty in pow- disembark at the Hotel Diligencias.
is city is chiefly famous for being the
er. The “King's Welcome,” by the native
Bashfulness.
poet, Mathias
and |
Jochumsson, contained the place were Maximilian was capture
Hr——
shot. When Mr. Seward had plazed a litfollowing:
.
;
There is much to be said for honest shytle body of sixty thousand men, under GenWith strong foot tread the holy ground,
Our Snowland’s King, the lofty-hearted,
Who from thy royal home hast parted,

neli

years was indisdred feet high, and been killed.’ ‘Well sir,’ which until the Inst few
replied B———, ‘I dina think there's any- Jensuble, has been slowly fading into the
kground, and is already less available
thing extraordinary
in it ava; if he'd faun
down a precipice four hundred feet high than English for Italy and ail the Orient. I

death of kings;

How some have been deposed; some

four hun-

Extinction of the Elephant,

For God’s sake, let us sit upon the ground,’

H
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“N. B. Noth-

you,
has fallen down a precipice

The Kate of Kings.

Columbus.

“Although the’ Icelanders have long been a
subjget people,and though the poverty of

‘You say, sir, in your A

B

de;

Bilbury used to preach two hours with two | the officer. commanding, with the report in
turns of the glass; after the
giving out of his band to demand an explanation. The
him
said—
the text the squire of the parish withdrew, brigade mdjor, addressing

has already given to these rude adventur. ers

glass. and then—" which | ‘er officer, and some hours after,the

was ma

ennial.

Gn

‘Brethren, | commanding the guard is bound to mention

I havessomething more to say "on the nat. it. Our friend, however,said nothing about
ure and consequence of drunkenness, so | the accident that bad occurred to his broth-
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A mew feature in the rapid distribution ot
great through mails, is receiving favorable consideration by the Post-office départment, which
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Eight lecturers on agriculture have been engaged for the present year by the university of

Col. Whiteley, chief of the secret service division of the Treasury, has tendered his résignaP
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Philadelphia is suffering from a water famine,
no rain having fallen there since August 9.
Postmaster-General Jewell has ordered canceled the contract for peu-kpjves, w hich have

California.

advancing

Pe

It has been said in regard to the ordinary form
of life insurance, that large sums are received by

healthful sport to all classés, but especially to
the young, when juditiously managed, com-

age

accident, artificial aids should be re-

mifled very much by the

will be deter-

this

and

hot mdr too eold,

be

state, the cold

water of the lake and sea during thé summer
Tontine plan, as its nature shows, not only meets
heats is most exhilarating, while to the leeble
all these objections, but provides a way by which
A child discovered to be near-sighted should be if was chilling and depréssing. The degree of
yy
a
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promptly
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appropriate glasses temperature nfist be regulated by the sensations, the insured person may give up his insurance con
A
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Andre’s pocket-book has been placed beside
and they shopld be selected if possible under the
and especially the reaction of the system after gract at a certain specified time, with an absolute
been usually issued to clerks abgut New Year's. Arnold’s watch jn the cabinet of the Connecticut
the figst pluage. If the body so reacts that the
advice of a competent medical man or optician.
gain ; and by making it impossible for him to give
Historical Society.
The custom obtained when quills were used.
In the case of persons who have passed middle water feels comfortable and agreeable, the bath
reaction
if
but
healthful;
it up at any A other time without a loss, ’ it fosters
and
e
pleasurabl
be
Amerwill
the
of
life, as soon as it is noticed that the best artficial
The health of Hans Christian Andersen has
The forty-third annual exhibition
lights’ sought or that letters grow apparently is feeble and the water seems to become colder, in him a habit of economy, and urges him to 80=|
jean Institute fair opened in New York Wednes- greatly improvéd.
fully
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¢ distinct, or that the near point at the bath will be injurious. To enjoy a bath
day.
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which
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see
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more
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In the case of Charles Baruard, alleged to have
10, 000 head of cattle.
at the time of the
body
the
of
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inches from the eye, the time for specta les has
caused the death of a boy at the Five Points
important; it should
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plan has been practiced now for several|
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overhea
not.be
mines.
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veloped
stances, we place an artificial lens outside of
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found * no bill,” and Barpard was discharged. A
immediate congestion
the eye to supplement the natural changeof for this would lead to an
Ex-President Thiers has presented his portrait
coroners jury bad previously acquitted him of
grave
in
result
isi careful to recommend the Ton.
might
Society
that
the
but
organs,
internal
that within the eye, and by so doing, we add of the
all blame, but the coroner held him subject to to his countrymen in California.
should
organs. Nor
diseases of the internal
persons only who have a reathose
to
policy
to
the
power
and
normal
action
of
the
whole
tine
the action of the grand jury.
Ten thousand people are annually punished in
the person be greatly fatigued, as this condition
‘optical
apparatus.
The
use
of
spectacles
enables’
there
Arms,
of being able to continue their
and
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expectation
laws,
England for violating the game
‘The announcement that Midshipma
and healthful sonable
prompt
the eye to work comfortably without fatigue, and would tend to prevent
e United States navy,
*
is a cry for reform.
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the end of the term. For it
to
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should
payments
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Finally
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like
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It is difficult to give any rules for selecting
are ready, and the work of construction
should easiest thing to be given up when the holder
The Rev. G. B. Porteou , of London, made
glasses, und there are many exceptions to be fortable. On leaving the bath the skin
hb
begun immediately.
by meets with pecuniary embarrassment, or is peraudience
rubbed
Boston
then
a
and
,
before
thoroughly
his first appearance
considered. The naturel changes in our vision always be dried
Within the past two years two hundred thou0
lecture course
at the opening of the Temple
the person himself until it is all aglow.
come
on
gradually,
and
glasses
need
to
be
suaded to use his: money in a temporary Specil|
sand dollars’ worth of Kentucky sheep have been
He made a strong impres‘Wednesday night.
should be regulated
Bathing for cleanliness
changed to meet this modification as age advancOver $6,000,000 worth of property - has been
buried in the American lakes since the introdue:
tion of steam.<
-

cerned in

destroyed by dogs.

The old studio of Sir Joshua Reynolds in Lei
cester square, London, has recently been con-

at New
Two sons of Frederick Teztmeier,
Haven, Conn., perished in a burning barn Monday.

verted into an auction room. . .- 4

The steamship Ville de Paris, from Brest to

stroyed by the police at Liverpool. It was salted
meat, in barrels, and the brine having decomposed the meat rotted.

others received injuries more or less severe.

President Juarez of Mexico left among his pa-

Wednesday being the centennial anniversary
of the passage of the Suffolk resolves [Massachusetts], a meeting was held in the evening in the
old house in Dorchester where the delegates
met.

pers an autobiography and a compilation of Mexican history, both of which are to be published.
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Beecher

The answer of the Rev. Henry Ward

to the complaint served against him in Mr. Til-

pay the debt of the commonwealth, prucipal and
The Louvre

treaty

PensaBruns-

The rivers of Alaska produce a fish which is so
fat that the Indians dry and use it as a candle.
These fish give a clear, brilliant light, and one

will burn about fifteen minutes.

Some miscreant has attempted to poisoi the
York, by
square, New
sparfows in*Madison
throwing poisoned bread crumbs about underneath the trees there.

by which it is provided that eriminals are to be
delivered up in cases of murder, Peter Kelley,"
who killed James Brown on board the schooner

released
of man-

or those

Almonds
Son Buell,

as

*‘ Blues

Miss., Friday, the members of which are pledged to mutual friendship and good

Two Tiudidred “rattlesnakes ‘have been killed

feeling.

this summer along the line of the Barclay Railroad, in Bradford Co., Pa.

Gen. Sherman expresses himself as opposed to
the employment of the military power to quell

the Southern

both

Victoria, the smallest of the British Australian

in extreme

disturbanees,.-except

cases, from considerations
constitutional right.

of

colonies, has a population

and

policy
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IS

dead:

have beaten the
Carlists at Hors; near Ternal.
It is reported ‘that an order will soon De ise
sued expelling from Pragia. all foreign priests,

Sik

The last report in regard to “ Suizot, the emi-

3

nent French statesman, is that his death has not
occurred, butis imminent.
Mario, the famous tenor, has been arrested in
Venice for violation of the press law.

destroyed by fire. . One boat-load of members of
the crew has not been heard from.
Advices from
Spain give the report that
Marshal Serrane will soon take command in person of the army of the north.
The Carlists are
stated to be blockading Pampeluna.
Advices from France report the suspension of

LUniversby the government for the recent pub-

bia from the Dominion of Canada and its annex: 1
ionto the United

States.

;

3

An ingenious projectile, invented by a Russian
officer, is now claiming the attention of military
scientists, The sczaroch, as it called, is an elon-

gatéd shell, the head

of

which

is completely

great.

interior has

is-

. sued a notice that the Arabian ports ‘on the Red
‘Bea ore infected with a plague...
Favorable news regarding the progress in lays

og ‘the new

“ceived from

American cable his been re-

‘araday.

The cable was once

broken and lost, but afterwards recovared and at
Jast gecounts the insulation was perfect.
Caleb Cushing writes from Madrid to-say that
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rare inducements to parties who wish to visit
the mountains at this finest season of the year

Lake Winnipisseogee to the White Mountains,or
via the Grand Trunk to ‘Gorbam. Excursion

bioketa “are also sold to. the five Blacher on the

broken

loose

from

in

very

the

large

wood

this, too, in the comparatively
Middle aud Southern Illinois.

orchards

underneath,

all

and

mild climate of

In such instances

the bark generally bursts open
on the south
side of the -trees, showing that the sun or beat
therefrom during mild weather has something
to do in causing the damage, although it is probubly ‘only Hecondary, the original or primary
cause being
a rapid, vigorous growth in Sum-

mer,
to

which

admit

is continued

of full

too

ripening

late

the colonel of a certain regiment of infantry that

“Oh! anywhere, colonel, anywhere, Its al} the
| same. Lovely fighting along the whole 1'ne.” #

when

just

ready to dry

of the wood

gorts are more likely to

than those of an |

escape

opposite character, hence the popularity of the

Morello cherry, and in discarding of the Bigurreaus

Tliinois,

Northern

in

(Wisconsin,

and

Westward in the same latitude. The Biberiun
and Russian varieties of the apple are taking the

the stems of your trees in tue Fall, and keeping
it there during the Winter, or wrapping them
with paper, cloth, or anything

which

will keep

pour on five
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flavor. 'As the
poet,
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To Wm. G. Lewis, Esq., President of the Standard
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* Dear Si—We have in use your
Machines, Power Wrinngeers and Mangles,at
a.
and
city,
this
of
Hotels
Tremont and Revere
mend them superior to auy other machines for
hotel use, snd work to our éntire satisfactioni
SILAS GURNEY.
every sespect.
58 LONC WH ARF, BOSTON.

Smid

m ost part, alreadyY graded
They are allin a eautiful location and lie about
half a mile fry a depot and about a mile from the
limits of evel
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are in la
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8 viei
there can not fail to be a large increase on ity and
now offered as soon #8 money becomes easier, and
She subsoriber only intends, fh these rates, to sell
Suffe fens to relieve the estate from present emer-
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_ Revere House, Boston, Aug.s, 1874.
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mimstrato

—ete,, etc. But, after a few expe Hments, the |
housekeeper will find that the above recipe
cheaper, qui er and quite as good.
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Our Machines are in use, by our large Hotels,
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ECENTRIC CLOTHES WASHER.

A Splendid Opportunity

prtieiur ubout his dinner, said to we, ** Every
ining goes to make a soup,—like eologne.”. Most
eepers make awfu "preparation in getting

will suffer in the

hence’ any Ruch

who

Power And Hand Laundry Machinery,

of

The Books sell themselves in every
family, and
Jud men can make a business for life
in one counw
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grease floating on a

off the direct rays of the sun; the bursting of the
bark may ina great measura he prevented, but
ag the trees become larges the Jarge branches
same

Represents

nig hot,and if you add to it a little boiled macaroni, rice, or barley, or a few green peas, or ‘slivers
of string beans, or even of despised carrot, it
will improve it. When
you
have
tomatoes,
celeTy-10ps, Duras,
pi
8a bay-leat, a bit of thyme,
green ' pea-hulls,~aLyth ing,—put in to e

or

growth,

made with our grand

sized carrots and

‘Send it to the

-

COMBINATION

half a teacup

and skim off the fat, if any, und it 1s fit for the
the every-day table, While boiling, the kettle
must be- covered tight
to keep it trom boiling
away. I like to make
iny soup sitter breakfast
and set itaway, as then, by dinner-time, the fat
which may be on it will have hardened, and

before

ly affected in the same manner. Certain varieties
suffer
to a greater extent than others, and the
comparatively slow growing, bard, firm-vooded

up,

Add two good
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all, T

let them scorch,

for sale a lot of one
less than forty

WORCESTER

a turnip cut in slices, and let all boil together
moderately | for un hour or two. (If you have a
large proportion. of meat on
your bones, an
hour will make “it). Strain it through a sieve

1n Autumn

place of the more common and popular sorts
:
a, is retoted of Genéral Phil Kowaey thav dur- cultivated in milder climates,
By phicing a board against the south side of
ing the hottest partof the day at Seven Pines,
when his division ‘were putting in their best
“ licks” in holding back th confedwrate column,

often, but ‘do not

having

I. N. KEYES,

home

Let all these sinimer ten minutes or over,

SCHOOLS,

SABBATH

Pine Timber, on line or near to Nashua and Rochester R, R. Please address, giving all Jasdeulyre,
description, price, &c ,
:

no fut whatever), two heaping teaspoonfuls of
salt and a Swale nreer teaspoonful of pepper.

location and soil. We have seen thé bark on of cold water.
tree

Any one

more acres, of not

add scraps of meat (but

them

grand rc-

the

Everybody buys it.

Pine Timber
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‘poT-water, all my

- 8
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cooking to induce them to patronize the now misunderstood and non-spreciated carrot. [never
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ments of the cheap soup question let her get
that book and study and practice the first few
pages of it. ‘But perhaps my rough adaptation
of one or two of his “lessons” will give a suffi-

disease, all caused by a variable climate, upon
‘varieties which are not exactly adapted to the
every

belief that
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writes
feelingly of the -general
ignorance of
American housekeepers concerning the virtue
of carrots as an ingredient
of soups, stews,
gravies, etc., and winds up with the recipe for
a good soup:
.
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will do for purposes other than for reading or
writing,when prolonged use is not required. The
nip upon the nose is often painful, and creates
uneasiness; and besides, the focus is liable to
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suffer. Parents
should promptly interfere to
prevent the formation of such dangerous hab-
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Pig

Home.

co!d weather.
It is not the applé tree alone which is injured
ic the same manner in wuny of the, Northwest-

was hurrying forward galloped to the American
1 entirely without | Bayard
report of his Jill «are
|
the
tie
find asked him where ‘he should go in?

‘Mr, Hoker, Giri Eomul at Hakodud

loud

cussion. The bath, in its various forms, mediunmedicated, is a most important
cated and
remedial measure ; unfortunai®ly, it is too much
in the hands of aneducated practitioners, who,
by their malpractice, tend to bring jit into discredit. No general rule can be laid down which
it is safe for the invalid to follow but this, namely, consult a competent physician sniloarth and

quacks,”

ments among the guns-of the enemy, the head
gceson to. plunge into the infantry still further
back. Itis to be used in Russia, however, only

[formerly U8, consul at Lisbon,

The Portugese minister of the

make

way would calise the secession of British Colum-

article against Pres. Serrano. | for ob<erving the mountain scenery. . Excursion
has beefl arraigned on a charge of swindling. . tickets are, sold from their. principal stations vig

"'Ohatles’

who

at a considerable distance

that the completion of the Northern Pacific rail-

spherical ; a round shell upon thé” end of an iron
cylinder. The two parts are united by a comparatively slight thickness of metal. When- firThe Carlists recently fired on a train of ears,
ed, the sezaroch leaves the gun like an ordinary
believ|
that the Austrian and German ambasshell; but when it bursts, the cylindrical part
sadors
re’ passengers. The driver and stoker
alone flies in pieces, while the spherical h2ad conof the train were killed.
tinues its flight intact and may richochet for hunForeign advices state that [the ship Euxine, dreds of yards further. The advantage of such
while on the voyage from Shields for Aden, was. a shell against artillery, for example, is very

og

of a some-

a window by the waning light of evening,

The San Francisco Alta C.lifornia is satisfied

After ten hours” hard fighiting the republicans
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less critiused that

become disarranged. For these reasons and othAbout 18,700 Jetters were posted in England ers the glasses held in place by bows passiag belast year without any address whatever,and near- hind the ears are the best and safest for reading
‘ly 600 of the letters contained cash, checks or’ or stydy,—Bosion Journal,
bills of exchange to the value of more than $13,

Charles Gilpin, M. P.,.for Northamplon, England, and Lord
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the water a few minutes, and gently rub the
skin with the hand; this relaxes the skin and
softens the layer of epithelium; then stepping
out, the body should be rubbed with soap untill
On entering the bath the
a lather is formed.
scurf (for this is its proper term) separates and
Jesfges the skin soft and perfectly clean. A dash

knowledge. In all Jarge cities there are reputable medical
gentlemen who make a specialty
of the treatment of eye affections, and they are
the proper persons to consult. It can not be
too universally known fhat short sight tends
to increase ; and that if it increases at all rapidly,
it tends also to destructive changes, and therefore it is"an affection which requires props attention.
Perfection of eyesight is essential to our "weilfare and happiness and any one who neglects
those precautions upon the observance of which
its preservation
depends, will find cause for
deep repentance in Jater life. Young men and
young’ women who
suffer
themselves to fali
into the habit of reading by the fire-light, or at

to the Madras Presidency, exeept at certain plaofmer Union and | ces. The policy of the government is supposed
composed
and Grays”,
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a bath

be safely taken just as the person is retiring for
the night, and is a great luxury, often securing
a most refreshing night’s sleep, and not liable

by day-

ed to fall into the hands of * traveling

The government of India has profiibited the
importation of cannon, arms and ammunition in-

- slaugliter, but not of murder.

the

No wonder then

Paris has 561 1, 000 smokers.

that a Richmond, Va., firm has a contract for
of the Sragram
sending her $8,000,000 mip
weed.

England,

Myrick,in English waters, has been
from custody, it being plainly a ease

by the

at last advices

tions in the southern Pacific, and
was at Queensland.

for reading

Mea

what serious nature, as short-sighted eyes are | of cold water over the body, followed with
5 00 oa
We offer for sale at low prices 300 acres of land, Spe Yo
diseased eyes, and they require special treat- gentle friction of a soft towel, is the last step,
which, on account of location and soil, is one of the | Oak ¥ ton.. 4 00 gu &
Bathing for health -offers a wide field:for dis-* most: 7 Brive tracts of land in Southern Michigan. Clapboards 508.00 as
ment, Never allow a child or friend thus afflict-

The rope walker Blondin is now giving exhibi-

is under ar-

with

enriched

reserved

Such

even in winter to render the bather susceptible
im torcold afterward. It is well to lie down first in

light, or for writing, which requires
cal vision more especially if ink be
flows black from the pen.
Short-sightedness is a malformation

arrival of the magnificent picture of Giullo Romano, known as “ The Nativity,” which ‘was
one of the Louis X1V. collection,

rest.

extradition

has lately been

solvents of these substances.

should at first only be used for reading
the evening; and when no longer sufficient they
may be superseded fer evening work by others,

and the first pair
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spectacles

first

The

about: three inches less,

interest, in one year.

From Saquache, Colorado, comes the yoport of
the discovery of the dead bodies of five miners
who were doubtless murdered for purposes of

Under the

English

A Tennessee paper is authority for the statement that the whiskey bill of that state would

cular has been issued by the Treasury department with appropriate suggestions to the United
States officers with reference to quarantine and
the public health.

The supposed murderer

the

Our grain harvests, it.is conceded,
will be very
large, and the question most exciting attention is,
will there be a corresponding demand abroad for
the surplus?

wick (G3), Key West and New York; and a cir-

robbery.

follows
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lation. Out of a large number of policy-holders, | Goaury MAL,
a greater number will gf necessity continue to Say Jus. Rely

etoz, and the latter
lium or scarf skin, the oil from the glands of the
skin, ete. ‘Warm water and soap are the best

focal length require a
as glasses of ten inch
distance of only
reading
modification .of the

ton’s suit, together with the accompanying leThe answer isa
gal documents, is published.
The trial of the
general denial of the charges.
case is appointed for the first Monday in Oectober.
the mail route
Since the murder of Ivey,
agent on the Alabama and Chattanooga railroad,
several route agents in the South have shown
considerable alarm; and are asking leaves of absence from the post-office department, and some
* decline to run any longer on their routes.
Yellow fever prevails at New Orleans,
cola, Galveston, Mobile, Darien (Ga.),

in life they must be changed for those of forty
or even of ten inches.
(Glasses of a focal length of sixty inches will
require one to hold the object looked at ata
distance of fourteen inches. It at fourteen inches

from the court-house preceded by the sherif, carrying a drawn sword.
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the ever separating epithe-

fashion, in wearing a silk gown and going to and

Carolina

offensive should be dai-

ly bathed in warm soaped water. 2. The whole
body should be bathed in similarly prepared

the letters of a book are seen most distinctly the
focal length of the glasses is usually well adapted
to those whose vision is slightly impaired. The
distance shouldbe quite accurately measured,

A South

1. Those parts of the body liable to

become daily unclean or

—FHeriods Of decay of sight, glasses, having a folal
America” were de- length of sixty inches will usually suffice; Inter

Twenty tons of ‘meat from

New York, suffered severely from the recent.
One sailor was: lost
cyclone on the Atlantic.
overboard, the captain was severely injured, and

as follows:

es. - At first the change is slight, and may not tor
several years after it commences be so marked
as tovhecome positively annoying. In the early
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bining, as it does, vigoreas exercise of all the
museles of the limbs in a gently resisting medium
which surrounds and envelops the body: Bath-

sorted to without delay. The tendency is in ull,
or nearly all cases towards if eparable injury,
when this aid is withheld.
°
It is true, bador ill-adapted spectacles may,
and do cause injury, and so do improper medicines, or injudicious food or regimen. If proper
care is used in selecting glasses, and the right
ones are obtained, they strengthen vision, and
vigor of all the functions of the organs con-

Raising cork trees seem to be an approaching
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